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F r o m t h e E d i to r

A

mong undergraduates, the world of academia can often feel like a cryptic,
mysterious, and even unsettling place. The short distance between a bachelors
degree and the beginning of a graduate or professional program can appear to

be an unbridgeable chasm. Nowhere does the disquiet present itself stronger than in the
elusive world of research, complete with the pressure of publish-or-perish and competitive
graduate programs, not to mention the unsettling employment statistics for students who
decide to go straight in to the job market. But in spite of all the questions, concerns, and
KVVTHUKNSVVTTHU`\UKLYNYHK\H[LZQ\TWOLHKÄYZ[PU[VYLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[Z;OLPTWL[\Z
[V ILNPU H ZJOVSHY»Z ^VYR JHU JVTL PU THU` MVYTZ! H UHNNPUN X\LZ[PVU [OH[ [OL IVVRZ
Q\Z[KVU»[ZLLT[VHUZ^LY"[OLWYVMLZZVY^OVLUJV\YHNLZHZ[\KLU[»Z[LYTWHWLYYLZLHYJO
WYVQLJ[" VY HU OVUVYZ [OLZPZ [OH[ YLX\PYLZ H Z[\KLU[ [V KPN KLLWS` PU[V HU PZZ\L [OL` HYL
excited or confused by.
Whatever the reason, when students commit valuable time to research and then
submit their work to a critical appraisal by their peers, they have left their comfort zone
and risked their necks in the unforgiving world of peer review. This is a courageous move.
It is much easier to just “get by” as an undergraduate without forcing oneself to go above
HUK IL`VUK [OL WHY[PJ\SHY YLX\PYLTLU[Z VM [OLPY \UP]LYZP[`»Z KLNYLL WSHU I` LUNHNPUN PU
independent research. I feel it is important to keep this in mind as you read through the
six papers that made it into Volume 4 of Sociological Insight (SI). These students did not
have to submit these papers, but they did because they care about the discipline and
appreciate the power of social science to uncover and illuminate the various blind-spots
and misunderstood aspects of social life.
Sociological Insight is a labor of love for all the students involved in bringing it to
fruition. Despite full course loads, part-time jobs, and their own independent research,
[OL:0Z[HɈKL]V[LZT\JOVM[OLPYMYLL[PTL[VTHRPUN:0HYLHSP[`6\YWYVQLJ[PZHYLZ\S[
VM [LHT^VYR PU L]LY` ^H`  ;OL JVYL L_LJ\[P]L Z[HɈ PZ THKL \W VM [OL LKP[VYPUJOPLM
THUHNPUNLKP[VYHKTPUPZ[YH[P]LÄUHUJPHSHUK79TLKPHKPYLJ[VYZ^OVTLL[^LLRS`V]LY
[OL JV\YZL VM <;»Z [^VZLTLZ[LY HJHKLTPJ `LHY HSVUN ^P[O H WHYHSSLS Z[HɈ VM HZZVJPH[L
LKP[VYZ^OVTLL[IP^LLRS`H[NLULYHSZ[HɈTLL[PUNZ;OLHZZVJPH[LLKP[VYZHYL[OLRL`
ingredient to our peer review process. Additionally, the associate editor position is an
important part of our overall mission to familiarize undergraduates with the world of formal
research and academia.
The peer review process for SI is divided into three rounds, or tiers. Round one
PZ HU PUP[PHS KLZRYLQLJ[ KLJPZPVU THKL I` [OL L_LJ\[P]L Z[HɈ LUZ\YPUN [OH[ H WHY[PJ\SHY
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paper meets our submission guidelines and has a certain level of professional, substantive
content to warrant a full review. For the second round, each paper that passed the deskreject is given to an undergraduate and graduate student pair for blind review. The review
pair has two weeks to complete their review of the paper(s) and to make a decision of:
reject, revise and resubmit, or accept. If the decision was revise and resubmit, the paper is
sent back to the author with an attached document of all the revisions that need to be made
in order for the paper to be worthy of publication. Once the revised paper is resubmitted
HUK JVUÄYTLK MVY [OL ULJLZZHY` JOHUNLZ HSS WHWLYZ [OH[ WHZZLK [OL ZLJVUK YV\UK HYL
sent on to UT-Austin sociology faculty reviewers, based on areas of specialization, for
ÄUHSYL]PL^([[OPZZ[HNL[OLWYVMLZZVYZHYLHZRLK[VTHRLHYLJVTTLUKH[PVUVU^OL[OLY
or not the paper needs further revisions or is acceptable for publication as-is. After the
MHJ\S[`YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZOH]LILLUYLJLP]LK[OLL_LJ\[P]LZ[HɈTLL[Z[VTHRLHÄUHS
list of which papers will be published in the upcoming volume of the journal. Our review
process is rigorous and time consuming for good reason. The mission of Sociological
Insight is to raise a high bar for undergraduate social science research by encouraging
sociologists-in-training to think deeper, work harder, and go farther.
It would be impossible for us to make these goals into reality without the help of
a supportive community. First and foremost we would like to thank Dr. Christine Williams,
JOHPYVM[OLKLWHY[TLU[VMZVJPVSVN`H[<;(\Z[PU/LYZ\WWVY[IV[OTVYHSHUKÄUHUJPHS
made this journal possible. But more than support, Dr. Williams has always given us the
freedom to make our own decisions, along with encouragement that what we are doing
with the journal is important, valued by the department, and making a genuine contribution
to the discipline we love so much. Her belief in the abilities of undergraduates to conduct
meaningful research is one of the reasons I believe that the University of Texas at Austin is
the preeminent undergraduate sociology program in the U.S.
Next, we would like to thank our faculty advisor, Dr. Sheldon Ekland-Olson. Dr.
Ekland-Olson—or “SEO” as we like to call him—has been one of our biggest fans on campus
since day one. He has always gone out of his way to heap praise and encouragement on
:0HUKP[ZZ[HɈ7LYZVUHSS`+Y,RSHUK6SZVU»ZZ\WWVY[OHZILLUO\TISPUN(U`Z[\KLU[
who has ever taken a class or had a conversation with him will attest to his ability to leave
`V\MLLSPUNJVUÄKLU[HUKPUZWPYLK/PZTLHZ\YLK^PZLJV\UJPSOHZILLUPU]HS\HISL[V\Z
this year. We look forward to working him for many years to come.


>L^V\SKHSZVSPRL[V[OHURHSSVM[OL^VUKLYM\SZ[HɈVM[OLZVJPVSVN`KLWHY[TLU[

at UT-Austin. In particular, we are indebted to our wonderful undergraduate advisors,
Debbie Rothschild and Jackie Dana. Day-in and day-out, they help with problems, answer
questions, and give much-needed advice. Michelle Robertson was crucial in assisting
\Z ^P[O [OL PTWVY[HU[ [HZR VM THUHNPUN V\Y ÄUHUJLZ HUK VYNHUPaPUN [OL SVNPZ[PJZ VM [OL
journal, along with Julie Kniseley and Kevin Hsu. We are also indebted to Dr. Penny Green
MVYOH]PUNHS^H`ZILLUVULVM:0»ZNYLH[LZ[HK]VJH[LZHK]PZVYZHUKMYPLUKZ
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On a personal note I would like to thank my former colleagues and close friends
MYVT SHZ[ `LHY»Z L_LJ\[P]L Z[HɈ! +PHUH *OV (ZO[VU )HYYPULH\ 1VZO )PK^LSS (TILY
Villalobos, and Nanette Lopez. Diana set the bar high for being the editor-in-chief of
Sociological Insight. I learned more about being a leader from watching her than I could
have from reading a dozen books, and it has been an honor to follow in her footsteps.
(ZO[VU HUK 1VZO THKL ^OH[ JV\SK OH]L ILLU H KPɉJ\S[ `LHY T\JO LHZPLY ^P[O [OLPY
consistent friendship, laughs, and life advice. I could not have asked for a better group of
friends over the past two years.


-PUHSS`0^HU[[VL_WYLZZT`NYH[P[\KL[V[OLZ[HɈVM:VJPVSVNPJHS0UZPNO[

We were fortunate to have an amazing group of associate editors this year who worked
hard and stuck with us—even when we asked them to read papers over their holiday
break. A special thanks to all of the graduate students who worked in review pairs with our
HZZVJPH[L[LHTHUK^YV[LIVVRYL]PL^ZMVY\Z6U[OLL_LJ\[P]LZ[HɈ:[LWOHUPL.YLLZVU
singlehandedly made this edition of the journal a reality. She tackled every task that was
given, requested more work in rare moments of free time, and was a constant second set of
eyes making sure no detail was overlooked. During the spring semester Stephanie worked
[^V Z[HɈ QVIZ ZLY]PUN HZ IV[O THUHNPUN LKP[VY HUK HKTPUPZ[YH[P]L KPYLJ[VY WLYMVYTPUN
both with equal skill and grace. Mr. Jean Nava was a never ending wellspring of cheer
HUKWYVMLZZPVUHSPZTHZV\YÄUHUJPHSKPYLJ[VY4HYPV.\LYYHIYV\NO[LU[O\ZPHZTHUKUL^
PKLHZHZV\Y79TLKPHKPYLJ[VY3HZ[I\[UV[SLHZ[0[OHUR4PJOHLS¸(YLZ¹9VZZHUK1HZVU
;OVTHZMVY[OLPY^VYRVU[OLL_LJ\[P]LZ[HɈK\YPUN[OLMHSSZLTLZ[LY(SSVM\ZH[:0HYL
excited about the future of SI in the capable hands of Taylor Orth who served as our
W\ISPZOLYSPHPZVU[OPZWHZ[`LHY>L»YLL_JP[LK[VZLL^OH[[OLM\[\YLOVSKZMVY:VJPVSVNPJHS
Insight under her leadership.
Sincerely,
Christopher Robertson
Editor-in-Chief
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The Role of Moral Shocks in the Texas Anti-Death
Penalty Movement
K AT E R O B E RT S
Southwestern University
This study examines a coalition of individuals and groups involved in the anti-death penalty
movement in Austin, Texas. Utilizing qualitative research methods conducted between
September and November 2010, this paper seeks to uncover the role that appeals to
emotion and moral shocks play in activist recruitment and in the strategies and frames
\[PSPaLK I` ZVJPHS TV]LTLU[ VYNHUPaH[PVUZ ;OL YLZLHYJO ÄUKPUNZ Z\NNLZ[ [OH[ H[[P[\KPUHS
HMÄUP[` ZVJPHS UL[^VYRZ HUK TVYHS ZOVJRZ ^VYR [VNL[OLY [V PUÅ\LUJL [OL YLJY\P[TLU[
HUK TVIPSPaH[PVU WYVJLZZ PU [OL HU[PKLH[O WLUHS[` TV]LTLU[ 0U HKKP[PVU [OL ÄUKPUNZ
provide evidence that anti-death penalty activists intentionally utilize moral shocks related
to innocence and unjust convictions as framing strategies.

O

n a Saturday afternoon a group of approximately 300 people march down
Congress Avenue, carrying signs and chanting in unison. “One, two, three, four,
P[»ZYHJPZ[JY\LSHUKHU[PWVVY¹ZOV\[ZH^VTHUPU[VHTLNHWOVUL[V^OPJO[OL

JYV^KYLZWVUKZ¸Ä]LZP_ZL]LULPNO[Z[VW[OLRPSSPUNI`[OLZ[H[L¹7YVTW[LKI`HUV[OLY
THU[OLJYV^KILNPUZ[VJOHU[¸9PJR7LYY``V\JHU»[SPL>LJOHYNL`V\^P[OOVTPJPKL¹
MVSSV^LKI`¸P[»ZUV[Q\Z[PJLP[»ZHSPL9VKUL`9LLKT\Z[UV[KPL¹3LKI`ZP_TLU^OVZWLU[
time on death row for crimes that they did not commit, the group marches under the beating
sun for twenty minutes before returning to the capitol grounds for the remainder of the 11th
Annual March to Abolish the Death Penalty. After several family members, friends, pen pals
and others whose lives have been impacted by the death penalty speak to the crowd, an
L]LU[VYNHUPaLYKPYLJ[Z[OLH\KPLUJL»ZH[[LU[PVU[VHSHYNLZJYLLUVɈ[V[OLZPKLVM[OLZ[HNL
The stepmother of Cameron Todd Willingham, whose case has gained national attention in
[OLSHZ[ML^`LHYZK\L[VJSHPTZ[OH[OL^HZPUUVJLU[^OLUOL^HZL_LJ\[LKOHZÄSTLKH
short clip to be shown at the march. The crowd listens intently as she reads a letter that she
received from her son in 1999, in which he talks about his dream of someday abolishing
the death penalty. In a poignant conclusion, she tells the families of death row inmates that
[OL`ZOV\SKUL]LYNP]L\WILJH\ZL[OL`HYLHSS^VYRPUN[VNL[OLY[VTHRL;VKK»ZKYLHT
come true.
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What has driven hundreds of people from various backgrounds to attend this event?
What does this occasion reveal about the strategies used within the anti-death penalty
movement? Does this event shed any light on how anti-death penalty activists frame the
movement in order to recruit activists and encourage support for their goals? Utilizing
data from participant observation, in-depth interviews, and an analysis of organizational
TH[LYPHSZHUK^LIZP[LZ0HUHS`aL[OLMHJ[VYZPU]VS]LKPUWLVWSLZ»KLJPZPVUZ[VILJVTLHUK
remain involved in the anti-death penalty movement, including social networks, attitudinal
HɉUP[` HUK TVYHS ZOVJRZ  0U HKKP[PVU 0 L_HTPUL [OL WYLZLUJL HUK YVSL VM HWWLHSZ [V
emotion and moral shocks in the strategies and frames utilized by anti-death penalty
activists.

L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W
Social Movement Recruitment and Mobilization
The literature regarding social movement recruitment and mobilization often
MVJ\ZLZVU[OLM\UJ[PVUZVMH[[P[\KPUHSHɉUP[`+H\WOPUHPZ)HYRHUHUK*VOU
ZVJPHSUL[^VYRZ4J(KHT "4J(KHTHUK7H\SZLU

HUK

PUSLHKPUNWLVWSL[VILJVTL

involved in social movement activity. Dauphinais, Barkan, and Cohn (1992) suggest that
H[[P[\KPUHSPUÅ\LUJLZHYLPTWVY[HU[WYLKPJ[VYZVMMLTPUPZ[HJ[P]PZTHUK[OH[[OLPTWVY[HUJL
VM TPJYVZ[Y\J[\YHS MHJ[VYZ TH` KLWLUK VU [OL PU[LUZP[` VM VUL»Z JVTTP[TLU[ [V [OL
TV]LTLU[»Z NVHSZ 4J(KHT   JVUJS\KLZ [OH[ MVYTHS HUK PUMVYTHS ZVJPHS [PLZ HJ[
HZ [OL Z[Y\J[\YHS W\SSZ [OH[ SLHK WLVWSL ^P[O H[[P[\KPUHS HɉUP[PLZ [V^HYKZ PU]VS]LTLU[ PU
activism to actually follow through and participate. McAdam and Paulsen (1993) show that
social ties and social networks are important because strong social ties to individuals and
VYNHUPaH[PVUZ WYV]PKL [OL JVU[L_[ PU ^OPJO HU PUKP]PK\HS»Z PKLU[PÄJH[PVU ^P[O H WHY[PJ\SHY
identity can be reinforced and linked to movement participation.
In addition, another body of literature moves towards a focus on cultural work,
[V HKKYLZZ [OL PTWHJ[ [OH[ NYPL]HUJLZ HUK TVYHS ZOVJRZ OH]L VU PUÅ\LUJPUN WLVWSL»Z
KLJPZPVUZ [V LUNHNL PU HJ[P]PZT 1HZWLY HUK 7V\SZLU 

" 1HZWLY 

" >HSZO  

Walsh (1981) explores the interaction between grievances and structure in movement
mobilization, and suggests that discontent is an important variable in this process. Walsh
(1981, p. 18) conceptualizes of the 1979 nuclear accident at Three Mile Island as a “suddenly
imposed major grievance” that was “attributable to human decisions or negligence,” and
which played a role in the social movement mobilization process following the incident.
Jasper and Poulsen (1995) explore the role that cultural meanings play in recruitment
processes, and examine the use of moral shocks to appeal to those without pre-existing
social ties to a social movement. They suggest that moral shocks occur “when an event
or situation raises such a sense of outrage in people that they become inclined toward
political action, even in the absence of a network of contacts” (Jasper and Poulsen 1995,
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p. 498). These moral shocks can take the form of suddenly realized or imposed grievances
through highly publicized and unexpected events, but “can also be the experiences of
PUKP]PK\HSZHZ[OLNYHK\HSKPZJV]LY`[OH[VUL»ZKYPURPUN^H[LYOHZILLUJVU[HTPUH[LKI`
HSVJHSMHJ[VY`VY^HZ[LZP[L¹1HZWLYHUK7V\SZLU

W ">HSZO 0UHKKP[PVU

Jasper and Poulsen (1995) discuss the importance of condensing symbols, which often
accompany moral shocks, in the recruitment process. Jasper (1998, p. 13) elucidates the
role that emotion plays within moral shocks, and suggests that a moral shock “implies a
]PZJLYHSIVKPS`MLLSPUN¹MYVT^OPJOZ[YVUNLTV[PVUZZOV\SKÅV^


;OLYL PZ H SHYNL IVK` VM SP[LYH[\YL JVUJLYUPUN [OL PUÅ\LUJL VM H[[P[\KPUHS HɉUP[`

identity, social networks and social ties, and grievances and moral shocks in social
TV]LTLU[ YLJY\P[TLU[ HUK TVIPSPaH[PVU +H\WOPUHPZ )HYRHU HUK *VOU 
HUK 7V\SZLU 

" 1HZWLY 

" 4J(KHT  " 4J(KHT HUK 7H\SZLU 

" 1HZWLY
" >HSZO

1981). However, the literature focuses on the impact of moral shocks in the absence of
social networks and social ties, almost excluding the role that moral shocks could play in
recruiting those who are already embedded within activist networks or who have personal
JVUULJ[PVUZ[V[OVZLPU]VS]LKPU[OLTV]LTLU[;OLJ\YYLU[YLZLHYJOZ[\K`ÄSSZHNHWPU
the literature by exploring the potential for moral shocks and social networks, in addition
[VH[[P[\KPUHSHɉUP[`HUKPKLU[P[`[V^VYR[VNL[OLYPUYLJY\P[PUNWLVWSL[VHJ[P]PZT
Framing and Strategies in Social Movements
Examining the framing processes used in social movements is a major focus of
SP[LYH[\YLPU[OLÄLSKVMZVJPHSTV]LTLU[YLZLHYJO)LUMVYK

")LUMVYKHUK:UV^"

:UV^L[HS ":UV^HUK)LUMVYK :UV^L[HS L_WSHPU[OH[MYHTLHSPNUTLU[
WYVJLZZLZHYLKLZPNULK[VSPUR[OLZVJPHSTV]LTLU[VYNHUPaH[PVUZ»PU[LYWYL[P]LMYHTLZ^P[O
[OVZLVMWV[LU[PHSYLZV\YJLWYV]PKLYZPUVYKLY[VJVTL[VHZOHYLKKLÄUP[PVUHUKZVS\[PVU
for a problem (Benford and Snow 2000). Benford (1993) discusses the use of vocabularies
of motive within motivational framing, which create a sense of urgency through discussions
VM[OLZL]LYP[`VM[OLWYVISLTHUK[OLLɉJHJ`HUKWYVWYPL[`VM[HRPUNHJ[PVU4HU`ZVJPHS
movements rely on a master frame of injustice, which “focuses on the righteous anger that
W\[ZÄYLPU[OLILSS`HUKPYVUPU[OLZV\S¹.HTZVU

W0UQ\Z[PJLMYHTLZHSZVVM[LU

rely on adversarial framing (Gamson 1995), and assert that “motivated human actors carry
ZVTLVM[OLVU\ZMVYIYPUNPUNHIV\[OHYTHUKZ\ɈLYPUN¹I`PKLU[PM`PUNWHY[PJ\SHY[HYNL[Z
(Gamson 1992, p. 34).
It is important to address the central role that emotions can take on within social
TV]LTLU[ZHUKMYHTPUNWYVJLZZLZ1HZWLY

WHZZLY[Z[OH[¸P[PZHɈLJ[ZHUK

emotional responses that political organizers appeal to, arouse, manipulate, and sustain
to recruit and retain members,” and suggests that negative emotions such as a sense
of threat, outrage, anger, and fear are prominent and powerful within an injustice frame.
)LYUZ \[PSPaLZ)LZ[»Z

JVUJLW[VMKVTHPUL_WHUZPVUVY[OLYLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM
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problems in order to expand their scope, to discuss emotion-domain expansion, which
ZOL KLÄULZ HZ [OL ¸PKLU[PÄJH[PVU VM UL^ HZWLJ[Z VM HU LZ[HISPZOLK ZVJPHS WYVISLT [OH[
produce strong emotional responses” (2009, p. 389). Berns (2009) concludes that social
TV]LTLU[ VYNHUPaH[PVUZ ZWLJPÄJHSS` MYHTL PZZ\LZ HUK \ZL YOL[VYPJ [OH[ YLSPLZ VU HUK
constructs emotional sentiments, and that they seek to increase the validity of emotion
JSHPTZ I` W\ISPJPaPUN ZWLJPÄJ PUJPKLU[Z )LYIYPLY 

 W  HSZV JVUJS\KLZ [OH[

emotion is present in the framing processes of social movements, as activists appeal to
fundamental sentiments, which act as “important mechanism[s] through which emotionally
laden values and culturally resonant claims are aligned.”


/HPULZ

WZ\NNLZ[Z[OH[ÅH^LKL_LJ\[PVUZ¸PU^OPJOW\ISPJZLUZPIPSP[PLZ

HYLVɈLUKLKI`HIYLHRKV^UPU[OLºUVYTHS»YV\[PULWYVJLK\YLZVMJVU]PJ[PUNRPSSLYZHUK
putting them to death” serve as threats to public support for the death penalty. Haines
(1992, p.125) argues that anti-death penalty organizations and the mass media transform
ÅH^LKL_LJ\[PVUZPU[V¸Z\KKLUS`YLHSPaLKNYPL]HUJLZ¹H[LYTIVYYV^LKMYVT>HSZO 
Z\JO[OH[ÅH^LKL_LJ\[PVUZILJVTL¸KYHTH[PJL]LU[Z^OVZLLTV[PVUHSJVU[LU[HɈLJ[Z
the political struggle over capital punishment.” This assertion contributes to research
that discusses the use of moral shocks and emotion as a strategy that social movement
VYNHUPaLYZPTWSLTLU[PUVYKLY[VNHYULYZ\WWVY[)LYUZ "1HZWLYHUK7V\SZLU

"

Jasper 1998), particularly with regard to frames of innocence and wrongful conviction.
Previous research indicates that emotions and moral shocks play a central role in
[OLMYHTLZHUKZ[YH[LNPLZ\ZLKPUZVJPHSTV]LTLU[Z)LYIYPLY


"1HZWLYHUK7V\SZLU

"1HZWLY

")LYUZ "/HPULZ

">HSZO 0UHKKP[PVUZJOVSHYZWYVWVZL

[OH[[OLHU[PKLH[OWLUHS[`TV]LTLU[\[PSPaLZºÅH^LKL_LJ\[PVUZ»^OPJOHYLJVUJLW[\HSPaLK
HZºZ\KKLUS`YLHSPaLKNYPL]HUJLZ»HZHZ[YH[LN`MVYHJOPL]PUN[OLNVHSZVM[OLTV]LTLU[
0L_WHUK[OPZJVUJLW[VMÅH^LKL_LJ\[PVUZHUKPUJVYWVYH[LP[^P[OHKPZJ\ZZPVUVMTVYHS
shocks, to suggest that social movement organizers intentionally implement moral shocks
related to unjust convictions and the execution of the innocent as a frame and strategy for
meeting the goals of the movement. I can extend the applicability of the concept beyond
ZWLJPÄJ HUK OPNOS` W\ISPJPaLK PUZ[HUJLZ [V PUJS\KL [OL NYHK\HS KPZJV]LY` VM PUMVYTH[PVU
V]LY[PTLI`JVUJLW[\HSPaPUNºÅH^LKL_LJ\[PVUZ»HZTVYHSZOVJRZYH[OLY[OHUHZZ\KKLUS`
YLHSPaLKNYPL]HUJLZ0U[OPZJVU[L_[L_WVZ\YL[VPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[ÅH^LKL_LJ\[PVUZZLY]LZ
as a moral shock, which enrages people to the point of political action and contributes to
their decisions to participate in anti-death penalty activism. Furthermore, this application
contributes to the literature by illustrating how social movement organizers also implement
moral shocks in order to alter public opinion and not solely to recruit activists.

METHODOLOGY

AND

SETTING

This study utilizes a variety of qualitative research methods to focus on the work
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of Death Penalty Free Austin, an informal coalition of individuals and groups opposed
to the death penalty that was formed in the spring of 2010. The coalition was formed
with the intent to petition the Austin City Council to pass a moratorium resolution that
condemns the use of the death penalty, and asks the Travis County District Attorney to
refrain from seeking the death penalty in capital cases. In addition, the coalition intends
[VLK\JH[L[OLJVTT\UP[`HIV\[[OLKLH[OWLUHS[`HUK[VPUÅ\LUJLW\ISPJVWPUPVUPU[OL
Austin area through a visible campaign. The coalition has been involved in coordinating
or co-sponsoring many events throughout the Austin area, including media events,
demonstrations, rallies, and a state-wide march. In addition, the coalition is involved in
JHTWHPNUZ[VIYPUNH^HYLULZZHUK]PZPIPSP[`[V[OLKL[HPSZVMZWLJPÄJKLH[OYV^PUTH[LZ»
cases.
I conducted nearly 20 hours of participant observation throughout the Austin
area between September and November 2010. This participant observation took place at
regularly scheduled meetings of Death Penalty Free Austin, which were held every other
week and lasted between one and a half to two hours. In addition, I attended several
events that were coordinated or co-sponsored and attended by the coalition. These events
PUJS\KLKHÄSTZJYLLUPUNHZTHSSKLTVUZ[YH[PVUMVSSV^LKI`HJV\Y[VMPUX\PY`OLHYPUNH
small rally on World Day Against the Death Penalty, and the 11th Annual March to Abolish
[OL+LH[O7LUHS[`YLMLY[V;HISLMVYJVTWSL[LKL[HPSZYLNHYKPUNÄLSK^VYR
In addition to participant observation, I also conducted semi-structured interviews
with seven activists. I interviewed people who are involved in Death Penalty Free Austin
either directly or through their membership in an organization that supports and works
with Death Penalty Free Austin. Five of the interviews were conducted in person, while
two of the interviews were conducted via email correspondence. The interviews contained
questions that covered demographics, personal experiences with activism in general and
[OLHU[PKLH[OWLUHS[`TV]LTLU[ZWLJPÄJHSS`HUKWLYJLW[PVUZHUKVWPUPVUZYLNHYKPUN[OL
goals, strategies, and frames used in the Austin area anti-death penalty movement (see
Table 2 for a complete list of interview questions).


;OL ÄUHS YLZLHYJO TL[OVK \[PSPaLK MVY [OPZ YLZLHYJO Z[\K` ^HZ HU HUHS`ZPZ VM

organizational materials. I collected organizational brochures and pamphlets that were
KPZ[YPI\[LKH[W\ISPJL]LU[ZPUHKKP[PVU[VW\ISPJP[`Å`LYZHUKWYVTV[PVUHSTH[LYPHSZ0HSZV
analyzed online blogs, websites, and Facebook groups and events that are maintained by
members of Death Penalty Free Austin and their supporting organizations.
Limitations of this research study include the sample size and time constraints. The
seven activists who were interviewed are not representative of the entire anti-death penalty
activist community in the Austin area, given the small sample size. In addition, although
0 H[[LUKLK L]LY` JVHSP[PVU TLL[PUN HUK [OL THQVYP[` VM [OL JVHSP[PVU»Z L]LU[Z HU[PKLH[O
penalty activists are involved in a much wider array of activities throughout the Austin area
than I was able to observe due to time constraints and a relatively short research time
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frame of only three months.
A strength of the methodology utilized in this study is the combination of
participant observation and an analysis of organizational materials with semi-structured
interviews. The inclusion of interview data provides the activists with the opportunity to
share their own experiences and perceptions regarding the movement, which supports
and expounds upon the observational data collected. In addition, I was able to conduct
WHY[PJPWHU[VIZLY]H[PVUPUH]HYPL[`VMZL[[PUNZHUKH[THU`KPɈLYLU[[`WLZVML]LU[Z;OPZ
variation provides depth and a multidimensional view of the types of activism engaged in
my members of the coalition.

FINDINGS
Texas carries out more executions than any other state in the U.S., and has
executed 464 people since the death penalty was reinstated in 1976.1 Furthermore, 138
people have been released from death row nationwide with evidence of their innocence.2
The death penalty debate frequently rises in prominence surrounding the execution
dates of those who have had highly publicized and controversial cases. Throughout the
last ten years there have been several such cases in Texas, including the cases of Gary
Graham, Cameron Todd Willingham, Kenneth Foster, Jr., and David Lee Powell, which
have prompted much social movement organizing by anti-death penalty activists in the
HYLH;OLW\YWVZLVM[OPZYLZLHYJOPZ[VHUHS`aL[OLMHJ[VYZPU]VS]LKPUWLVWSL»ZKLJPZPVUZ
to become and remain involved in the anti-death penalty movement, and to examine the
strategies and frames utilized within the movement. In particular, I examine these facets
with regard to the role that emotions play within the movement. I focus on claims regarding
HÅH^LKHUK\UQ\Z[Z`Z[LTPU^OPJOPUUVJLU[WLVWSLOH]L[OLWV[LU[PHS[VILL_LJ\[LK
as a moral shock that is utilized in order to enrage people to the point of political action.
Social Movement Recruitment and Mobilization
Data from in-depth interviews provides an interesting look at how attitudinal
HɉUP[` HUK PKLU[P[` ZVJPHS UL[^VYRZ HUK ZVJPHS [PLZ HUK TVYHS ZOVJRZ PU[LYHJ[ [V
PUÅ\LUJL WLVWSL»Z KLJPZPVUZ [V WHY[PJPWH[L PU ZVJPHS TV]LTLU[Z -V\Y V\[ VM ZL]LU VM
those interviewed suggested that they had been opposed to the death penalty for quite
some time before they became intensely involved in the movement, and all of the activists
indicated that they had been involved with some type of progressive activism throughout
their lifetimes before becoming involved in the anti-death penalty movement. Regarding

+LH[O7LUHS[`0UMVYTH[PVU*LU[LYO[[W!^^^KLH[OWLUHS[`PUMVVYNZ[H[LFI`FZ[H[LBKH[LHJJLZZLK!5V]LTILYD
+LH[O7LUHS[`0UMVYTH[PVU*LU[LYO[[W!^^^KLH[OWLUHS[`PUMVVYNPUUVJLUJLSPZ[[OVZLMYLLKKLH[OYV^BKH[L
accessed: November 8, 2010]
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TVYHSZOVJRZHUK[OLPYPUÅ\LUJLPUHJ[P]PZ[YLJY\P[TLU[Ä]LV\[VMZL]LUYLZWVUKLU[ZZHPK
that they became directly involved with the movement at least partially due to exposure
[VZVTL[`WLVMTVYHSZOVJRPU]VS]PUNPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[ZWLJPÄJJHZLZ:P_V\[VMZL]LU
respondents also indicated that social ties or social networks had played a role in their
decisions to participate in activism. Four out of seven respondents suggested that they
became involved in the movement due to both social ties and networks and moral shocks.
One interviewee, Tom, provides an example of recruitment to the movement as a
result of moral shocks, in the absence of social networks and social ties. He said that while
he had always been against the death penalty due to his larger outrage at the criminal
justice system, he did not start participating in the movement until he read about protests
in Austin surrounding the controversial execution of Gary Graham, who maintained that he
was innocent. This case served as a moral shock, as it suggested that Texas executed an
innocent person who was denied a fair legal process. Upon being exposed to this moral
shock Tom contacted the activists involved, and thus placed himself within a new social
network of anti-death penalty activists that would contribute to his future participation in
the movement.


1LZZPL»Z HUK 4H[[OL^»Z YLZWVUZLZ WYV]PKL HU L_HTWSL VM [OL PU[LYHJ[PVU VM

social networks and moral shocks in the process of recruitment to the movement. Jessie
explained that she had been opposed to the death penalty for ten years, but that she
began participating in the movement after reading about the David Lee Powell case on a
ZPUNLYZVUN^YP[LY»Z-HJLIVVRWHNL:OLILJHTLV\[YHNLK[OH[HTHU^OVOHKL]PKLU[S`
gone through a transformation during his thirty two years on death row was still going to
be executed for a crime that he committed while addicted to drugs, and said that after
watching a clip about his case she thought “wow, this is really blowing my mind. This is
an amazing human being.” She then became directly involved in the movement through
OLYZVJPHS[PLZ^P[OHUV[OLYZPUNLYZVUN^YP[LY^OVWLYZVUHSS`PU]P[LKOLY[VHÄSTZJYLLUPUN
via Facebook. While she did not know anyone involved in the core group of Austin antideath penalty activists before becoming involved, she said that her immersion in the Austin
progressive activist network led her to see a lot of the same people at major events. In
addition, Jessie suggested that being against the death penalty has become a part of her
identity as a Texan, which is reinforced by her participation in the movement. Matthew
explained that he has been opposed to the death penalty since he was much younger,
and that his early views were shaped by witnessing a public execution in Iran and from
hearing about the execution of Ruben Cantu, who was potentially innocent. In addition to
these moral shocks, Matthew was also immersed into a social network after participating
in an alternative spring break anti-death penalty program with several friends. Participation
in this program led to his direct participation in the movement, as he and several other
Z[\KLU[ZMVYTLKHUHU[PKLH[OWLUHS[`NYV\WMVYZ[\KLU[Z4H[[OL^»ZYLZWVUZLZZ\NNLZ[
that moral shocks shaped his early views, and that exposure to additional moral shocks
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through the educational programs and social networking opportunities of the alternative
spring break program led him to become directly involved.


;LYLZH»ZYLZWVUZLZHSZVPSS\Z[YH[L[OLPU[LYHJ[PVUVMZVJPHS[PLZHUKTVYHSZOVJRZPU

recruitment to the movement, but in the absence of strong prior feelings about the issue.
She said that she had never thought very much about the death penalty until a friend
invited her to attend a meeting of a new anti-death penalty organization. Upon becoming
involved she learned about the case of Rolando Cruz, who was released from prison after
ZWLUKPUN`LHYZPUWYPZVUMVYHJYPTL[OH[OLKPKUV[JVTTP[;LYLZHYLJHSSZ¸0OHKU»[
realized before that this happens - that the people, a lot of people on death row are not
guilty,” and says that she continues to feel strongly about the goals of the movement
because innocent people are unjustly convicted.
Susan did not begin participating in the movement because of exposure to a moral
ZOVJRI\[PUZ[LHKHZHYLZ\S[VMZVJPHSUL[^VYRZHUKHKPYLJ[ZVJPHS[PL[VZVTLVULHɈLJ[LK
by the death penalty. She said that while she was always against the death penalty as a
result of moral beliefs, that she only became directly involved as a way to support the
MHTPS`VMOLYO\ZIHUK»ZULWOL^^OV^HZL_LJ\[LKZL]LYHS`LHYZHNV:VJPHSUL[^VYRZ
HUKZVJPHS[PLZJVU[PU\L[VPUÅ\LUJLOLYKLJPZPVUZ[VWHY[PJPWH[LPU[OLTV]LTLU[HZOLY
religious organization focuses on opposing the death penalty in local cases. Furthermore,
OLYH[[P[\KPUHSHɉUP[`MVYWHY[PJPWH[PVUPZZOHWLKI`OLYYLSPNPV\ZHUKTVYHSILSPLMZ`Z[LT
Linda, on the other hand, became involved in the movement due to both a direct social
[PL[VZVTLVULHɈLJ[LKI`[OLKLH[OWLUHS[`HUKHTVYHSZOVJR:OLILJHTLPU]VS]LKPU
the movement when her brother was wrongfully convicted and sent to death row. She was
driven to participate in the movement not only to help her brother, but also as a result of the
moral shock surrounding all of the errors that were committed during his trial and the fact
that he claims to be innocent. In addition, she suggests that being involved in progressive
activism and helping others has been ingrained as a part of her identity since childhood.


;OLZL ÄUKPUNZ Z\WWVY[ HUK L_WHUK WYL]PV\Z YLZLHYJO YLNHYKPUN ZVJPHS TV]LTLU[

recruitment and decisions to participate. It is clear that all of the respondents were attitudinally
predisposed to movement participation, as they had been involved with prior progressive
HJ[P]PZTOLSKVWWVZP[PVUHS]PL^Z[V[OLKLH[OWLUHS[`VYPKLU[PÄLK^P[OWYVNYLZZP]LWVSP[PJHS
PKLVSVNPLZ9LNHYKPUNZVJPHSUL[^VYRZHUK[PLZ[OLYLPZL]PKLUJL[VZ\WWVY[4J(KHT»Z 
assertion that social networks and social ties serve as the structural pull to lead people to
WHY[PJPWH[LPUHJ[P]PZTPUHKKP[PVU[V4J(KHTHUK7H\SZLU»Z

JSHPT[OH[WHY[PJPWH[PVU

[OYV\NO ZVJPHS UL[^VYRZ YLPUMVYJLZ ZHSPLU[ HJ[P]PZ[ PKLU[P[PLZ -\Y[OLYTVYL [OLZL ÄUKPUNZ
expand an understanding of social ties to include not only those who know people involved in
the movement, but also those who know people who will be directly impacted by the outcome
of the movement. Linda, for example, became actively involved in the movement as a way
[VÄNO[MVYOLYIYV[OLY»ZL_VULYH[PVU^OPSL:\ZHUILJHTLPU]VS]LKHZH^H`[VZ\WWVY[H
MHTPS`TLTILY[OYV\NO[OLL_LJ\[PVUWYVJLZZ0UHKKP[PVU[OLZLÄUKPUNZHSZVZ\WWVY[1HZWLY
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HUK 7V\SZLU»Z 

 Z\NNLZ[PVU [OH[ TVYHS ZOVJRZ ZLY]L [V TVIPSPaL WLVWSL [V LUNHNL PU

HJ[P]PZT /V^L]LY [OLZL ÄUKPUNZ Z\NNLZ[ [OH[ TVYHS ZOVJRZ KV UV[ VUS` ZLY]L [V YLJY\P[
strangers without any social ties to the movement. The responses of Teresa, Jessie, Matthew,
and Linda suggest that moral shocks can also play a role in movement recruitment alongside
of social ties and social networks. In each of these instances, social networks and social ties
JVU[YPI\[LK NYLH[S` [V [OL YLZWVUKLU[Z» KLJPZPVUZ [V WHY[PJPWH[L PU [OL TV]LTLU[ [OV\NO
PU KPɈLYLU[ ^H`Z -VY ;LYLZH ZVJPHS [PLZ HYL ^OH[ SLK [V OLY ÄYZ[ PU[YVK\J[PVU [V [OL KLH[O
penalty and exposure to moral shocks, while for Matthew, entrance into a social network
of students provided him with the opportunity to act on and sustain his attitudes towards
the death penalty that had been forming for several years due to prior exposure to moral
shocks. Jesse was exposed to the moral shock of the David Lee Powell case through a
social tie, and encouraged to participate as a result of social ties and her immersion in the
local activist network, while Linda became involved due to a moral shock involving someone
^P[O^OVTZOLOHZHZ[YVUNZVJPHS[PL;OPZÄUKPUNYLNHYKPUN[OLPU[LYHJ[PVUIL[^LLUTVYHS
shocks and social networks contributes to the literature and suggests that moral shocks may
WSH`HSHYNLYYVSLPUTV]LTLU[YLJY\P[TLU[[OHUWYL]PV\ZS`KPZJ\ZZLK0UHKKP[PVU[OPZÄUKPUN
encourages further exploration into the interaction between psychological, structural, and
cultural perspectives on movement recruitment and mobilization processes.
Framing and Strategies in Social Movements
Anti-death penalty activists utilize an injustice frame and implement strategies that
rely on appeals to emotion through moral shocks. They utilize rhetoric and put forth claims
that construct and draw on emotional sentiments (Burns 2009). Furthermore, anti-death
WLUHS[` HJ[P]PZ[Z \ZL PUUVJLUJL HZ H J\S[\YHS HɈLJ[H[PVU PU VYKLY [V HWWLHS [V J\S[\YHSS`
resonant fundamental sentiments (Berbrier 1998) such as the right to freedom and justice
under the law. Data collected from discussions at Death Penalty Free Austin planning
meetings, speeches and signs at public events, organizational materials and websites, and
in-depth interviews suggest that anti-death penalty activists rely heavily on moral shocks,
and intentionally frame the movement in terms of innocence and unjustly convicted death
row inmates as a strategy for success.
Death Penalty Free Austin (DPFA) participated in four public events, all of which
^LYLJLU[LYLKVUPUUVJLUJLHUK\UQ\Z[JVU]PJ[PVUZ([[OLJVHSP[PVU»ZÄYZ[THQVYRPJRVɈ
event, they chose to screen the documentary “Stave vs. Reed,” which chronicles the 1996
murder conviction of Bastrop resident Rodney Reed. The documentary presents charges
of racism, police cover-ups, poor judicial practices, and a complete mishandling of the
case, suggesting that Reed is an innocent man who will be executed unjustly. Members
of DPFA also held a small demonstration before a hearing that was held to determine
if there was probable cause to initiate a court of inquiry regarding the Cameron Todd
Willingham case, which could potentially exonerate former death row inmate Willingham
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posthumously. Activists held signs that said things such as “I Am Innocent” and “No More
Cover Ups! Todd: Innocent & Executed.” In addition, DPFA co-sponsored a small rally on
World Day Against the Death Penalty, in solidarity with two death row inmates, Rodney
Reed and Mumia Abu Jamal, who they claim were wrongfully convicted as a result of
racism, police misconduct, and judicial corruption. Activists at this rally held signs that said
things like “Abolish the Racist Death Penalty,” and gave speeches in which they discussed
the racism, corruption, and class bias involved in the death penalty. DPFA also took part
in organizing the 11th Annual March to Abolish the Death Penalty, which was attended by
approximately 300 people. Many of the signs held by protestors referenced innocence and
ZWLJPÄJKLH[OYV^PUTH[LZ^OVOHKILLU\UQ\Z[S`JVU]PJ[LKHZKPKZL]LYHSVM[OLJOHU[Z
used during the march. Many of the speakers also addressed the question of innocence
by referencing people on death row who have been unjustly convicted and cases in which
death row inmates have been exonerated.
Each of the public events coordinated by Death Penalty Free Austin utilized a
strategy of framing that involved moral shocks by presenting people on death row who
claim they are innocent, exposing information about unjust legal processes, and providing
examples of death row exonerations. This strategy is intended to outrage people to the point
that they decide to support the goals of the movement, and potentially begin to participate
in anti-death penalty organizations. Movement organizers utilize many condensing symbols
(Jasper and Paulsen 1993) to communicate an injustice frame, including Cameron Todd
Willingham, whose case is repeatedly cited as evidence that Texas executed an innocent
WLYZVU *HTLYVU ;VKK >PSSPUNOHT HSVUN ^P[O ZL]LYHS V[OLY ZWLJPÄJ KLH[O YV^ PUTH[LZ
and death row exonerees in general, serve as condensing symbols who represent the
injustice of the capital punishment system and who activate the moral shock that the state
has the potential to execute innocent people.
Organizational materials and websites also utilize these moral shocks and
condensing symbols (see table 4 for copies of organizational materials). For example,
the petition for a moratorium resolution, the Death Penalty Free Austin fact sheet, and
H W\ISPJP[` Å`LY MVY [OL JVHSP[PVU HSS KPZJ\ZZ [OL WV[LU[PHS MVY PUUVJLU[ WLVWSL [V IL
L_LJ\[LK HUK ZWLJPÄJHSS` TLU[PVU *HTLYVU ;VKK >PSSPUNOHT ;OL Å`LY MVY [OL 9LLK
Mumia solidarity rally asserts the innocence of Reed and Mumia, and charges that the
death penalty is “legal lynching,” a racially charged moral shock. Also illustrating the
\ZHNLVMTVYHSZOVJRZPUVYNHUPaH[PVUSP[LYH[\YLPZHÅ`LYKPZ[YPI\[LKI`2PKZ(NHPUZ[[OL
Death Penalty, an organization involved in coordinating the march, which refers to the
death penalty as the “State Sanctioned Murder” of innocent people. Furthermore, Texas
4VYH[VYP\T»ZISVN^OPJOPZMYLX\LU[S`\ZLK[VKPZ[YPI\[LPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLTHYJOHUK
about DPFA, contains many posts that focus on Cameron Todd Willingham, the exonerees
who attended the march, and major news related to exonerations, execution stays, and
other developments in death penalty cases throughout the country. These organizational
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ÄUKPUNZWYLZLU[M\Y[OLYL]PKLUJLVM[OLWYLZLUJLVMTVYHSZOVJRZHUKJVUKLUZPUNZ`TIVSZ
in movement framing and strategies.


;OL ÄUKPUNZ YLNHYKPUN W\ISPJ L]LU[Z HUK VYNHUPaH[PVUHS TH[LYPHSZ JVU[YPI\[L [V

research that discusses the use of moral shocks and emotion as a strategy that social
TV]LTLU[VYNHUPaLYZPU[LU[PVUHSS`PTWSLTLU[PUVYKLY[VNHYULYZ\WWVY[)LYUZ "/HPULZ


"1HZWLYHUK7H\SZLU

"1HZWLY

+\YPUNZL]LYHS+7-(HUKTHYJOVYNHUPaPUN

meetings, members mentioned the importance of highlighting death row exonerees at the
march and talking about the issue of innocence. In addition, it was suggested several times
that they needed to be sure to include a discussion of Cameron Todd Willingham at the march
because of the recent attention that his case had been receiving. However, in a discussion
about what to include on the main banner for the march, members discussed concerns with
including the word “innocence” on the banner and with focusing too much on Cameron Todd
Willingham, and they ultimately decided to print a banner that simply said “Stop Executions.”
In addition, they also decided to print several smaller signs and placards that addressed
ZWLJPÄJ YLHZVUZ [V VWWVZL [OL KLH[O WLUHS[` Z\JO HZ YHJPHS HUK JSHZZ IPHZ LYYVYZ PU [OL
system, and the potential for executing innocent people. This decision suggests that they
wanted to frame the goals of the movement in an overarching manner at the march that
represented the broad goal of abolishing the death penalty, but that they also recognized
[OLPTWVY[HUJLVMHKKYLZZPUNZWLJPÄJWYVISLTZ^P[O[OLKLH[OWLUHS[`PUZTHSSLYZPNUZ;OPZ
sentiment is also seen in the interview responses, as six out of seven respondents thought
that framing the movement in terms of innocence and unjustly convicted death row inmates
^HZHULɈLJ[P]LHUKHWWYVWYPH[LZ[YH[LN`MVY[OLTV]LTLU[-VYL_HTWSL4H[[OL^Z[H[LK
that “according to the research that I know has been done, the single most important factor in
PUÅ\LUJPUNWLVWSL»ZTPUKHUKJOHUNPUN[OLPY]PL^VM[OLKLH[OWLUHS[`OHZILLU[OLL_LJ\[PVU
of innocent people. So that plays a very important role.”
Data gathered from signs, speeches, and organizational materials show how framing
the movement in terms of moral shocks shapes the motivational framing and vocabularies
of motive (Benford 1993) that are utilized in the movement. The death penalty is framed as
HZLYPV\ZWYVISLT[OH[OHZMHYYLHJOPUNLɈLJ[ZHUK^OPJOULLKZ[VIL\YNLU[S`HKKYLZZLK
At the march, Tom discussed the recent exoneration of death row inmate Anthony Graves,
who was an “innocent person just like every one of us,” and warned that the death penalty
PZH[OYLH[[VL]LY`VULPU;L_HZ;OLZPZ[LYVM1LɈ>VVK^OVPZVUKLH[OYV^HZHYLZ\S[
of the Law of Parties, which allows for those who did not directly commit the murder but
who were allegedly associated with the process to be executed, concluded her speech
I`ZH`PUN[OH[¸^LILN`V\[VNL[PU]VS]LKILMVYLP[»Z[VVSH[L¹-\Y[OLYTVYL[OLPZZ\LPZ
framed as something that the city of Austin has the power to impact through petitioning for
HTVYH[VYP\TYLZVS\[PVU0UHKKP[PVU1LZZL»ZZWLLJOH[[OL9LLK4\TPH:VSPKHYP[`9HSS`
illustrates framing the issue in terms of propriety and a moral responsibility to act, as she
suggests that as a “people of conscience” they must act against the race and class based
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injustices of the death penalty system. The language used in organizational materials and
at public events illustrates vocabularies of motive and motivational frames that encourage
people to act immediately so as to save the lives of innocent people.
In addition, the data indicate evidence of much adversarial framing, which
JVU[YPI\[LZ[V[OLPUQ\Z[PJLMYHTL[OH[[OLTVYHSZOVJRZKL]LSVW7\ISPJÄN\YLZZ\JOHZ
George W. Bush, Governor Rick Perry, and Texas Court of Criminal Appeals Judge Sharon
2PSSLY ZLY]L HZ ÄN\YLOLHKZ ^OV YLWYLZLU[ HU VWWYLZZP]L HUK \UQ\Z[ LZ[HISPZOTLU[ H[
which the grievances of the movement are directed. For example, at the demonstrations
HUKYHSSPLZTHU`VM[OLZPNUZHUKJOHU[ZKPYLJ[S`H[[HJRLK[OLZLÄN\YLZ:OHYVU2LSSLYPZ
VM[LUYLMLYYLK[VHZº:OHYVU2PSSLY2LSSLY»MVYMHPSPUN[VMVSSV^L_LJ\[PVUKH`WYVJLK\YLZHUK
to notify the judge of an appeal in the case of Michael Richard, and Rick Perry is accused
of lying and engaging in a cover up regarding evidence in the Cameron Todd Willingham
case. Activists at the 11th Annual March to abolish the death penalty chanted “Rick Perry
`V\ JHU»[ SPL >L JOHYNL `V\ ^P[O OVTPJPKL¹ HUK H ZWLHRLY Z\NNLZ[LK [OH[ [OL ¸YLHS
monster was running for re-election.” In addition, these chants, signs, and speeches direct
blame towards the government establishment in general, clearly creating boundaries and
identifying who is responsible for the injustices committed.


;OLZL ÄUKPUNZ Z\WWVY[ ^OH[ PZ MV\UK PU [OL SP[LYH[\YL YLNHYKPUN TV]LTLU[

framing and strategies, and provide further evidence of the use of moral shocks in social
TV]LTLU[Z;OLZLÄUKPUNZZ\NNLZ[[OH[KLH[OWLUHS[`HJ[P]PZ[ZPU[LU[PVUHSS`\ZLJHZLZVM
unjust convictions and potential innocence as moral shocks, with the hope that the outrage
generated by exposure to this information will lead people to support their goals and begin
WHY[PJPWH[PUNPU[OLTV]LTLU[0UKVPUNZV0OH]LL_WHUKLK[OLHWWSPJHIPSP[`VM/HPULZ»



JVUJLW[VMºÅH^LKL_LJ\[PVUZ»Z\JO[OH[P[JHUPUJS\KL[OLNYHK\HSKPZJV]LY`VMPUMVYTH[PVU
V]LY[PTLHUKUV[VUS`OPNOS`W\ISPJPaLKHUKZWLJPÄJPUJPKLU[Z^OPJOLUJVTWHZZLZHU[P
KLH[OWLUHS[`HJ[P]PZ[Z»LɈVY[Z[VWYV]PKL[OLW\ISPJ^P[OPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLÅH^ZPU[OL
justice system, the conditions on death row, and the personal stories of individual inmates.
;OPZHWWSPJH[PVUVM/HPULZ»JVUJLW[HSSV^ZMVYHTVYL[OVYV\NO\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMOV^HU[P
death penalty activists utilize cases of unjust convictions and potential innocence in the
movement, and how moral shocks can be used not only to recruit activists, but also to alter
public opinion. Altering public opinion is central to the goals of this particular movement, as
P[ZZ\JJLZZVM[LUYLSPLZVU[OLKLJPZPVUZVM[OVZLPULSLJ[LKWVSP[PJHSVɉJL

DISCUSSION

AND

CONCLUSION

Relying on participant observation, in-depth interviews, and an analysis of
VYNHUPaH[PVUHS TH[LYPHSZ 0 OH]L L_HTPULK [OL MHJ[VYZ PU]VS]LK PU WLVWSLZ» KLJPZPVUZ [V
participate in the anti-death penalty movement, in addition to the frames and strategies
used in the movement. In this research study, I have provided evidence of the important role
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that emotions play in social movement recruitment and framing processes. By integrating a
KPZJ\ZZPVUVMTVYHSZOVJRZ1HZWLYHUK7V\SZLU
VM ÅH^LK L_LJ\[PVUZ 

"1HZWLY

^P[O/HPULZ»JVUJLW[

 0 OH]L ZOV^U OV^ ZVJPHS TV]LTLU[ VYNHUPaLYZ PTWSLTLU[

emotionally charged moral shocks related to unjust convictions and the potential innocence
of those on death row in order to alter public opinion and recruit people to the movement.
In addition, I have explored how moral shocks and social networks, when supplemented by
H[[P[\KPUHSHɉUP[`HUKPKLU[P[`ZHSPLUJLJHU^VYR[VNL[OLYPUTV[P]H[PUNWLVWSL[VWHY[PJPWH[L
in the movement. This research contributes to the existing scholarship by pointing out the
overlap that exists between psychological, structural, and cultural perspectives regarding
social movement recruitment and mobilization processes.
Research regarding social movement recruitment often emerges as a reaction to
previous scholarship, providing what is supposed to be a more accurate and comprehensive
understanding of what it is that drives people to participate in social movement activity.
For example, McAdam (1986) and McAdam and Paulsen (1993) seek to move beyond
psychological accounts for activism that focus on individual level motivations for
participation, in order to explore the important role of social networks and social ties.
Scholars such as Jasper (1998) then reacted to this structural perspective to demand that
TVYLH[[LU[PVUILWHPK[V[OLJ\S[\YHSMHJ[VYZPU]VS]LKPUWLVWSLZ»KLJPZPVUZ[VWHY[PJPWH[L
in activism, and to the essential role of emotion in particular. As the current study has
shown, however, each of these perspectives has something important to contribute to
an understanding of social movement recruitment that should not be ignored. In order
[VNHPUHJVTWYLOLUZP]LHUKU\HUJLK\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OLMHJ[VYZPU]VS]LKPUWLVWSLZ»
decisions to participate in activism, it is essential to examine the overlapping nature of
each of these perspectives, and to attribute importance to a variety of factors.
Issues of race and class are often central to the death penalty debate, which
makes the anti-death penalty movement a sociologically relevant topic of study. Each of
my interview respondents discussed structural biases and discrimination related to race
and class in their discussion of what the anti-death penalty movement is working against.
The unequal distribution of power between socially constructed groups of people is what
leads to the potential for innocent people to be convicted, most often as a result of racism
HUKVYHSHJRVMYLZV\YJLZMVYOPNOX\HSP[`SLNHSYLWYLZLU[H[PVU0U[OLPYLɈVY[Z[VÄNO[
against the death penalty and for social justice, anti-death penalty activists are seeking to
address the errors of systemic oppression and to return rights to structurally marginalized
groups of people. This study suggests that approaching issues of social justice from a
sociological perspective, and in particular highlighting how race and class biases lead to
the execution of innocent people, has served as an important tool in recruiting people to
the movement and in framing the struggle against the death penalty.


;OL J\YYLU[ WHWLY WVPU[Z [V ZL]LYHS KPYLJ[PVUZ MVY M\[\YL YLZLHYJO PU [OL ÄLSK VM

social movements. Although I have pointed to an interaction between social networks
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and moral shocks in the recruitment process, a more extensive study could analyze the
causality involved in this relationship, to uncover a more nuanced understanding of the
YLSH[PVUZOPW IL[^LLU [OLZL KPɈLYLU[ MHJ[VYZ 0U HKKP[PVU M\[\YL YLZLHYJO JV\SK L_WHUK
the conceptualization of moral shocks to include and distinguish between a variety of
moral shocks used in the anti-death penalty movement. This expanded conceptualization
of moral shocks could include not only outrage over unjust convictions and potential
innocence, but also general anger at the criminal justice system or the amount of power
held by the government. Finally, this study indicates that future studies should examine the
role of emotion within the recruitment and framing processes of social movements, and
HJRUV^SLKNL [OL V]LYSHW [OH[ L_PZ[Z IL[^LLU ZL]LYHS KPɈLYLU[ [OLVYL[PJHS WLYZWLJ[P]LZ
Modern theoretical perspectives within the social movements literature point to the
PTWVY[HU[YVSLVMLTV[PVUZ^P[OPUZVJPHSTV]LTLU[Z)LYIYPLY


" 1HZWLY HUK 7V\SZLU 

" 1HZWLY 

")LYUZ "/HPULZ

 HUK P[ PZ LZZLU[PHS [V JVU[PU\L M\Y[OLY

KLLWLUPUN HUK KLÄUPUN V\Y \UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM OV^ LTV[PVUZ M\UJ[PVU ^P[OPU [OPZ ÄLSK
of study. In a movement such as the anti-death penalty movement it is inevitable that
emotions will play a large role, as the movement is literally concerned with matters of life
and death. In a state that has executed 464 people in the past 40 years, and a country
that has wrongfully convicted and later released at least 138 people during this same
time period, strong emotions regarding justice are bound to play an important role in
WLVWSLZ»KLJPZPVUZ[VNL[PU]VS]LKHUKPU[OLZ[YH[LNPLZPTWSLTLU[LKI`ZVJPHSTV]LTLU[
VYNHUPaLYZ.P]LUP[ZYLSL]HUJL^P[OPU[OLZVJPVSVNPJHSÄLSKVMZ[\K`HUKHIPSP[`[VZOLKSPNO[
on the recruitment and framing processes used in social movements more generally, there
is certainly a need for continued scholarship regarding the anti-death penalty movement.
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Table I: Fieldwork observation periods
Date

Event

Time

Location

9/3/2010

Film Screening: “State vs. Reed”

7:45 PM- 10:10 PM

Cherrywood Coffeehouse

9/9/2010

DPFA meeting

6:45 PM – 8:35 PM

Friends Meeting House

9/11/2010

March organizing meeting

3:00 PM – 5:00 PM

East Austin

9/23/2010

DPFA meeting

7:00 PM – 9:00 PM

Friends Meeting House

10/6/2010

Todd Willingham Demonstration
and Court of Inquiry

12:45 PM – 2:30 PM

Blackwell-Thurman Criminal
Justice Center

10/7/2010

DPFA meeting

7:00 PM – 8:30 PM

Friends Meeting House

10/10/2010

Reed/Mumia rally

1:00 PM – 2:30 PM

Outside State Capitol gates

10/21/2010

DPFA meeting

6:45 PM – 8:50 PM

Friends Meeting House

10/30/2010

11th Annual March to Abolish the
Death Penalty

1:40 PM – 4:40 PM

State Capitol, Congress St.

11/18/2010

DPFA meeting

6:45 PM – 7:50 PM

Friends Meeting House

Total

19 hrs, 10 min.
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Table II: Interview Questions
1. What was your first form of activism? What motivated you to engage in this activism?
Who else was involved and how did others react to you? How did this experience
influence you?
2. Are you currently involved in any other forms of activism or with other organizations
outside of the anti-death penalty movement?
3. What motivated you to become involved with the anti-death penalty movement? Is there
a specific event, story, or case that led you to get involved?
4. In your own words, could you tell me what you think the major goals of the anti-death
penalty movement are? How strongly do you feel about these goals? Why do you think
you fell strongly about them?
5. How long have you been involved with the anti-death penalty movement and in what
capacity? What are specific examples of things that you do within the anti-death penalty
movement? Has your role in the movement changed over time?
6. How/why did you get involved with Texas Moratorium Network? How does your
participation in Texas Moratorium Network relate or contribute to your participation in
other anti-death penalty organizations?
7. What would you say are the major tenets/goals of Texas Moratorium Network?
8. What new projects would you like to see Texas Moratorium Network enact?
9. What strategies does Texas Moratorium Network use to attract people to gatherings and
events? How successful would you say these strategies are and is there any way that you
think they could be improved?
10. What strategies does Texas Moratorium Network use in order to forge and sustain
relationships with other anti-death penalty organizations? How successful would you say
these strategies are and is there any way that you think they could be improved?
11. For your perspective, how do you think members of the larger Austin community, city
council, and media outlets respond to the efforts of the anti-death penalty movement, and
how does this impact the movement’s efforts?
12. From your perspective, what strategies do activists use in order to achieve the goals of the
movement? How successful would you say these strategies are and is there any way that
this could be improved?
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Table III: Demographic characteristics of interview respondents
Age

Gender

1

47

M

2

74

Race/

Marital

Ethnicity

Status

Level of
Education

# Years in

Hometown

Movement

Political
Affiliation

Religious
Affiliation

White

Single

Graduate

10

Houston

Democratic

None

White

Married

Bachelor

14

Austin

Democrat

Unitarian

White

Married

Graduate

5

Austin

Independent

Quaker

White

Married

250 college

0.8

Hutto

Lean Left

Tom
F
Theresa
3

53

F
Susan

4

33

F
Jessie

credits

Nonpracticing
Pagan

5

24

M

Iranian

Single

Bachelor

5

San Antonio

Very Liberal

Atheist

F

Hispanic/

Divorced

Graduate

12

Fort

Democratic/

Catholic

Linda

German

Worth/Austin

Liberal

F

White

Ft. Smith

Anarcho-

AR./Jones

socialist

Matthew

6
7

53
29

Single

Tiffany

Graduate

12

OK.

Table IV: Organizational Materials

Petition for a Moratorium Resolution:

Christianity

The Role of Moral Shocks
Death Penalty Free Austin Fact Sheet:
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Death Penalty Free Austin Publicity Flyer:
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Reed/Mumia Solidarity Rally Flyer:

23

24
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Kids Against the Death Penalty Flyer:
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Cosmopolitan Romance in Nepal: An Investigation
of Emerging Views on Marriage and Dating Held
by Young Newari Women
RACHEL WILLIAMS
Whitman College
For decades Newari women have been limited to marriages arranged by their families and
lamis, or matchmakers. There has been a recent shift in marital views among the youth has
SLK[VTVYLJV\Y[PUNHTVUN`V\UN5L^HYZHZ^LSSHZHZPNUPÄJHU[PUJYLHZLPU[OLU\TILY
of love marriages. Through in depth interviews with fourteen young Newari women, this
HY[PJSLH[[LTW[Z[VPSS\TPUH[LJ\YYLU[H[[P[\KLZ[V^HYKZTHYYPHNLHUKJV\Y[ZOPWL_LTWSPÄLK
by young Newari women in Kathmandu. I also argue that being a cosmopolitan Newari
woman requires a negotiation of traditional gender roles and requires a balance between
tradition and modern aspirations.

I

JHTLOVTLMYVTZJOVVSVULKH`[VÄUKT`5LWHSPOVZ[TVTaamaa) furiously sawing
away at a baseball size padlock attached to the living room door. I noticed my Nepali
host-father (baa) was standing next to her, absently watching as my tiny aamaa, who can

barely claim 4 feet 10 inches, furiously sawed away at the lock. I soon learned that it was my
baa who had accidentally locked the key inside the living room. Regardless, it was apparent
that it my aamaa’s responsibility to break into the living room. For the next thirty minutes,
she and I took turns sawing the lock while my baa stood idly by.
During my semester abroad, I lived with a Nepali home-stay family in Kathmandu,
the urban center of Nepal. After the lock-sawing incident, I found myself more closely
VIZLY]PUN T` OVZ[ WHYLU[Z» YLSH[PVUZOPW 0[ KPK UV[ [HRL SVUN [V UV[PJL [OL KPZ[PUJ[P]L
hierarchical gender issues present in my new home, a gap which was further complicated
I` ZVJPHS JVUZ[Y\J[PVUZ VM SV]L HUK THYYPHNL 0UZWPYLK I` T` OVZ[WHYLU[Z» YLSH[PVUZOPW
0 KLJPKLK [V M\Y[OLY PU]LZ[PNH[L 5LWHSP THYYPHNLZ I` JVUK\J[PUN H ÄLSK Z[\K` PU ^OPJO 0
focused on marriages within the Newar ethnic group.
This article investigates the emerging change in views of marriage and courtship
among young Newari women amidst a period of cosmopolitanization in Nepal. My research
not only attempts to illuminate some current marital views and practices of young Newari
women from Kathmandu, but also provides a lens through which social change can be
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observed in a country in a unique socio-cultural position, tottering between old and new.
0 HYN\L [OH[ 5L^HYP ^VTLU»Z ]PL^Z VM THYYPHNL HUK JV\Y[ZOPW HYL NYHK\HSS` ILJVTPUN
more cosmopolitan and that this trend reveals a process of negotiating traditional gender
role ideologies, emphasizing a growing sense of agency and independence among young
Newari women living in Kathmandu. Furthermore, I contend that cosmopolitan Newari
^VTLUHYLÄUKPUNHIHSHUJLIL[^LLUVWWVZPUNMVYJLZVMVSKHUKUL^I`THPU[HPUPUNH
sense of tradition while also forming modern visions and aspirations for themselves. This
HY[PJSLKVLZUV[HKKYLZZ5L^HYTLU»Z]PL^ZVMTHYYPHNL

THE LANDSCAPE
I chose to focus my research on women belonging to the Newar ethnic group,
indigenous to the Kathmandu region. Members of the Newar ethnic group appear to more
heavily value tradition and adhere more strongly to traditional gender ideologies than other
5LWHSPL[OUPJNYV\WZ2H[OHYPUL9HURPUKLZJYPILZ[OL^H`ZPU^OPJO5L^HYP^VTLU»Z
social and physical mobility are limited by their “dangerous qualities,” which are attributed
to their temporary low caste status of contamination during their menstruation period (p.
147). Women are socially condemned for asserting agency or assuming an autonomous
role, because it does not follow the social code of Newar culture (Rankin 2004). Newars
seem to be slower to adopt more “modern” gender roles, particularly as they relate to
marriage. For this reason, and because of my personal connection to a Newar family,
I decided the Newars would be an appropriate group to study for the purposes of this
research. My research seeks to understand why this change has occurred more slowly
among the Newars. Although there is an existing body of literature focusing on courtship
[YLUKZ HTVUN V[OLY 5LWHSP L[OUPJ NYV\WZ (OLYU " )LUUL[  " *HTLYVU 



[OPZHY[PJSLÄSSZHUPTWVY[HU[NHWPU[OLSP[LYH[\YLL_HTPUPUN[OL[YLUKZVMJV\Y[ZOPWHUK
marriage among young Newars.
2H[OTHUK\»Z \UPX\L WVZP[PVU HZ H ZVJPHS ZWHJL VM IV[O [YHKP[PVU HUK TVKLYUP[`
made it the ideal location for my research. Mark Liechty (2003) illustrates the constant
negotiation of “what it means to be both modern and Nepali” in Kathmandu. Newari women
living in Kathmandu face the daunting challenge of forming beliefs within the context of a
traditional background amidst a cosmopolitanizing society, struggling to balance the old
with the new (p. 61).
Kathmandu, more than other parts of Nepal, is undergoing rapid modernization
due to the large concentration of visitors and international commerce. Newars in
Kathmandu have increased interactions with foreigners and exposure to television as
well as other media, including popular western music, news and newspapers, radio and
0UKPH»Z)VSS`^VVKÄSTPUK\Z[Y`/VLS[LY(KKP[PVUHSS`T\JOVM[OL5LWHS»Z`V\[ONVLZ
abroad seeking better education opportunities. Many of these youth eventually return to
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5LWHSZWLJPÄJHSS`2H[OTHUK\IYPUNPUNIHJRV[OLYJ\S[\YLZHUKJ\Z[VTZ;OLPU[LYHJ[PVU
of international forces in a traditional society is creating tension between cosmopolitan
and traditional values.

L O V E I N V E S T I G AT I O N M E T H O D S
I discovered ample opportunities for my research in Kathmandu, where I spent the
entirety of my four weeks of study. During this time I conducted fourteen semi-structured,
in-depth interviews with young Newari women between the ages of 20 and 30. Three of the
fourteen women were married and all of the women had experience dating. Additionally,
HSSMV\Y[LLU^VTLUOHKLP[OLYYLJLP]LK[OLPY)HJOLSVY»ZKLNYLLVY^LYLPU[OLWYVJLZZVM
going to school for their degree. The interviews were digitally recorded, with the informed
consent of all participants, and subsequently analyzed for the purposes of my study. While
I had prepared questions that I asked during each interview, the interviews generally had
[OLUH[\YHSÅV^VMHUPUMVYTHSJVU]LYZH[PVUK\YPUN^OPJO[OLWHY[PJPWHU[Z^V\SK]VS\U[LLY
anecdotes about past experiences and about their relationships. All participants felt
JVTMVY[HISLZWLHRPUN,UNSPZOHS[OV\NO[OLYL^LYL]HY`PUNKLNYLLZVMÅ\LUJ`HUKJVTMVY[
^OPJOHɈLJ[LK[OLX\HSP[`VMZVTLVM[OLPU[LY]PL^Z(ML^VM[OLPU[LY]PL^Z[VVRWSHJLPU
JHMLZI\[PUTHU`JHZLZ0^HZ^LSJVTLKPU[V[OLWHY[PJPWHU[Z»OVTLZ[VTLL[[OLPYMHTPS`
members, look at family pictures, and of course share a cup of tea. During each interview,
0MVJ\ZLKVU[OLOPZ[VY`VM[OLWHY[PJPWHU[»ZYLSH[PVUZOPWZVYTHYYPHNLHUKOLYILSPLMZHIV\[
marriage and courtship.
During my interviews at homes, family members would hover, eagerly anticipating
my interview with their daughter or sister. I preferred to conduct interviews one on
one with the participants so they would feel comfortable sharing private information
and could be candid in conversation. I would somewhat awkwardly ask the woman,
in front of her family, if there was somewhere we could speak alone, as it would make
the interview easier and more comfortable. Some parents insisted that their daughters
could speak candidly in front of them, but in all cases participants preferred to speak
alone and often indicated that they felt uncomfortable discussing their relationships in
front of their parents.
tWhile many participants were open to sharing intimate details about their
relationships, some interviewees were much less forthcoming in the information they
JOVZL [V ZOHYL ^P[O TL 0U TVZ[ JHZLZ [OL PU[LY]PL^ ^HZ T` ÄYZ[ TLL[PUN ^P[O [OL
participant. If time had permitted, I would have preferred to spend time with these
women in a less formal context so they would feel more comfortable speaking openly
with me, which would help me gain more insight into the intricacies and nuances of their
relationships and marriages. However, given the circumstances, I was able to acquire
THU`WLYZVUHSHULJKV[LZHUKPU[PTH[LKL[HPSZHIV\[WHY[PJPWHU[Z»YLSH[PVUZOPWZ
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THE WORDS

OF

CITIES

AND

ROMANCE

0UVYKLY[VHJJ\YH[LS`YLWVY[VUT`ÄUKPUNZ0T\Z[ÄYZ[KLÄULZVTLRL`JVUJLW[Z
and terms: love, dating, courtship and cosmopolitanization. These terms are loaded with
Western interpretations and assumptions but for the purposes of this paper it is important
to understand these terms within the context of Newar culture.
Love is an emotion constructed through a complex framework of cultural
L_WLJ[H[PVUZ HUK YLSPNPV\Z KVJ[YPULZ H[ H ZWLJPÄJ WSHJL PU [PTL HUK OPZ[VY` 0 KV UV[
believe that love is a universal emotion that every human being is capable of feeling. Love
is inevitably tied up in cultural values, and throughout this article I attempt to illustrate
5L^HYP^VTLU»Z\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMYVTHU[PJHUKTHYP[HSSV]LHUK[OLHZZVJPH[LKMHJ[VYZPU
PUÅ\LUJPUN[OPZJVTWSL_LTV[PVU
A date is a meeting or interaction between non-family members of the opposite
sex who may be love interests. Dating is a part of courtship, which is the process of getting
to know a love interest before engagement and marriage.
Finally, I will use the term cosmopolitanization to describe the dual nature of the
changes Nepal is currently undergoing. Nepal is struggling with the tension of holding
onto tradition while incorporating modern ideas into society. Global exposure, realized
through many mediums including media and technology, is impacting Newar tradition and
cosmopolitanizing the way young Newari women view marriage. Nepal is modernizing,
but not necessarily for the better, nor is there agreement on which aspects of change
are for the better and which are not. Increased access to instruments of communication
helps Newars to be more informed and knowledgeable, enabling them to gain more
autonomy. Newars are integrating this new knowledge into their lives, blending modern
and traditional aspects of society.
Nations are no longer isolated to their geographic regions. New pathways are
VWLUPUNNSVIHSPaLK¸UL[^VYRZVMJ\S[\YL¹[OYV\NO[OL¸ÅV^ZVMSHIVYJHWP[HSHUKYPZRZ¹
(Beck 2011:53). Ulrich Beck (2011) argues, “we do not even have the language through
which contemporary superdiversity in the world can be described, conceptualized,
understood, explained and researched” (p. 53). Cosmopolitanization is occurring at a
structural level in which boundaries between groups are becoming less distinct (Beck
";YtTVU ,[OUPJIV\UKHYPLZL_PZ[SHYNLS`HZHZVJPHSJVUZ[Y\J[PVUYH[OLY[OHU
developing from natural categories of origin (Beck 2011:54). Nations, such as Nepal, are
strengthening their ethnic boundaries by reclaiming their traditions and embracing their
J\S[\YHS YVV[Z ;OPZ PU[LNYH[P]L WYVJLZZ VM JVTIPUPUN [YHKP[PVU ^P[O V\[ZPKL PUÅ\LUJLZ
suggests a need for a new discourse that is characterized by multiple voices and
viewpoints. In our increasingly cosmopolitan world, dichotomous thinking, in which we
make clear distinctions between “we” and “them” is becoming obsolete (Beck 2011:58).
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AN OVERVIEW


;OLÄUKPUNZVM[OPZZ[\K`HYLVYNHUPaLKPU[V[^VTHPUZLJ[PVUZ!ILMVYLTHYYPHNL

and after marriage. I tried to follow the chronological order of the process of dating and
THYYPHNL PU VYKLY [V TVZ[ LɈLJ[P]LS` HUK SVNPJHSS` YLWVY[ VU T` ÄUKPUNZ 0U [OL Before
Marriage ZLJ[PVU 0 ^PSS PU[YVK\JL [OL JVUJLW[ VM KH[PUN ^VTLU»Z L_WLJ[H[PVUZ MVY IV[O
their husbands and themselves, and the debate between love versus arranged marriage.
Following this section, After Marriage, will address the issue of family involvement in
THYYPHNLHZ^LSSHZ[OL5L^HYP^VTHU»ZYVSLHZH^PMLHUKKH\NO[LYPUSH^

RESEARCH FINDINGS
Before Marriage: The Proposal
For young Newars, all relationships begin with a proposal. The proposal is
traditionally made by the man but these days it is becoming increasingly common and
acceptable for women to initiate the proposal as well. However, when I asked 21 year old
Anju Shrestha about women proposing to men, she explained that even though women
JHU WYVWVZL [V TLU ¸^OLU [OL NPYSZ SV]L [OL WLYZVU ZOL ^HU[Z OPT [V WYVWVZL ÄYZ[¹
Additionally, many of the women I spoke with claimed that their boyfriend or husband was
[OLÄYZ[VUL[VL_WLYPLUJLHUKL_WYLZZYVTHU[PJMLLSPUNZ0[^HZJSLHY[OH[5L^HYP^VTLU
WYLMLY[YHKP[PVUHSYVSLZMVY[OPZHZWLJ[VM[OLPYYLSH[PVUZOPW0U`LHYVSK5PYTHSH2H`HZ[OH»Z
YLJVSSLJ[PVUVMOLYÄHUJt»ZTHYYPHNLWYVWVZHSUV[L[OLHSSVJH[PVUVMYLZWVUZPIPSP[`!
I was just treating him as friend but he liked me like from inside. But he never
talked about it. He said when the time comes, the right time, he will tell me. He
told me actually last year but I was like “let me just think.” It took me a couple of
TVU[OZ[VZ[H``LZ0[VSKOPT`LZHUK[OLU0[VSKT`WHYLU[ZPMP[»ZVRH`
0U5PYTHSH»ZKLZJYPW[PVUVMOLYÄHUJt»ZWYVWVZHSOLYÄHUJt^HZYLZWVUZPISLMVYPUP[PH[PUN
a romantic relationship with her. And even after he proposed to her, she needed a couple
VMTVU[OZ[PTL[VJVUZPKLY;OYV\NOV\[5PYTHSH»ZUHYYH[P]LZOLTLU[PVUZ[OH[OL^HZ[OL
one who “liked her from the inside,” emphasizing her passive role. Her illustration hints
that she may even be embarrassed by the idea of the woman initiating romance. Nirmala
ZLLTZ[VTHRLL]LY`LɈVY[[VH]VPKSVVRPUNLHNLYHUKPUZ[LHKL_WYLZZLZ[OH[ZOLPZOHWW`
it happened to her. This intentional attribution of responsibility seems paradoxical when
Nirmala later expresses the importance of being able to choose her own husband:
Generally I prefer love marriage because it is me who is going to spend my whole
SPML^P[O[OLN\`UV[T`WHYLU[ZYPNO[&;OH[»Z^O`0[VSKT`KHK¸P[»ZUV[`V\^OVPZ
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NVPUN[VZ[H`^P[OOPTMVYL]LYP[»ZTLZV0OH]L[VRUV^PM[OH[N\`PZVRH`^P[OTL¹

Here, Nirmala asserts her agency in choosing her husband, although not quite claiming full
responsibility for her decision. Unlike before, Nirmala describes herself in an active role.
5PYTHSH»ZWHYHKV_PJHSYLZWVUZLZYL]LHSHULTLYNPUNZLUZLVMHNLUJ`HUKPUKLWLUKLUJL
that is still in formation. Nirmala is comfortable asserting her agency in the context of
choosing a life partner but made sure to describe herself as a passive participant in the
PUP[PH[PVU VM OLY YLSH[PVUZOPW YLÅLJ[PUN OLY JVTMVY[ ^P[O [YHKP[PVUHS YVSLZ MVY YLSH[PVUZOPW
proposals.
Manisa Shakya, a 23 year old Newari woman who has been married for three years,
HSZV OPNOSPNO[LK OLY O\ZIHUK»Z YVSL PU PUP[PH[PUN [OLPY YVTHU[PJ YLSH[PVUZOPW 0U 4HUPZH»Z
KLZJYPW[PVUZOLTHRLZP[ZV\UKHZPMZOLMLS[PUKPɈLYLU[[V^HYKZOPT\U[PSOLKLJSHYLKOPZ
love for her. Only then did she realize any romantic feelings towards him:
(J[\HSS`OL^HZ[OLVUL^OVMLSSPUSV]LH[ÄYZ[/LWYVWVZLKTL[OLUHUKHM[LY
[OH[0Q\Z[[OPURVROL»ZPUKLWLUKLU[OLOHKHZOVWHUKOL»ZTH[\YL(UK0Q\Z[
thought he is a good person so I can be with him… and after that I also started
liking him.
+LZWP[L4HUPZH»ZHWWHYLU[Z\YWYPZLHUKPUP[PHSPUKPɈLYLUJLZOLHJJLW[LKOPZWYVWVZHSVU
[OL ZWV[ +\YPUN [OL WYVWVZHS OL WYVJSHPTLK OPZ SV]L MVY OLY KLJSHYPUN ¸PM 0 KVU»[ NL[
`V\[OLU0^VU»[THYY`HU`NPYS¹4HUPZHNPKKPS`YLÅLJ[LKVU[OPZTVTLU[YLJHSSPUN¸[OPZ
Z[H[LTLU[HɈLJ[LKTL]LY`T\JO¹4HUPZH»ZO\ZIHUK»ZWYVWVZHSPZVULL_HTWSLVMTHU`
grand gestures made by young Newari men when proposing to their love interest. Typically
during a proposal, for either a relationship or marriage, a man declares his love for the
^VTHU;OLL_WYLZZPVUVMSV]LYLÅLJ[ZJVZTVWVSP[HUPaH[PVU^OPSLTHSLHUKMLTHSLYVSLZ
YLÅLJ[[YHKP[PVUHUKSVUNZ[HUKPUNZVJPL[HSL_WLJ[H[PVUZ
What is a marriage?
+LWLUKPUNVU[OLZ[HNLZVMSPML[OL^VTLU^LYLPU0OLHYK]HZ[S`KPɈLYLU[]PL^Z
of what marriage meant to each woman, with cosmopolitanization appearing to have more
PTWHJ[ VU [OL [OPURPUN VM \UTHYYPLK ^VTLU [OHU THYYPLK ^VTLU I\[ ^P[O ZPNUPÄJHU[
variation from one individual to another. Soon to be wed Nirmala had a very romantic
KLÄUP[PVUVMTHYYPHNLPUTPUK!
It is like bonding of two souls together and spending the life together. Putting all
`V\Y[PTLHUKLɈVY[Z[VLHJOV[OLYQ\Z[[VOV^KV`V\ZH`SPRLSL[P[NV[OLSPML
like it is. Marriage is whole understanding between two people just to spend your
life. Basically just to stay happy you have to have love within them, love, respect
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HUK\UKLYZ[HUKPUN;OVZL[OYLLP[TH[[LYZHSV[PU[OLTHYYPHNL[OPUN;OH[»ZOV^
it became successful.
By contrast, Komal Shrestha, who has been married for seven years, called marriage the
start of her “real life.” Before marrying, she did not have to take life as seriously. “Now my
life starts,” Komal explains. As a married woman Komal has obligations to her husband,
OLYO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`HUKOLYJOPSKYLU(IOH:OYLZ[OH^OVOHZILLUTHYYPLKMVYÄ]L`LHYZ
similarly addresses marriage as a new reality, a “new life, new family.” Marriage has given
(IOHHUL^KPYLJ[PVUHUKZOLLUJV\YHNLZOLYMYPLUKZ[VTHYY`ZVVUZV[OL`[VVÄUK[OLPY
new direction.
Gita, who is in a relationship but is currently unmarried, views marriage as an
VɉJPHSJVTTP[TLU[IL[^LLUHTHUHUKH^VTHU>OLU.P[HTHYYPLZZOLL_WLJ[ZOLY
marriage will last forever:
0[»ZHWHY[VMSPML(UKPU5LWHSTHYYPHNLPZZVOVS`HUKTHYYPHNLPZZVZHJYLKHUK
then once you marry that person people expect or even you expect to be with
[OH[WLYZVUMVYHSS`V\YSPMLILJH\ZLKP]VYJLPZUV[ZVWYL]HSLU[PU5LWHS^LKVU»[
really hear people getting divorced. Even in arranged marriage, looks at mother
HUK MH[OLY NYHUKTV[OLY HUK NYHUKMH[OLY HUK [OL`»YL Z[PSS THYYPLK 4HYYPHNL PZ
something which is forever in Nepal.
Rupa Shakya, who is also unmarried but has never been in a relationship, views marriage
PUTVYLTH[[LYVMMHJ[[LYTZ¸0[»ZHYLSPNPV\ZPUZ[P[\[L^OLYL`V\JVU[PU\LNLULYH[PVUI\PSK
a social life, network.” She believes that it is a necessary step in life and that “at a certain
WVPU[PU[PTL`V\ULLKZVTLVUL¹4HUPZHHSZV]PL^ZTHYYPHNLHZHUH[\YHSWHY[VMSPML¸0[»Z
HZ[LW[OH[^L[HRLPUV\YSPML0[»ZRPUKVMHNVVKZ[LW)`THYY`PUNHWLYZVU`V\NL[H
lifelong partner to be with.”
Independent Women
Eleven of the fourteen participants were unmarried and all of them expressed the
importance of marrying after the completion of their studies. This emphasis on education
is pushing back the typical age of marriage for young Newari women. When I asked 22
year old Rupa when she planned on getting married, she seemed surprised, replying, “I
have not thought about it (marriage) yet because I am still studying. Talks are going on
PUT`MHTPS`I\[[OL`HYLZ[PSSZH`PUN[OH[ºZOL»ZZ[\K`PUNZOLOHZ[VOH]LHQVIHUK[OLU
^L»SS[OPURHIV\[P[»,]LUT`WHYLU[ZHYLUV[PUHO\YY`ZV0HTZHML¹9\WHOHZJVTWSL[LK
OLY)HJOLSVY»ZKLNYLLHUKP[J\YYLU[S`PU[OLWYVJLZZVM^YP[PUNOLY[OLZPZMVYOLY4HZ[LY»Z
KLNYLL0[PZUV[L^VY[O`[OH[HSSMV\Y[LLUWHY[PJPWHU[ZOHKLP[OLYJVTWSL[LK[OLPY)HJOLSVY»Z
degree or were in the processes of getting their degree. Nirmala describes the importance
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of having a career in addition to being educated:
>VTLUHYLTVYLJHYLLYVYPLU[LKYPNO[UV^)LMVYLPUT`TVT»Z[PTL[OL`^V\SK
just think that having a high school degree was enough for them and then when
they will be twenties, early twenties, they just get married right away. But right now
people are more career conscious. They think that only education is not enough.
;OL`OH]L[VHSZV^VYRMVYH^OPSLZV[OH[[OL`JHUILPUKLWLUKLU[[OL`KVU»[
have to rely on their husbands.
/H]PUN H JHYLLY MYLLZ ^VTLU MYVT ÄUHUJPHS KLWLUKLUJL VU [OLPY MHTPSPLZ VY O\ZIHUKZ
giving them a sense of independence and control over their own lives. One of the marriage
participants, Abha, similarly expresses the satisfaction she gets from having her own
source of income:
0[OPURP[OHZTHKLTLTVYLTH[\YL0JHUZWLUKT`TVUL`0KVU»[OH]L[VHZR[V
my mom, to my dad, to my father-in-law, to my husband too. I can buy anything
for them also. If I take money from them and buy gift for them it will not be so…
when I give gift to my mother-in-law, father-in-law, mom, dad, everyone, they will
be happy. And I feel very much happy.
Abha does not want to have to rely on her husband or relatives for money and being able
to give gifts to her family makes her feel happy. Abha had an arranged marriage at the age
VMILMVYLZOL^HZHISL[VJVTWSL[LOLY4HZ[LY»ZKLNYLLHUKL_WSHPULK[OH[P[^V\SK
have been much easier for her had she married after her graduation. “I still feel if I had
completed my masters and then gotten married it would have been easier for me. Because
for completion of two years master I got four years…I thought it would have been better if
I got married at 25.”
For Gita, having a career not only gives her a sense of independence but is an
essential part of her identity:
For me my independence is very important. I need to have my own identity. No
matter how rich my husband is, how successful he is. I think for me to have my
own identity is very important. You know my boyfriend used to tease me that
¸@V\»YLNVPUN[VILHOV\ZL^PMLHM[LYTHYYPHNL¹HUK0\ZLK[VILH[OPT\W0\ZLK
[V[LSSOPT¸0»TUL]LYNVPUN[VILHOV\ZL^PMLPUT`life!” I used to tell him like that.
Because I cannot be a housewife after studying so much and after giving so much
time to education. I cannot expect myself to be a housewife and stay in the house
KVPUNUV[OPUN4H`IL0»T[VVT\JOMVJ\ZLKVU^VTLUVY0KVU»[RUV^I\[P[»Z
important for me.
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Gita takes a strong stance in expressing her distaste for being a housewife. All eleven
unmarried women expressed that becoming a housewife was not a viable option. Komal,
age 30, also never imagined herself as a housewife. She planned on pursuing a career
HM[LYÄUPZOPUNOLYZ[\KPLZI\[OLYM\[\YL[VVRHU\UL_WLJ[LK[\YU^OLUZOL¸Z\KKLUS`¹
got married:
I never thought of getting married and being a daughter-in-law, doing household
[OPUNZ0^HZKPɈLYLU[0^HZZ[\K`PUN0Q\Z[ÄUPZOLKT`Z[\KPLZHUKHM[LY[OH[0
Q\Z[^LU[PUHKPɈLYLU[^VYSK0OH]L[VNL[\WLHYS`PU[OLTVYUPUN[OPUNZSPRL[OH[
0Q\Z[ÄUPZOLKT`Z[\KPLZHUKHSS0^HZWSHUUPUNVUKVPUNZVTL[OPUNMVYT`ZLSM
I mean some work, and suddenly I got married and they stopped me from doing
HU`[OPUN;OL`^LYLUV[Z\WWVY[P]LMVYTLILJH\ZL[OL`KVU»[SPRLTLKVPUN^VYR
;OL`^HU[TL[VZ[H`OVTLHUK\ZLK[V[LSSTL[OH[`V\KVU»[OH]L[VKV^VYR
`V\KVU»[OH]L[VKV^VYR`V\Q\Z[Z[H`OLYL^L»SSM\SÄSSL]LY`[OPUN
2VTHS KPK UV[ JVUZPKLY OLY O\ZIHUK»Z MHTPS` ILMVYL THYYPHNL HUK HZ H YLZ\S[ ZOL ^HZ
\UHISL[VW\YZ\LHJHYLLY;OPZ^HZHOHYKHKQ\Z[TLU[H[ÄYZ[I\[ZPUJLOH]PUNJOPSKYLU
Komal feels very dedicated to spending her time at home taking care of her children.
However, after her children grow up Komal plans to work. “I will not stay home,” she says
ÄYTS`:OLOVWLZ[VW\YZ\LHJHYLLYPUI\ZPULZZ
Meeting before Marriage
The practice of dating before marriage has become fairly commonplace in
Kathmandu. There is no real Nepali term, however, that translates to date. When I asked
Anjali what women call “dates” in Nepal, she responded, “we say date.” The incorporation
VM ,UNSPZO QHYNVU PU [OL 5LWHSP JV\Y[PUN J\S[\YL PUL_[YPJHIS` [PLZ >LZ[LYU PUÅ\LUJLZ PU
with the concept of dating in Kathmandu. While the concept of dating in Kathmandu is
widely understood, there is limited space available to young lovers who want to spend
private time alone together. Anju describes a common frustration experienced among
young couples:
There are very limited spots here for dating…. The religious places, they have
made that the dating spot. There are not very many places for people to go for
their lonely time. At [Temple] Pashupatinath and [Temple] Swayambhunath, they
cover a lot of space so they can sit anywhere and they can have their lonely time in
[OLYL9LZ[H\YHU[PZHIP[W\ISPJWSHJLWLVWSLJVTLHUKNVHUKP[»ZHKPZ[\YIHUJL
There are very few parks in Kathmandu and there is one that is very costly and
WLVWSLOLYLKVU»[^HU[[VZWLUKZ\JOTVUL`VUKH[PUNHUK[OL[LTWSLZHYLMYLL
to go.
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Dating at religious sites in Kathmandu, especially Pashupatinath and Swayambhunath, has
become a popular trend among young couples, but the couples are being banned from
ZVTL[LTWSLZILJH\ZLVM[OLPYW\ISPJKPZWSH`ZVMHɈLJ[PVU6UKH[LZP[PZ]LY`JVTTVU[V
see couples holding hands. Kissing in public, however, remains a less common practice.
¸5V^HKH`Z^LKVZLLRPZZPUN/VSKPUNOHUKZ·P[»Z]LY`JVTTVU2PZZPUN·UV[ZVJVTTVU
I\[P[»ZNYV^PUN;OL[YLUKPZJVTPUN`V\RUV^&¹4\UHL_WSHPUZ
Dating before an arranged marriage is also becoming more common and provides
a woman with not only the opportunity to get to know her husband before marriage, but
also allows time for her to say no to the marriage. Rupa describes this practice as a
positive change for women:
This is one thing that has improved in our society. Previously it was not so. Now
with more advanced and everything, we get to meet the guy beforehand, talk to
him, get to know him and then if you have positive then you say it otherwise you
KVU»[
In the past, couples were typically only able to meet a couple of times before marriage and
PUZVTLJHZLZTL[MVY[OLÄYZ[[PTLH[[OLPY^LKKPUN(S[OV\NO(IOH»ZTHYYPHNL^HZPUP[PHSS`
arranged by her family, she describes her marriage as “arranged then love” because she
fell in love with her husband while dating him. Abha and her husband only met two or three
times before agreeing that they would marry, but they did not marry until a year and a half
after their engagement. During this period of courtship, Abha and her husband went on
dates and talked on the phone on a regular basis:
We were like friends before. Everyone told us you must have had love marriage
ILJH\ZL^LKVU»[ZLLTSPRLHYYHUNLKTHYYPHNL5VVULILSPL]LK^L^LYLHYYHUNLK
THYYPHNL,]LY`VULPZSPRL¸Z\YL`V\OHKSV]LTHYYPHNL@V\KPKU»[[LSS\Z
(IOH»ZHYYHUNLKTHYYPHNLSVVRZ]LY`KPɈLYLU[MYVT[YHKP[PVUHSHYYHUNLKTHYYPHNLZILJH\ZL
she was able to get to know her husband and fall in love with him through dating before
they married. This cosmopolitan factor is not necessarily new to Kathmandu but is certainly
HULTLYNPUNJVUJLW[^P[OPU[OLYLHSTVMHYYHUNLKTHYYPHNL(IOH»Z\UPX\LZ[VY`WYV]PKLZ
an example of how even the most traditional form of marriage, arranged marriage, is being
cosmopolitanized through dating practices prior to marriage.
Love Versus Nontraditional Arranged Marriage
While eleven of the fourteen participants expressed their preference of love
marriage, I have discerned that current love and arranged marriages are similar in many
ways. Most participants prefer love marriage because they can get to know the man before
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marrying him. However, in current arranged marriages, women are generally able to meet
and date the man before marriage and have a choice in marrying the man their family picks.
Ranjana describes arranged marriage as a “blind date” set up by your parents. When I
asked her whether she would have the opportunity to date the man her parents are setting
her up with she responded “of course!” While there is more choice in arranged marriage
these days, there is still a lot of pressure surrounding arranged marriages because parents
are involved. Many of the unmarried women, for example, have already been receiving
proposals arranged by their parents even though they have boyfriends and would prefer
to have a love marriage.
Rupa exclusively prefers arranged marriage because she feels uncomfortable with
[OLPKLHVMKH[PUNHTHU^P[OV\[ÄYZ[YLJLP]PUNOLYWHYLU[Z»HWWYV]HS(M[LYTHYYPHNL¸PU[OL
back of your mind you can feel secure,” Rupa explains. Then the couple has the freedom
to go around openly without the fear that they may be hurting their parents.
Safal, on the other hand, describes a cosmopolitan trend that incorporates both
love and arranged marriage in order to please all parties involved. “The system is like
ÄYZ[ SV]L THYYPHNL [OLU HYYHUNLK THYYPHNL¹ ;OL ^VTHU ÄYZ[ MHSSZ PU SV]L ^P[O H THU VM
OLYJOVVZPUNHUKHM[LYYLJLP]PUNOLYWHYLU[Z»HWWYV]HS[OLWHYLU[ZHYYHUNL[OLTHYYPHNL
This gives women the agency to choose their husband while incorporating the tradition of
having parents arrange the marriage.
After Marriage: Family Matters
Family is a very important factor for many young Newari women when choosing
HO\ZIHUK0U5L^HYJ\S[\YLHTHYYPHNLZPNUPÄLZTVYL[OHUQ\Z[[OL\UPVUVMHO\ZIHUK
HUK^PML"[OLO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`ILJVTLZ[OL^VTHU»ZUL^MHTPS`0U(UQ\»ZKLZJYPW[PVUVM
HUPKLHSO\ZIHUKZOLTLU[PVUZOLYO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`Z[H[\ZHZHUPTWVY[HU[X\HSP[`:OL
explains that marrying a man means marrying his family. “We are not marrying to a person
only. We are marrying to a whole family, all the members of the family, therefore we need to
look at all the family also. Family matters.” It is important for women to consider the family
^OLUJOVVZPUNHO\ZIHUKILJH\ZLHM[LYTHYYPHNL[OLO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`^PSSWSH`HUPU[LNYHS
YVSLPUZOHWPUN[OLPYSPML(UQ\^HU[ZOLYO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`[VILLK\JH[LKHUKLTWSV`LK
Additionally, “they need to give their daughter-in-law freedom.” Unfortunately, Anju fears
that most families will want her to be a housewife. After marriage many women have to
SLH]L[OLPYQVIZ[VSVVRHM[LY[OLPYMHTPSPLZ¸0^VU»[THYY`[VZ\JOMHTPS`¹(UQ\JVU[LUKZ
¸0^PSSTHRLP[JSLHYILMVYLNL[[PUNTHYYPLKHIV\[Z\JOTH[[LYZ0M[OL`^VU»[HSSV^TL[V
W\YZ\LT`QVI[OLU0^VU»[THYY`¹
The idea of moving in with a new family after marriage can be very daunting for
`V\UN5L^HYP^VTLU,]LU[OV\NO9\WHOHZHS^H`ZRUV^UVM[OPZ[YHKP[PVUZOLZ[PSSÄUKZ
the concept very strange:
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;OH[PZVUL[OPUN0»TZJHYLKVM3P]PUN^P[OHUL^MHTPS`HTVTHUKKHKHUKNV
and introduced to a new family, and you will be calling them mom and dad. Yeah
[OH[»Z H WYL[[` ^LPYK JVUJLW[ 5V[ Q\Z[ MVY `V\ I\[ L]LU MVY TL 0 ^PSS IL JHSSPUN
someone else mom and dad, my mom and dad.



>OPSL.P[H\UKLYZ[HUKZ[OH[OLYO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`^PSSILJVTLSPRLOLYV^U^OLU

she gets married, she also expects that her husband will love her family in return. “My
family should be important to him. Because my mom is a single mother and I would want
OPT[VSV]LOLYSPRLOPZV^UTV[OLY¹.P[HHSZVL_WLJ[Z[OH[OLYO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`^PSS[YLH[
OLYSPRLHKH\NO[LYUV[HKH\NO[LYPUSH^¸0KVU»[^HU[[VMLLSH^R^HYKPUZVTLVULLSZL»Z
MHTPS`¹ZOLL_WSHPUZ.P[HPZYLHK`[VHJJLW[HUKSV]LOLYO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`HZOLYV^UI\[
she expects the same from her husband in return.
Role of the Newari Wife
While all of the participants expressed a desire to marry, they all acknowledge that
after marriage they will have less freedom in controlling their own lives. Gita explains that
because Nepal is a Hindu country, the daughter-in-laws are expected to assume many
YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ^OPJOPUL]P[HIS`TLHUZ[OLSVZZVMZVTLPUKP]PK\HSMYLLKVT¸@V\^VU»[
be as free as you are right now when you are married. I think I would want to enjoy my life
ÄYZ[ILMVYLNL[[PUNTHYYPLK,UQV`L]LY`[OPUNPUSPMLÄYZ[)LZL[[SLK¹
.P[H»Z MLHYZ HIV\[ SVZPUN OLY MYLLKVT HM[LY THYYPHNL HYL UV[ \UMV\UKLK (IOH
describes the biggest change in her life since getting married as being “trapped:”
)HZPJHSS`0»T[YHWWLK5V[PUHULNH[P]LZLUZL)\[HSZV0OH]LTVYLYLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ
I have more people to answer and before I have to answer only my mom and dad
HUKUV^0OH]L[VHUZ^LY[VT`TV[OLYPUSH^MH[OLYPUSH^O\ZIHUK0JHU»[IL
with my friends anytime I want now. I am not like a college going girl now. I am a
mother. I have to be with her.
Although Abha uses the word “trapped,” which has very negative connotations, she claims
that being trapped is not necessarily a bad thing. Abha expresses that she is very happy
being a wife and mother and has been able to continue working as a businesswoman in
Kathmandu. When she says “trapped,” I believe she is referring to the loss of some of the
freedoms that come with youth, such as being able to see friends anytime she wants. Abha
HSZVKLZJYPILZOLYMHTPS`»ZL_WLJ[H[PVUZVMOLYHZ[OL^PMLVMH5L^HYMHTPS`!
They expect a lot from you. They want their daughter-in-law to be very much
responsible. They expect that she should know everything, family matters, for
examples, if any program is there, wedding, we should be an active participant.
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We also have to be involved in all the things, all the puja, Dashian, Tihar, we should
know everything how to do puja, when to go to puja.
(IOH PZ UV^ PU JOHYNL VM RUV^PUN HSS VM [OL [YHKP[PVUZ ZWLJPÄJ [V 5L^HY J\S[\YL :OL PZ
expected to not only understand all of the worshipping practices, but to be an active
participant in every religious event. As a wife, Abha must balance the role of being a
business woman with her religious and cultural responsibilities in the home.
Komal explains that not all Newari wives have the same role. She considers herself
very lucky to have married into a family that is not overly demanding of her. “In our home
P[»Z UV[ [YHKP[PVUHS P[»Z UV[ ZV OHYK¹ 2VTHS»Z PUSH^Z KV UV[ MVYJL OLY [V KV HU` VM [OL
OV\ZL^VYR ¸0 OH]L [V KV P[ MVY T`ZLSM¹ ZOL L_WSHPUZ ¸0 SV]L [V KV [OH[ 0»T UV[ MVYJLK
to do that.” She has witnessed, however, how hard the life can be for a Newari wife by
^H[JOPUNOLYMYPLUKZ¸0»]LZLLUT`MYPLUKZ;OL`OH]L]LY`OHYKSPML;OLPYZ[\KPLZUV\ZL
they have to do everything, very hard.” This observation struck me as somewhat alarming
because Komal is currently a housewife who is unable to put her studies to use, yet she
views herself as lucky in comparison to many of her friends. Earlier in her narrative, Komal
L_WSHPULK[OH[ZOLOHKWSHUULKVU^VYRPUNHM[LYTHYYPHNLI\[OLYO\ZIHUK»ZWHYLU[Z^LYL
not supportive of her pursuing a career. It appears that since marrying, Komal has adjusted
her expectations and aspirations. Komal expresses that she understands marriage requires
JVTWYVTPZLYLÅLJ[PUNHKPɈLYLU[IHSHUJLIL[^LLUJVZTVWVSP[HUPaH[PVUHUK[YHKP[PVU[OHU
TVZ[VM[OL\UTHYYPLKWHY[PJPWHU[Z>OLUKLZJYPIPUNOLYZHJYPÄJLZZOLQVRPUNS`KLZJYPILZ
OLYSLHZ[MH]VYP[LWHY[VMILPUNH^PML¸)LMVYLTHYYPHNL0\ZLK[VNL[\W^OH[L]LY;OH[»Z
the worst part of married. I hate to get up.” On a more serious note, Komal explains
that her complete dedication to her children and family leaves little to no time for herself.
¸3VVRH[TL¹2VTHSZHPKKLQLJ[LKS`¸0OH[L[OPZ0OH]L[VSVVZL^LPNO[HUK0KVU»[RUV^
OV^0»TI\Z`UV[PTLMVYT`ZLSM¹9LNHYKSLZZVM^OL[OLY2VTHSOHZOHK[VYLHKQ\Z[OLY
expectations, she still contends that she is very happily married and loves her life with her
husband and children.

DISCERNING TRENDS

IN

C O S M O P O L I TA N I Z AT I O N

;OLZL `V\UN 5L^HYP ^VTLU»Z UHYYH[P]LZ HIV\[ THYYPHNL ZOLK SPNO[ VU [OL
greater trend of cosmopolitanization happening in Nepal. Within the sphere of personal
relationships, the cosmopolitan views expressed by young Newari women highlight the need
for compromise between tradition and modernity. Cosmopolitanization involves mixing the
VSKHUK[OLUL^"5L^HYP^VTLUHYLTHPU[HPUPUN[OLPYSV`HS[`[V[OLPYYVV[ZLTILKKLKPU
tradition and family, while simultaneously forming modern aspirations for themselves.
During her interview, Gita Shrestha declared that she refuses to become a housewife
HM[LYTHYYPHNL.P[H»ZKLJSHYH[PVUOV^L]LYZOV\SKUV[IL]PL^LKHZHKLUPNYH[PVUVM[OL
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]HS\LVMY\UUPUNHOV\ZLOVSK;V[OLJVU[YHY`.P[H»ZUHYYH[P]LOPNOSPNO[Z[OL]HS\LVMOVTL
and family, revealing the duality of what it means to be a cosmopolitan woman. While Gita
is an independent young woman who is not afraid of expressing her distaste for male
dominance in Nepal, her modern assertions are not a dismissal of traditional practices.
0U MHJ[ .P[H»Z ILSPLMZ HIV\[ THYYPHNL HYL MV\UKLK VU [OL [YHKP[PVUHS ]HS\L VM MHTPS` .P[H
expects that her husband will love and take care of her mother as his own. Furthermore,
ZOL^HU[Z[VILHJJLW[LKPU[VOLYO\ZIHUK»ZMHTPS`HZHYLHSMHTPS`TLTILYLSPTPUH[PUN
any formality or stigma that is attached with the label of daughter-in-law. Gita understands
marriage as a sacred commitment that requires compromise and adjustments in order to
ILZ\Z[HPULK/LYKLÄUP[PVUVMTHYYPHNLOPU[ZH[[OL]LY`LZZLUJLVM^OH[P[TLHUZ[VILH
cosmopolitan Newari woman. Compromise is necessary in order to reconcile the opposing
forces of old traditions and new ideas. Gita and the other women I interviewed are in the
WYVJLZZVMÄUKPUNHIHSHUJLIL[^LLU[OLPYYVV[ZHUK[OLPYM\[\YL
;OLZ[Y\NNSLVMÄUKPUN[OPZIHSHUJLPZL_LTWSPÄLK[OYV\NO[OL[LUZPVUZYL]LHSLK
PU5PYTHSH2H`HZ[OH»ZUHYYH[P]L5PYTHSHTHRLZZVTL^OH[WHYHKV_PJHSJSHPTZVMHZZLY[PUN
her independence while also shying away from responsibility for initiating her relationship
with her husband. While Nirmala feels deserving of her agency in choosing a husband, she
appears embarrassed at the idea of initiating a romantic relationship with him. Most of the
participants made sure to allocate primary responsibility for their relationship onto their
boyfriend or husband, even if they believed in the value of being able to choose their own
husband. While it is increasingly appropriate for Newari women to express their agency
in choosing a husband, it remains taboo for a woman to boastfully claim responsibility for
initiating a romance. Thus many Newari women choose to continue to follow a traditional
social code, leaving Newar men responsible for initiating romances.
-YVT SPZ[LUPUN [V [OLZL ^VTLU»Z UHYYH[P]LZ P[ OHZ ILJVTL JSLHY [OH[ H 5L^HYP
^VTHU»ZHNLUJ`TH[[LYZT\JOTVYL[VOLY[OHUOH]PUN[OLJOVPJLVMHU`THU5L^HYP
women rarely mentioned the issue of freedom of choice when describing their preference
for love marriage. Rather, the participants preferred love marriage because it gave them
the chance to get to know their partner before marriage. These women expressed the
importance of having control over making the decision rather than allowing their parents to
decide for them, thus illuminating the importance of having agency in choosing a husband,
not the importance of having the freedom of choosing among many men.
0UHKKP[PVU[VOH]PUNHNLUJ`TVZ[WHY[PJPWHU[Z»]PL^ZVM[OL^VYSKOH]LILJVTL
connected with visions of life in which their husbands provide supportive environments for
W\YZ\PUN[OLPYJHYLLYZ-VYH[SLHZ[ZVTLWHY[PJPWHU[ZOH]PUN[OLPYO\ZIHUKZ»Z\WWVY[PU
[OLPYJHYLLYPZUVUULNV[PHISL/H]PUNHJHYLLYUV[VUS`LUHISLZ^VTLU[VHJOPL]LÄUHUJPHS
independence but is symbolic of their individuality, of having an identity that is separate
from their husband and marriage.
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L O O K I N G F O R WA R D
@V\UN5L^HYP^VTLUHYLJVUZ[HU[S`YLKLÄUPUN[OLPY]PL^ZVMTHYYPHNLHUKKH[PUN
HUK [OPZ YLZLHYJO THYRZ ZWLJPÄJ ]PL^Z H[ ZWLJPÄJ WVPU[ PU [PTL ;OYV\NO T` YLZLHYJO
we can see social change manifesting in the form of new marital views and practices.
While the fourteen young Newari women I interviewed had diverse views in many areas
VMTHYYPHNL[OLYL^LYLZVTLZPNUPÄJHU[[OLTLZ[OH[HYVZLHZ0^HZKVPUNT`YLZLHYJO
7YLMLYLUJLZ[V^HYKZSV]LTHYYPHNLHUK[OL]HS\LVMHJHYLLYYL]LHS`V\UN5L^HYP^VTLU»Z
emerging sense of agency, independence and cosmopolitan worldviews. Additionally, the
concepts of attraction and feeling are also essential to Newari women in their selection
of a mate. Young Newari women desire more equality in the emotional give-and-take of
[OLPY YLSH[PVUZOPW HUKVY THYYPHNL [OHU PZ [`WPJHSS` HZZVJPH[LK ^P[O [YHKP[PVUHS HYYHUNLK
THYYPHNLZ-\Y[OLYTVYL^LJHUZLLMYVT[OLZL^VTLU»ZUHYYH[P]LZ[OH[^P[OPU[OLZWOLYL
of personal relationships, young Newari women are each negotiating their own personal
balance between traditional and modern aspirations.
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Exploring Indicators of Social Incorporation: An
Analysis of Volunteering among Hispanics in New
and Old Migrant Destinations
LUZ MARIA CARRENO
Utah State University
This paper examines conditions of Hispanic social incorporation through a comparative
analysis of volunteering among Hispanics in new and old migrant destinations. Data from
the Current Population Survey: Volunteer Supplement was used to compare and analyze
the old and new migrant destinations. Much research has shown that different factors
such as age, gender, marital status and education play a role in the likelihood of someone
volunteering in an organization. In this paper I look at Hispanics (both native-born and
immigrants) in traditional and nontraditional migrant destination states and compare how
demographic factors, home ownership and citizenship status play a role in the likelihood
of Hispanics volunteering. Volunteering not only serves to bring an individual’s skills to an
organization, but that individual also learns from the volunteer experience. The primary goal
of this paper is to assess conditions of social incorporation among Hispanics in traditional
and nontraditional destination states by comparing indicators of Hispanic volunteerism.

T

OPZWHWLYYLWVY[ZÄUKPUNZVMZVJPHSPUJVYWVYH[PVUHTVUN/PZWHUPJZIV[OUH[P]L
born and immigrants) in traditional and nontraditional immigrant destination states.
Volunteering is a form of social incorporation because it builds social capital

across the community. The social activism of a democratic society depends on social
capital, which is where volunteerism comes into play by helping create this social capital
(Musick and Wilson 2008:5). In addition to this, volunteering is a way for the individual to
learn about the cultural and social norms of the host country, as Handy and Greenspan
(2009) found in their research on immigrants and volunteering. Volunteers not only bring
JLY[HPUZRPSSZ[V[OLVYNHUPaH[PVUZI\[[OL`HSZVYLJLP]LILULÄ[ZMYVT]VS\U[LLYPUNZ\JO
HZSLHKLYZOPWZRPSSZHUK[OLZLUZLVMILSVUNPUNZRPSSZ[OH[TH`ILULÄ[[OLPUKP]PK\HSHUK
the community in the long run. Volunteerism can also temper the impersonal nature of an
PUJYLHZPUNS` I\YLH\JYH[PaLK SPML I` VɈLYPUN \UWHPK ZLY]PJLZ [V [OVZL PU ULLK HZ ^LSS HZ
encouraging people to be concerned for the population around them. This makes it so
that the community will be concerned about the future supply of volunteer labor (Musick
and Wilson 2008:5).
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-VY [OPZ Z[\K` 0 MVJ\Z VU MVYTHS ]VS\U[LLYPUN ^OPJO PZ KLÄULK HZ ILSVUNPUN [V
an organization such as a school, religious, or other civic organization and participating
in the events hosted by the organization (Parboteeah, Cullen, and Lrong 2004). I focus
VU [OL X\LZ[PVUZ! /V^ KV /PZWHUPJZ PU [OL [YHKP[PVUHS HUK UVU[YHKP[PVUHS Z[H[LZ KPɈLY
PU ]VS\U[LLYPUN& 0M KPɈLYLUJLZ L_PZ[ HYL [OL` K\L [V MHJ[VYZ Z\JO HZ JP[PaLUZOPW Z[H[\Z
homeownership and education?
There has been a good amount of research focused on the general population
and volunteering, but little has been done on Hispanic immigrants and incorporation.
For example, in his research work on volunteering, Wilson (2000) includes the variable
YHJLI\[JP[LZSP[LYH[\YL[OH[JVTWHYLZ[OLKPɈLYLUJLPU]VS\U[LLYPUNHTVUNISHJRZHUK
whites only. Other research on volunteering and race has taken into account other races
besides blacks and whites, but lumps them all together in an “other” category and does
not state what other races were included (Mesch et al. 2006). As the largest minority
group in the U.S., Hispanics are projected to make up 29 percent of the U.S. population
I`7HZZLSHUK+»=LYH(ZZ\JO[OLYVSL/PZWHUPJZWSH`PU(TLYPJHUZVJPL[`
particularly in community life, but also politically, is increasingly important.
0JOVZL[VJVTWHYLÄ]L[YHKP[PVUHSTPNYHU[KLZ[PUH[PVUZ[H[LZHUKZP_UVU[YHKP[PVUHS
TPNYHU[KLZ[PUH[PVUZ[H[LZILJH\ZLVM[OLKPɈLYLUJLPUJVTWVZP[PVUVM/PZWHUPJPTTPNYHU[Z
in these two groups of states. Migrants move to certain places because that is where they
know more people and those social networks provide more opportunities for success
(Massey et al 1987). The ability to rely on social networks among individuals from the
same sending countries often facilitated the adaptation and assimilation of immigrants
to life in the U.S. (Hagen 1998). This leads to the hypothesis that Hispanics in traditional
destination states will be more inclined to volunteer than Hispanics in the nontraditional
destination states. This is because of the larger concentration of Hispanics living in
traditional destination states. I also hypothesize that being female, owning a home,
having a higher education, and being a native-born or a naturalized citizen will increase
the likelihood of volunteering. These variables are known to increase the likelihood of
volunteering in general and it seems logical that this would be the case for Hispanics as
^LSS3L]PUL"7\[UHT":\UKLLU.HYJPHHUK9HZRVɈ ":\UKLLU9HZRVɈ
HUK.HYJPH"<ZSHUKLYHUK*VUSL`"4\ZPJRHUK>PSZVU
The states California, Florida, Illinois, New York, and Texas were chosen as
the traditional destination states because these are states that have been known to
be traditional “gateway states” due to their large concentration of immigrants (Massey
2008:26). Though the majority of new immigrants still migrate to these traditional gateway
states, California and New York saw a decline in migration during the 1990s (Massey 2008).
Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, were chosen
as the nontraditional migrant destination states because prior to the 1980s, these states
had little to no immigration (CNN.com 2009). Data from the volunteering supplement of
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the Current Population Study (years 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009 combined) were
used for the analysis.

L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W
Looking at new immigrant destinations, Andersen (2010) points out that major
WVSP[PJHSWHY[PLZUVSVUNLYZLLP[PU[OLPYPU[LYLZ[[VPUJVYWVYH[LHUKTVIPSPaLPTTPNYHU[Z¸0[»Z
the community organizations that have now come to play an important role of incorporation
where families and individuals are able to gain the knowledge and skills to be able to interact
with the larger society, and particularly with the political and governmental systems” (Andersen,
2010:75). Incorporation does not happen by itself and overnight. Research has shown that
increasing the size of a community or the size of social networks may increase the amount of
resources and opportunity for political engagement because the increase allows individuals
to identify others with similar characteristics and goals (Bueker 2006). If this is true for political
engagement, it may hold true for participation in volunteer groups where one socializes with
the people in the organizations. Research has also has shown that engagement in community
VYNHUPaH[PVUZOHZILLUSPURLK[VWVSP[PJHSWHY[PJPWH[PVU9VZLUZ[VULHUK/HUZLU

"=LYIH

Schlozman, and Brady, 1995). Ramakrishnan and Bloemraad (2008) indicate that scholars
HUKW\ISPJVɉJPHSZHSPRL^VYY`HIV\[KLJSPULZPUJP]PJLUNHNLTLU[HUKZVJPHSJHWP[HSILJH\ZL
of troubling implications for democratic politics. If volunteering has been shown to be a related
to political engagement, then lower levels of volunteering may mean a decline in political
participation (Ramakrishnan and Bloemraad 2008:2).
(Much research on volunteering examines the variables of age, gender, education,
YLSPNPVUHUKL]LUPUJVTL*\Y[PZ.YHIIHUK)HLY

",JRS\UKHUK7HYR"4LZJOL[

HS"4\ZPJR>PSZVUHUK)`U\T"7HYIV[LLHOL[HS"7HYRHUK:TP[O"
Wilson 2000). These are important variables to consider because they each have been
shown to have an impact on volunteering for Americans in general. Individuals with higher
education and income are more likely to volunteer than those individuals with less education
HUKSV^LYPUJVTL*\Y[PZL[HS

"7HYIV[LLHOL[HS"3L]PUL>OLUP[JVTLZ

[VHNLHUK]VS\U[LLYPUN[OLYLOH]LILLUTP_LKÄUKPUNZVU^OL[OLY`V\UNLYTPKKSLHNLK
or older persons volunteer more. Curtis et al. (1992) found that older individuals reported
higher levels of association membership in volunteer organizations than middle-aged or
younger individuals. Sundeen at al. (2007) found that middle-aged individuals were more
likely to volunteer than older or younger individuals. Other research has found that older
people are less likely to volunteer (Wilson and Musick 1997). Gender has also been an
important factor when it comes to volunteering. Many studies have found that women are
TVYLSPRLS`[V]VS\U[LLY[OHUTLU4LZJOL[HS",JRSHUKHUK7LYY`":\UKLLUL[
HS":\UKLLUL[HS 0KPZJ\ZZWVZZPISLYLHZVUZMVY[OPZSH[LYPU[OLWHWLY
Some researchers have explored race and ethnicity as a factor in volunteering, but
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ML^ZJOVSHYS`^VYRZOH]LSVVRLKH[[OLPTWHJ[VMJP[PaLUZOPWZ[H[\Z:\UKLLUL[HS"
:\UKLLUL[HS "<ZSHUKLYHUK*VUSL`0[PZPTWVY[HU[[VSVVRH[[OLJP[PaLUZOPW
status of an individual when looking into volunteering because citizens may have an
advantage over non-citizens in regards to civic engagement. As Sundeen et al. (2009:933)
points out, “Immigrants who become naturalized citizens may be more assertive in learning
about taking on customs of their new country, including volunteer participation, than those
who do not seek citizenship.” Those individuals who are not citizens of the U.S. are less
SPRLS`[V]VS\U[LLY[OHU[OVZL^OVHYL:\UKLLUL[HS"<ZSHUKLYHUK*VUSL`

AGE
Age, as mentioned earlier, has been shown to be a factor linked to volunteering, but
YLZLHYJOOHZZOV^UTP_LKYLZ\S[ZMVYKPɈLYLU[L[OUPJHUKPTTPNYHU[NYV\WZ-VYL_HTWSLPU
HZ[\K`VMKPɈLYLU[L[OUPJP[PLZHUK]VS\U[LLYPUN:\UKLLUL[HS MV\UK[OH[[OLYL^HZ
a relationship between being middle-aged and volunteering for Whites only. For Hispanics,
ILPUNHÄYZ[NLULYH[PVUPTTPNYHU[THKLHKPɈLYLUJLPUHNLMVY]VS\U[LLYPUN^OLYL[OLYL
is a positive (but not curvilinear) association with volunteering. Sundeen et al. (2009) also
found that Hispanic and White immigrants who arrived in the United States at age 10 or
older were less likely to volunteer than those who arrived at an age younger than 10. Age of
PTTPNYHU[HYYP]HSMVY)SHJRZHUK(ZPHUZTHRLZUVKPɈLYLUJLPU]VS\U[LLYYH[LZ0UHZ[\K`
of barriers to volunteering in the general population, Sundeen at al. (2007) showed that
younger and older persons volunteer less than middle-aged persons. Musick and Wilson
(2008:125) argue that middle-aged individuals may be more inclined to volunteer because
that is when the social pressure to volunteer is stronger and educational credentials begin
[VZPNUPM`]VS\U[LLYWV[LU[PHS6[OLYZ[\KPLZOH]LZOV^U[OH[HNLOHZUVLɈLJ[VU^OL[OLY
or not someone volunteers (Mesch et al. 2006).

GENDER
Previous research found that women are more likely to volunteer than men
,JRSHUK HUK 7HYR  " :\UKLLU L[ HS "  4LZJO L[ HS  :\UKLLU L[ HS
(2009:935) argues that women are expected to be in charge of the childrearing and other
organizational volunteer organizations in churches, schools, social services, and health
ZLY]PJLZ .LUKLYYVSL ZVJPHSPaH[PVU TH` HJJV\U[ MVY [OPZ! ¸;OL KPɈLYLU[ ZVJPHSPaH[PVU VM
females and males may incline them to seek only jobs that society has deemed acceptable
for their sex.” (Reskin and Padavic 1994:42). Girls are generally socialized to be nurturing
and homemakers whereas boys have been socialized to be competitive and a leader in the
world (Reskin and Padavic 1994:42).
6[OLY ZJOVSHYZ UV[L [OH[ ^VTLU MYVT KPɈLYLU[ J\S[\YLZ TH` MLLS TVYL SPILYH[LK
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^P[O[OL(TLYPJHUJ\S[\YLHUKTVYLPUJSPULK[V]VS\U[LLY(JJVYKPUN[V,JRS\UKHUK7HYR»Z
(2005) study of volunteering among Asian American communities, “In sending countries
^P[O [YHKP[PVUHS J\S[\YLZ ^OLYL [OL TLU [HRL VU [OL YVSL VM M\SÄSSPUN [OL W\ISPJ HUK JP]PJ
roles, the women from those countries who immigrate to the U.S. have more freedom to
WHY[PJPWH[LPUUVUYLSPNPV\ZJP]PSSPMLILJH\ZLVM[OLYLSH[P]LS`ºSPILYHS»Z[HUKHYKZVM(TLYPJHU
public life, therefore increasing the likelihood of volunteering among these women.”
(Ecklund and Park 2005:17).

S O C I A L S TAT U S
People who have lower socioeconomic status, less education, are not U.S. citizens,
and are not homeowners are less likely to volunteer (Sundeen et al. 2007). Musick and
>PSZVU»Z^VYRVU]VS\U[LLYPUNHUHS`aLZ[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMKPɈLYLU[ZVJPHSLJVUVTPJ
resources on the probability of volunteering. Among these resources are income and
education. “Education can be seen as a resource to volunteering because it means we are
better informed about social issues, know more about governance and how organizations
^VYRHUKOH]LKL]LSVWLK[OLULJLZZHY`ºJP]PJZRPSSZ»KLTHUKLKPUTHU`RPUKZVM]VS\U[LLY
work” (Musick and Wilson 2008:123). Studies focused on immigrant organizing and civic
engagement have shown that individuals with lower levels of education are less likely
to participate in civic engagement (DeSipio 2002). Higher education broadens the social
networks for individuals and as research has shown, social connections are important
preconditions for volunteer work (Wilson 1998). In addition to this, higher levels of
educational attainment encourage formal volunteering (Parboteeah et al. 2004).
Volunteering is a form of unpaid work that can be costly to perform both in terms
of money and time (Musick and Wilson 2008:127). Low-income individuals may face
ÄUHUJPHSIHYYPLYZ[V]VS\U[LLYPUNK\L[VL_WLUZLZYLSH[LK[V]VS\U[LLYPUNHJ[P]P[PLZZ\JOHZ
providing food, child care, and other services to those in need, as well as transportation
costs (Reitsma-Street, Maczewski, and Neysmith 2000:665). In Illinois, 18 percent of the
residents said they were not involved because of the money it takes and 13 percent were
not involved because they lack the skills (Schuldt, Ferrara, and Wojcicki 2001). It is also
debated that the society in which you live might have an impact on exposure to volunteer
organizations. For example, someone living in a poor neighborhood most likely will not be
exposed to an environment which promotes volunteering (Parboteeah et al. 2004).

C I T I Z E N S H I P S TAT U S & N AT U R A L I Z AT I O N
The number of naturalized citizens between 2007 and 2008 increased from 660,447
to 1,046,539, a 58 percent increase (Batalova 2009). The number of persons naturalized
dropped to 743,715 in 2009 (Lee 2010). The increased number of naturalized citizens was
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not just due to the fact of the growing number of immigrants eligible to naturalize, but also
ILJH\ZLPTTPNYHU[ZHYLUH[\YHSPaPUNTVYLX\PJRS`JVTWHYLK[V[OLWHZ[1PTtULa
-VY VUL [V ILJVTL H UH[\YHSPaLK JP[PaLU [OL PUKP]PK\HS T\Z[ M\SÄSS JLY[HPU YLX\PYLTLU[Z
enforced by the Immigration and Nationality Act. The requirements include ability to speak,
read, and write the English language, knowledge of the U.S. government and history, having
been granted legal permanent resident status in the United States, and having resided in
[OL<:JVU[PU\V\ZS`MVYH[SLHZ[Ä]L`LHYZ3LL:PUJLVULT\Z[RUV^,UNSPZO[V
become a naturalized citizen, naturalized citizens may be more inclined to volunteer than
non-citizens. Knowledge of English is one way individuals will learn about the culture here
in the U.S. as well as how take part of the customs.
DeSipio (2002) found that parents who are U.S. citizen were more likely to be
PU]VS]LK PU [OLPY JOPSKYLU»Z ZJOVVSZ H MVYT VM ]VS\U[LLYPZT HUK YLZWVUKLU[Z ^OV ^LYL
TVYLÅ\LU[PU,UNSPZO^LYLZPTPSHYS`TVYLSPRLS`[VILPU]VS]LK[OHU[OVZL^OVOHKWVVY
English skills. Previous research on volunteering has also shown that being a citizen
increases the likelihood of an individual to take part in other forms of civic involvement
:\UKLLUL[HS"<ZSHUKLYHUK*VUSL`

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
9LZLHYJOI`+L:PWPVOHZZOV^U[OH[HUPUKP]PK\HS»ZL_WLYPLUJL^P[ONYV\W
discrimination has little impact on the likelihood of civic engagement. On the other hand,
HU PUKP]PK\HS»Z L_WLYPLUJL ^P[O WLYZVUHS KPZJYPTPUH[PVU PUJYLHZLZ [OL SPRLSPOVVK VM JP]PJ
engagement. Schildkraut (2005:307) argues “Individual-level discrimination is less likely
than group-level discrimination to generate the group solidarity that can counteract
KPZJYPTPUH[PVU»ZKHTHNPUNLɈLJ[Z¹;OVZL^OVHYLUV[JP]PJHSS`PU]VS]LKHYLSLZZSPRLS`[V
have their concerns addressed (Schildkraut, 2005). Though existing work on perceived
KPZJYPTPUH[PVU OHZ ILLU MVJ\ZLK THPUS` VU [OL 3H[PUV WVW\SH[PVU +L:PWPV "
:JOPSKRYH\[  TVYL YLZLHYJO MVJ\ZLK VU KPɈLYLU[ YHJPHS HUK L[OUPJ IHJRNYV\UKZ PZ
needed to determine if this holds only for Latinos or other groups as well.
The Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s and the 2006 Immigrants Rights Marches
demonstrate that though a certain racial or ethnic group may be denied certain rights,
it does not mean that they will remain quiet. Through civic engagement we have seen
successions of movements like the Civil Rights Movement and also immigrants having
their voice be heard.
The beginnings of the Civil Rights Movement date back to the 1800s when states
like Florida legalized segregation and voting restrictions and the Civil Rights Act of 1875
was dismantled (Davis 2001:xvii). Though the success of the Civil Rights Movement was
due in part to the organizing capabilities of national civil rights groups and the power of
the federal government, this movement may not have been a success if it had not been
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for those individuals at the local level who organized, led, and followed the Civil Rights
Movement (Davis 2001:1). Churches played a major role in the mobilization of people for
nonviolent action. Church membership provided individuals with a clear message and
meaning of nonviolence (Calhoun-Brown 2000).
Similar civil rights marches were organized in March 2006 to support Immigrants
Rights. The rallies took place in large cities like Los Angeles, Chicago, and Dallas and unlikely
places like Schyker, Nebraska, and towns across South Carolina (Ramakrish and Bloemraad
2008). These marches illustrated the capacity of noncitizens and nonvoters to organize a
mass demonstration of political engagement (Ramakrishan and Bloemraad 2008).

D ATA

AND

METHODS

This analysis relies on the Current Population Survey (CPS) September volunteer
supplements of 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009. Although the main purpose of the
survey was to collect information on employment situation, a secondary purpose was
to collect information on demographic characteristics such as age, race, marital status,
educational attainment, family relationship, occupation, and industry. Questions on
]VS\U[LLYPUNPUMVYTHSVYNHUPaH[PVUZHZ^LSSHZPUMVYTH[PVUKL[LYTPUPUN[OLYLZWVUKLU[»Z
demographic characteristics were asked of household members 15 years of age or older.
For this study the total sample size of 30,407 includes 1,802 Hispanics in the nontraditional
destination states and 28,605 Hispanics in the traditional destination states. The study
was limited to Hispanics.
Using logistic regressions age, gender, home ownership, citizenship status, marital
status, presence of children under 18 and education were compared to see how they
HɈLJ[LK[OLSPRLSPOVVKVMZVTLVUL]VS\U[LLYPUN+\L[V[OLZTHSSZHTWSLZPaLVM/PZWHUPJZ
in the nontraditional destination states, I combined the years 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, and
2009 to get a more accurate sample size to compare to the traditional destination states
since there are fewer Hispanics in the nontraditional states.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
The dependent variable, volunteer, is coded as 1 if the respondent volunteered
[OYV\NOVYMVYHUVYNHUPaH[PVUVYMVYJOPSKYLU»ZZJOVVSZVY`V\[OVYNHUPaH[PVUZHZ]VS\U[LLY
HJ[P]P[PLZ"V[OLY^PZLP[PZJVKLKHZ;OL[`WLZVMVYNHUPaH[PVUZYLZWVUKLU[ZJV\SKJOVVZL
MYVT^LYL9LSPNPV\ZVYNHUPaH[PVU*OPSKYLU»ZLK\JH[PVUZWVY[ZVYYLJYLH[PVUHSNYV\W
(3) Other educational group, (4) Social and community service group, (5) Civic organization,
(6) Cultural or arts organization, (7) Environmental or animal care organization, (8) Health
research or health education organization, (9) Hospital, clinic, or healthcare organization,
 0TTPNYHU[YLM\NLL HZZPZ[HUJL  0U[LYUH[PVUHS VYNHUPaH[PVU  3HIVY \UPVU
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business, or professional organization, (13) Political party or advocacy group, (14) Public
safety organization, (15) Sports or hobby group, (16) Youth services group, or (17) Some
other type of organization

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Demographic factors. In the logistic regression, age and gender are the two demographic
variables controlled for. Gender is a dummy variable with female coded as 0 and male as
1. Age is a continuous variable ranging 15 to 80.
Home ownership and education. The operationalization of education in past research has
been by highest number of years completed. The Current Population Survey measures
education in years of education but also includes years of education categories ranging
from less than grade one up to professional school or doctorate. To make this range of
years more meaningful in terms of years of education, I have collapsed categories into
SLZZ [OHU OPNO ZJOVVS [OL JVTWHYPZVU JH[LNVY`" OPNO ZJOVVS VY .,+" WVZ[OPNO ZJOVVS
LK\JH[PVU" HUK )HJOLSVY»Z KLNYLL VY IL`VUK ;OPZ WHY[PJ\SHY JH[LNVYPaH[PVU PZ JVTTVUS`
\ZLKPUYLZLHYJO^P[OTPNYHU[Z>PSZVU-PN\LYVH)LYY`HUK;VUL`

">PSZVUL[HS 

Marital Status and Presence of Children under 18. Respondents married with a spouse
present and married with spouse absent were coded as married. Respondents who were
widowed, divorced, separated, or never married were coded as not married. Respondents
with no children under the age of 18 were coded as no children under 18 present and
respondents with children at home younger than 18 were coded as children under 18
present. No presence of children under 18 was coded as 1 and presence of children under
18 was coded as 0.
Citizenship Status. Respondents who were (native) born in the United States, (native)
born in Puerto Rico or U.S. outlying area, and (native) born abroad of American parent or
parents were coded as native born. Respondents who were (foreign born) U.S. citizen by
naturalization were coded as U.S. naturalized citizen. And respondents who were (foreign
born) and not a U.S. citizen were coded as not U.S. citizen.

R E S U LT S
;HISLSPZ[Z[OLKPɈLYLUJLZVM[OLKLTVNYHWOPJJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZIL[^LLU[OLVSK
and new destination states. Hispanics in the old destination states (14 percent) volunteer
slightly more than Hispanics in the new destination states (12 percent). It is interesting to
see that the average age in the new destination states is younger than the average age
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in the old destination states. As mentioned earlier in this paper, age has been linked to
]VS\U[LLYPUNI\[^P[O]HYPH[PVUZ;OLYLPZHSZVHKPɈLYLUJLPUOVTLV^ULYZOPWIL[^LLU
the traditional and nontraditional destination states, where more Hispanics own homes
in the traditional destination states than in the nontraditional destination states. It is not
surprising to see more native born Hispanic individuals in the traditional destination states
(48 percent) than in the nontraditional destination states (24 percent) because of the
large number of Hispanics in the traditional destination states and historical immigration
patterns.
The percentage of naturalized citizens in the nontraditional destination states is
ZP_WLYJLU[SLZZ[OHU[OLU\TILYPU[YHKP[PVUHSZ[H[LZ^OPJOPZUV[HZIPNHZ[OLKPɈLYLUJL
between noncitizens in the traditional and the nontraditional destination states. More than
half of Hispanics in the nontraditional destination states (65 percent) are non-U.S. citizens
compared to 35 percent of Hispanics in the traditional destination states. Though this is
HIPNKPɈLYLUJL^LOH]L[V[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[[OLKPɈLYLU[ZHTWSLZPaLZPU[OL[YHKP[PVUHS
and nontraditional destination states. The nontraditional destination states may also have
more non-U.S. citizens because of the fact that these states are new immigrant destination
states. Hispanics in the traditional destination states have somewhat higher levels of
education, which may be a reason why Hispanics in the traditional destination states have
a higher average income than Hispanics in the nontraditional states.
Turning to Model 1 in Table 2, age, gender, home ownership, citizenship status,
marital status, and presence of children under the age of 18 were entered into a logistic
YLNYLZZPVU;OLVUS`KPɈLYLUJLZIL[^LLU[OL/PZWHUPJZ]VS\U[LLYPUNPU[OL[YHKP[PVUHSHUK
nontraditional destination states are age and presence of children under the age of 18
present. In the traditional destination states, as age decreases, so does the likelihood of
]VS\U[LLYPUN;OLÄUKPUNZMVYHNLHUK]VS\U[LLYPUNPU[OL[YHKP[PVUHSZ[H[LZHYLJVUZPZ[LU[
with previous research (Curtis et al. 1992). In the nontraditional destination states, the
]HYPHISLHNLPZUV[Z[H[PZ[PJHSS`ZPNUPÄJHU[ZV^LJHUUV[THRLHU`HZZ\TW[PVUZHIV\[HNL
and volunteering in the nontraditional destination states. No children present under the age
VMHSZV^HZUV[Z[H[PZ[PJHSS`ZPNUPÄJHU[S`PU[OLUVU[YHKP[PVUHSKLZ[PUH[PVUZ[H[LZ/H]PUN
no children under the age of 18 present at home decreases the likelihood of volunteering
by 70 percent in the traditional destination states. The results show that holding everything
constant, females in both the traditional and nontraditional destination states were more
likely to volunteer than males. Consistent with Putnam (2001) homeowners were also more
likely to volunteer than non-home owners. Naturalized citizens in the nontraditional states
were 50 percent less likely to volunteer than native-born individuals and noncitizens were
74 percent less likely. In the traditional states, naturalized citizens were 35 percent less
likely to volunteer than the native born and noncitizens were 60 percent less likely. Being
married also raised the likelihood of volunteering.
In Model 2, reported in Table 2, education was added. The variables age, no
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presence of children under the age of 18, high school education, and marital status were
UV[Z[H[PZ[PJHSS`ZPNUPÄJHU[[VKL[LYTPUL[OLSPRLSPOVVKVM]VS\U[LLYPUNPU[OLUVU[YHKP[PVUHS
destination states. As age decreased in the traditional destination states so did the
likelihood of volunteering. Being married raised the likelihood of volunteering compared
to not being married in the traditional states. Having no children under the age of 18
present lowered the likelihood of volunteering by 71 percent. In both the traditional and
nontraditional destination states being married, native born, owning a home, and having
more education increased the likelihood of volunteering.
Income was added to a third logistic regression, but was not included in this
paper due to the fact that a large proportion of the sample size was dropped because of
missing cases. Because of this I felt reliability would be lost. Though the results of the third
YLNYLZZPVU^LYLUV[YLWVY[LKPU[OPZWHWLYPUJVTL^HZZ[H[PZ[PJHSS`PUZPNUPÄJHU[PU[OLUL^
destination states whereas for the old destination states, those who had higher incomes
were more likely to volunteer.
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for New and Old Destination
New Destination
States

Old Destination
States

Volunteer %

12

14

Age - Mean (Percent)

33

39

Gender - Male

55

48

Home Ownership - Own

40

55

- Native, Born in the U.S.

24

48

- Foreign Born, U.S. Naturalized Citizen

11

17

- Foreign Born, Not U.S. Naturalized Citizen

65

35

56

51

- Less than High School Diploma

50

42

- High School or Equiv (GED).

26

28

- Post-HS Education

14

19

9

10

25,000-29,999

30,000-34,999

1,808

28,711

Citizenship Status

Marital Status - Married
Education

)():VY)L`VUK
Mean Income (Included for descriptive
purposes)

N

Source: CPS: Volunteer Supplement, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 (combined)
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Table 2
Logistic Regression Predicting Likelihood of Volunteering
Model 1
New Destination
States

Age

Odds Ratio

Odds Ratio

0.994

0.995***

  F

Gender - Male (ref: female)

0.587**
F 

Home Ownership6^UYLM!KVU»[V^U

Old Destination
States



 F



0.613***
 F

1.879***

1.353***

 F

F

Citizenship Status - (ref: native, born in the U.S.)
- Foreign Born, U.S. Naturalized Citizen

0.496**
F 

- Foreign Born, Not U.S. Naturalized Citizen

Marital Status - Married (ref: not married)

Presence of Children - No Children<18
Present (ref: children<18 present)

N
*p<.05

**p<.01

***p<.001

0.655***
 F

0.264***

0.402***

 F 

F

1.471*

1.435***

F

F

1.021

0.699***

F

 F

1,802

28,605
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Table 2
3VNPZ[PJ9LNYLZZPVU7YLKPJ[PUN3PRLSPOVVKVM=VS\U[LLYPUNJVU[»K
Model 2
New Destination
States

Age

Odds Ratio

Odds Ratio

0.987

0.995***

 F

Gender - Male (ref: female)



0.601**
F

Home Ownership6^UYLM!KVU»[V^U

Old Destination
States

1.865***
 F



 F



0.624***
 F 
1.259***
 F

Citizenship Status - (ref: native, born in the U.S.)
- Foreign Born, U.S. Naturalized Citizen

0.546*
 F 

- Foreign Born, Not U.S. Naturalized Citizen

0.668***
 F

0.391***

0.482***

 F

 F

1.358

1.373***

  F 

F 

1.022

0.711***

 F

F 

Marital Status - Married (ref: not married)
Presence of Children - No Children<18
Present (ref: children<18 present)

Citizenship Status - (ref: native, born in the U.S.)
- High School Diploma or Equiv (GED)

1.500

1.115*

F

F

3.091***

1.926***

F

F 

3.706***

3.045***

  F  

F

1,802

28,605



- Post-HS Education

)():VY)L`VUK

N
*p<.05

**p<.01

***p<.001
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study show that the social incorporation of Hispanics in old
destination states is greater than in the new destination states, but not by much. A reason
for this may be that more Hispanics in the old destination states are established into the
community and own a home, which was shown to increase the likelihood of volunteering
PU[OPZZ[\K`;OLZLÄUKPUNZHYLHSZVJVUZPZ[LU[^P[O7\[UHT»Z^VYRVU]VS\U[LLYPUN
By owning a home, one will more likely have stronger social networks and community ties
(Putnam, 2001). And as can be seen with previous research, social capital is positively
YLSH[LK [V ]VS\U[LLYPUN 7HYIV[LLLHO L[ HS " >PSZVU HUK 4\ZPJR 

 0U HKKP[PVU

to owning homes, Hispanics in the old destination states have somewhat higher levels of
education than Hispanics in the new destination states. In the old destination states, 57
percent of Hispanics have at least a high school education or higher compared to only
49 percent of Hispanics in the new destination states. Education is an important factor in
predicting civic involvement as mentioned earlier in this article for various reasons such as
[OLZLSMJVUÄKLUJLP[I\PSKZHUK[OLH^HYLULZZP[YHPZLZVUZVJPHSHUK^VYSKPZZ\LZ4\ZPJR
and Wilson 2008:119).
It is interesting to see that the mean income of Hispanics in the old destination
states is greater than the mean income of Hispanics in the new destination states. This
could possibly be due to the fact that there is a higher percentage of Hispanics in the old
destination states have at least a high school education or higher compared to Hispanics
PU[OLUL^KLZ[PUH[PVUZ[H[LZ*P[PaLUZOPWJV\SKWSH`HWHY[PU[OPZKPɈLYLUJL>LZLL[OH[
there is a large portion of non-citizen immigrants in the new destination states (65 percent),
JVTWHYLK [V  WLYJLU[ PU [OL VSK KLZ[PUH[PVU Z[H[LZ 5VY[O HUK /V\Z[VU»Z  !:
research on the wages earned by illegal individuals in the U.S., found that undocumented
workers received between 35 and 81 percent less in average hourly wages than other
^VYRLYZPU[OLZHTLPUK\Z[Y`5VY[OHUK/V\Z[VU !:9P]LYH)H[Pa»Z

^VYR

on earnings of legal and illegal Mexican immigrants in the United States showed that
legal immigrants received substantially more than undocumented individuals. “Male legal
immigrants earned 41.8 percent more than undocumented workers while female legal
immigrants earned 40.8 percent more.” (Rivera-Batiz 1999:111). Though the primary focus
of this study is the social incorporation of Hispanics in old and new immigrant destination
states, we see that more Hispanics in old destination states are established in the sense
that a higher percentage of them own a home, are native born or are naturalized citizens,
and have at least a high school education or higher.

O L D I M M I G R A N T D E S T I N AT I O N S TAT E S & V O L U N T E E R I N G
Age. For both of the models shown, age, gender, home ownership, citizenship status,
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marital status, presence of children under the age of 18 present, and the level of education
OHKHULɈLJ[VU[OLSPRLSPOVVKVM]VS\U[LLYPUNHTVUN/PZWHUPJZ)LPUNVSKLYPUJYLHZLK[OL
SPRLSPOVVKVMHUPUKP]PK\HS]VS\U[LLYPUN;OPZÄUKPUNPZJVUZPZ[LU[^P[O*\Y[PZL[HS



research on voluntary association membership, but contradicts Wilson and Musick (1997)
who found older individuals to be less likely to volunteer.
Gender & Presence of Children under age 18. Consistent with various past work on
]VS\U[LLYPUNMLTHSLZ^LYLTVYLSPRLS`[V]VS\U[LLY[OHUTHSLZ>PSZVUHUK4\ZPJR

"

,JRSHUKHUK7HYR":\UKLLUL[HS"4LZJOL[HS/H]PUNJOPSKYLU\UKLY
the age of 18 present at home also increased the likelihood of an individual to volunteer in
this study (Wilson and Musick 1997). Because of the traditional gender roles in our society,
it is no surprise that women are more involved in volunteer organizations.
Marital Status. Individuals who reported being married were more likely to volunteer than
[OVZL ^OV YLWVY[LK UV[ ILPUN THYYPLK ;OLZL ÄUKPUNZ JVU[YHKPJ[ 4LZJO L[ HS 
ÄUKPUNZ VU ZPUNSLZ ]VS\U[LLYPUN TVYL [OHU [OVZL ^OV HYL THYYPLK /V^L]LY 7\[UHT
(2001:278) argues that being married and having children changes the kinds of social
networks one belongs to as well as increases the time spent in community organizations.
Native Born & Foreign Born. Compared to immigrants (both citizens and noncitizens), native
born individuals were more likely to volunteer. Studies, which have compared citizens and
UVUJP[PaLUZOH]LMV\UK[OH[JP[PaLUZOPWZW\YZJP]PJLUNHNLTLU[+L:PWPV":\UKLLU
L[HS"<ZSHUKLYHUK*VUSL`;OV\NO[OPZZ[\K`JVTWHYLKVUS`UH[P]LIVYUHUK
PUKP]PK\HSZ^LJHUZLLMYVT[OLÄUKPUNZ[OH[UVUJP[PaLUZOH]LHOPNOLYSPRLSPOVVK[VUV[
volunteer than naturalized citizens when compared to the native born.
Education. Education increased the likelihood of volunteering, which past studies have
ZOV^U[OPZ[VIL[Y\L>PSZVUHUK4\ZPJR

"7HYIV[LLHOL[HS"7\[UHT!

Putnam (2002:186) argues that “Educated people are more involved in the community in
part because of the skills, resources, and inclinations that were imparted to them at home
and school.” Also, social integration is a huge part of the college experience, the exposure
[V KPɈLYLU[ JS\IZ HUK VYNHUPaH[PVUZ VU HUK VɈ JHTW\Z KPɈLY HJYVZZ H OVZ[ VM Z[\KLU[
variables and institutions.

N E W I M M I G R A N T D E S T I N AT I O N S TAT E S & V O L U N T E E R I N G
Age.-VY[OLUL^KLZ[PUH[PVUZ[H[LZHNL^HZZ[H[PZ[PJHSS`PUZPNUPÄJHU[PUKL[LYTPUPUN[OL
LɈLJ[P[OHZVU]VS\U[LLYPUN
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Gender & Presence of Children under age 18. Consistent with the results for the old
destination states, females were more likely to volunteer than males. However in both
TVKLSZ[OLWYLZLUJLVMJOPSKYLU\UKLY[OLHNLVMH[OVTL^HZZ[H[PZ[PJHSS`PUZPNUPÄJHU[
in relationship to the likelihood of volunteering.
Marital Status. Being married increased the likelihood of volunteering by 47 percent in
Table 2 reported in Model 1. But when education was added into the model as can be seen
^P[O4VKLSPU;HISLTHYP[HSZ[H[\Z^HZZ[H[PZ[PJHSS`PUZPNUPÄJHU[
Native Born & Foreign Born. *VUZPZ[LU[ ^P[O [OL ÄUKPUNZ PU [OL VSK KLZ[PUH[PVU Z[H[LZ
native born individuals were more likely to volunteer than foreign born individuals.
Education. Those with higher education were more likely to volunteer than those with lower
levels of education.

CONCLUSION
Hispanics are the largest and fastest growing minority in the U.S., this being said
it is important to look at how communities and organization can appeal to this population.
Volunteers bring many valuable skills to organizations and organizations can take
HK]HU[HNL VM /PZWHUPJ YLZPKLU[Z» ZRPSSZ LULYN` HUK WLYZWLJ[P]LZ ^OPSL ZPT\S[HULV\ZS`
LUOHUJPUN[OLZL]VS\U[LLYZ»X\HSP[`VMSPMLHUKTVYLLɈLJ[P]LS`PU[LNYH[PUN/PZWHUPJZPU[V
communities. The location of where Hispanics live is also important to take into account
because the host community may play a critical part in the social incorporation of these
PUKP]PK\HSZ ( JVTT\UP[` ^P[O H SHYNLY JVUJLU[YH[PVU VM KPɈLYLU[ YHJPHS NYV\WZ TH` IL
more welcoming to immigrants than a community that does not have much interaction with
KPɈLYLU[ YHJPHS NYV\WZ ;OPZ JV\SK PTWHJ[ OV^ PTTPNYHU[Z HZZPTPSH[L PU[V [OL (TLYPJHU
society.
This study raises new research questions concerning volunteering and social
incorporation. For example, does the type of organization in which one volunteers play a
role in the likelihood that an individual will also participate in political activity? Since old
migrant destination states have a larger concentration of Hispanics, do organizations in
[OLVSKKLZ[PUH[PVUZ[H[LZVɈLYTVYLYLZV\YJLZMVYZVJPHSPUJVYWVYH[PVUZ\JOHZ[OYV\NO
Spanish spoken at the volunteer organizations? It would also be essential to look at
KPɈLYLU[MHJ[VYZ^OPJOTH`OLSW[OLZVJPHSPUJVYWVYH[PVUVM/PZWHUPJZPU[V[OL(TLYPJHU
ZVJPL[`Z\JOHZ3H[PUVLSLJ[LKVɉJPHSZOVTLV^ULYZOPWJP[PaLUZOPWZ[H[\ZLK\JH[PVUHUK
OV^[OL`WSH`HYVSLPU[OLZVJPHSPUJVYWVYH[PVUVM/PZWHUPJZZWLJPÄJHSS`VYOV^[OL`TH`
be considered resources.
The questions presented here should be addressed with a qualitative approach
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[V IL[[LY \UKLYZ[HUK [OLT ( X\HSP[H[P]L HWWYVHJO ^V\SK IL ILULÄJPHS [V L_HTPUL [OL
attitudes of Hispanics towards volunteering as well as comprehend if certain factors
such as Spanish being spoken at an organization would be an incentive for someone to
volunteer. Future research should focus on organizations where Hispanics volunteer most
HUK PU[LY]PL^ [OLZL PUKP]PK\HSZ [V ZLL OV^ KPɈLYLU[ MHJ[VYZ PUÅ\LUJL [OLPY ]VS\U[LLYPUN
ZWLJPÄJHSS`>LZOV\SKHSZV[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[[OVZLPUKP]PK\HSZ^OVKVUV[]VS\U[LLY[V
get a better understanding of how certain factors may block or limit the civic engagement
of those people.
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Capital Transformations in Boston Music Scenes
K E R I H A RT M A N
Harvard University
This article analyzes 18 in-depth interviews with performers, production team members,
and journalists involved in nine music scenes in Boston, Massachusetts using Bourdieu’s
framework of capital transformations. Saturation in the market for talented musicians in
many scenes forces performers to rely upon more than their artistic ability to obtain gigs.
Instead, music scene participants focus on developing and maintaining social capital,
which they then attempt to leverage into better-paying gigs, larger audiences, and even the
creation of new employment opportunities within the scene. Most music scene participants
MVJ\ZVUI\PSKPUNSVJHSZJLULZWLJPÄJZVJPHSJHWP[HSI`MYLX\LU[PUNSVJHSLZ^OLYL[OL`HYL
SPRLS`[VTLL[V[OLYTLTILYZVM[OLZJLUL;OPZZVJPHSJHWP[HSZWLJPÄJ[V[OLSVJHST\ZPJ
scene is then converted into economic capital by allowing its owners to tap into a network
of reciprocal support, collaboration, and sponsorship, and even – for highly connected
scene participants – to play a lucrative gatekeeping role. At the same time, however, the
market saturation in Boston’s local music scenes also leads participants to draw upon other
social networks, such as ethnic communities and personal friends, in order to secure a
broader support base.

T

he past twenty years have been a period of resurgence for the largest American cities
in terms of both population growth and economic health. This period coincided with
a shift from a conception of cities as dirty, dangerous sites of industrial production to

highly exciting and innovative centers of entertainment and cultural consumption (Glaeser
and Gottlieb 2006). The consumer city attracts certain types of people – what Richard
Florida terms the “creative class” – who seek out communities that provide “abundant highquality experiences, an openness to diversity of all kinds, and above all else, the opportunity
to validate their identities as creative people” (Florida 2003: 9). Since Florida argues that
cities that attract members of the creative class are “the economic winners of our age,”
with high concentrations of innovation and high-tech industry growth, cities would do well
to cultivate their cache among members of this class in order to secure their own economic
health (2003: 8). One attribute of a city highly correlated with both the general economic
health of a city and with high-tech industry growth is the presence of strong music and
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HY[ ZJLULZ -SVYPKH " 3SV`K  *P[PLZ [OH[ HYL HISL [V Z\WWVY[ SHYNL U\TILYZ VM
musicians, artists, and other scenesters attract the concentration of innovative, highly
LK\JH[LKWLVWSLULJLZZHY`MVYZ\JJLZZPU[OL[^LU[`ÄYZ[JLU[\Y`LJVUVT`
For this reason, interest in the economics of music scenes has grown among
YLZLHYJOLYZPUYLJLU[`LHYZZLL.HYKPaP";OVYU[VU

0U[OPZHY[PJSL0HUHS`aL

in-depth interviews with performers, production team members, and journalists involved in
nine music scenes in Boston, Massachusetts, to investigate the ways in which participants
in Boston music scenes navigate their twin desires to make a living in economic terms and
[VTHRLHSPMLPUHTVYLJ\S[\YHSZLUZL[OYV\NO[OLPYZJLULWHY[PJPWH[PVU0ÄUK[OH[Z[Y\J[\YHS
conditions in the Boston area create tension between these two goals, for saturation in
the market for talented musicians in many scenes forces performers to rely upon more
[OHU [OLPY HY[PZ[PJ HIPSP[` [V VI[HPU NPNZ 0UZ[LHK KYH^PUN \WVU )V\YKPL\»Z \UKLYZ[HUKPUN
of capital conversion, I argue that music scene participants focus on developing and
maintaining social capital, which they then attempt to leverage into better-paying gigs,
larger audiences, and even the creation of new employment opportunities within the scene.
4VZ[ T\ZPJ ZJLUL WHY[PJPWHU[Z MVJ\Z VU I\PSKPUN SVJHS ZJLULZWLJPÄJ ZVJPHS JHWP[HS I`
frequenting locales where they are likely to meet other members of the scene. This social
JHWP[HSZWLJPÄJ[V[OLSVJHST\ZPJZJLULPZ[OLUJVU]LY[LKPU[VLJVUVTPJJHWP[HSI`HSSV^PUN
its owners to tap into a network of reciprocal support, collaboration, and sponsorship, and
even – for highly connected scene participants – to play a lucrative gatekeeping role. At
[OLZHTL[PTLOV^L]LY[OLTHYRL[ZH[\YH[PVUPU)VZ[VU»ZSVJHST\ZPJZJLULZHSZVSLHKZ
participants to draw upon other social networks, such as ethnic communities and personal
friends, in order to secure a broader support base.

LITERATURE REVIEW
7L[LYZVU HUK )LUUL[[ KLÄUL T\ZPJ ZJLULZ HZ JVU[L_[Z ¸^OLYL WLYMVYTLYZ
support facilities, and fans come together to collectively create music for their own
enjoyment. In many ways the organization of music scenes contrasts sharply with that of
the multinational music industry, in which a relatively few people create music for mass
markets” (2005: 3). They are grassroots collectivities oriented simultaneously around
the production and consumption of music, and occur spatially at typical meeting places
known to most participants (Hitzler, Bucher and Niederbacher 2005).
At the same time, however, hierarchies and lopsided networks do exist within
music scenes. Because all scene participants rarely meet together in one location, music
scenes are organized into “diverse, interwoven groups and arrangements segmented on
[OLIHZPZVMKPɈLYPUNJYP[LYPH¹/P[aSLYL[HS!1.1 It is the connections between these
1

My translation. Original: “vielfältige, miteinander ver wobene und nach verschiedenen Kriterien

segmentier te Gruppen and Gruppierungen“
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groups that form a scene out of what would otherwise be isolated sets of friend groups
sharing a given musical taste. This means that participants that form bridges between
groups, who Hitzler, Bucher and Niederbacher term “organization elites,” have power in
KLJPKPUN[OLZJLUL»ZZ[`SPZ[PJKPYLJ[PVUZHUKPUVYNHUPaPUNL]LU[ZMVY[OLZJLULZ
Because of their grassroots nature, music scenes have generated a largely do-ityourself economy based on “small collectives, fans turned entrepreneurs, and volunteer
labor” that work to support music scenes (Peterson and Bennett 2005: 5). These positions
are often informal and ad-hoc, however, leading many participants to supplement their
scene-based income with other forms of employment. In ethnographic research with
HY[PZ[Z SP]PUN PU *OPJHNV»Z >PJRLY 7HYR ULPNOIVYOVVK 3SV`K ÄUKZ [OH[ TVYL [OHU OHSM VM
his informants earned incomes less than $40,000 per year, leading the vast majority to
subsidize the art earnings with work outside the art world (2002). Employment within music
ZJLULZ [OLU VM[LU PU]VS]LZ [OL JVTIPUH[PVU VM H ]HYPL[` VM ÅL_PISL PUMVYTHS TLHUZ VM
YLT\ULYH[PVU[OH[IV[OTLZO^P[OWHY[PJPWHU[Z»KLZPYLKSPMLZ[`SLJOVPJLZHUKHSSV^[OLT[V
maintain their existence.
In order to do this, music scene participants rely heavily upon processes that
convert their social capital into economic capital. This process of capital conversion
draws upon the work of Bourdieu, who theorized a distinction between economic capital,
“which is immediately and directly convertible into money,” and social capital, which is
derived from and can be converted into economic capital, although not without some
[YHUZHJ[PVUJVZ[)V\YKPL\ !)V\YKPL\KLÄULZZVJPHSJHWP[HSHZ¸[OLHNNYLNH[L
of the actual or potential resources which are linked … to membership in a group –
which provides each of its members with the backing of the collectivity-owned capital,
H ºJYLKLU[PHS» ^OPJO LU[P[SLZ [OLT [V JYLKP[¹ )V\YKPL\  !  :VJPHS JHWP[HS [O\Z
consists of the human relationships upon which a person can draw for favors, information,
and reciprocal exchange. Because it relates both to the number and strength of a given
WLYZVU»ZJVUULJ[PVUZHUK[V[OLJVUULJ[PVUZVMOLYJVUULJ[PVUZZVJPHSJHWP[HSPZOPNOS`
KLWLUKLU[\WVUHWLYZVU»ZWVZP[PVU^P[OPUHNP]LUZVJPHSUL[^VYR)V\YKPL\ ;OVZL
located more centrally in the network have more social capital than those located on the
periphery. Thus, a key strategy of social capital accumulation is the cultivation of contacts,
particularly those with more central positions in the network, in the hopes that these
contacts will prove economically useful in the future. Within contemporary music scenes,
where the do-it-yourself ethos reigns, social capital has become particularly important.
In interviews with unsigned rock bands in two Virginia college towns, Sargent found that
WLYMVYTLYZ» ¸ULLK [V UL[^VYR KPYLJ[S` ^P[O H\KPLUJLZ PU VYKLY [V NHPU LS\ZP]L ÄUHUJPHS
YL^HYKZPU[LUZPÄLZ[OLZPNUPÄJHUJLVMZVJPHSUL[^VYRZHZHYLZV\YJL¹\WVU^OPJOIHUKZ
draw in order to succeed economically (Sargent 2009: 472). In order to accumulate this
scene-based social capital, performers network with other scene participants, whether
fans, fellow musicians, or production teams.
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D ATA A N D M E T H O D S
Data for this analysis comes from 18 in-depth interviews conducted with
participants in a variety of Boston-area music scenes over a period of one year by Harvard
University undergraduates as part of a junior tutorial in sociology. Each researcher
conducted one interview in person or via telephone, transcribed it, and submitted it to
a larger interview pool. Data on the length of each interview was not reported, although
students were instructed to aim for a minimum length of 45 minutes. Each interviewer was
NP]LUMYLLYLPNUPUJOVVZPUN[OLZ\IQLJ[Z[`SLHUKZWLJPÄJ[OLVYL[PJHSMVJ\ZVMOPZVYOLY
PU[LY]PL^/V^L]LYHSSPU[LY]PL^ZHKKYLZZLK[OLZ\IQLJ[»ZWLYZVUHST\ZPJHSIHJRNYV\UK
(e.g. history of involvement in the scene, motives for participation, and details about
current musical projects), the geography and dynamics of the local music scene in which
he or she took part (e.g. history, key performers and venues, cohesion vs. fragmentation,
hierarchies of participation), and how the Boston scene compared to other local scenes
for that particular style of music.
Because of the nature of the data collection, no attempt was made to systematically
sample the Boston musical landscape in its entirety, or to control for the race, age, or
NLUKLYVMYLZWVUKLU[Z+H[HVUPU[LY]PL^Z\IQLJ[Z»YHJLHUKHNL^HZUV[L]LUYLWVY[LK
ZV[OLYLPZUV^H`VMRUV^PUNOV^T`ZHTWSL»ZHNLHUKYHJPHSKLTVNYHWOPJZTPNO[HɈLJ[
my conclusions. Fourteen of the eighteen respondents were male, but no systematic
KPɈLYLUJLZPUYLZWVUZLZI`NLUKLY^HZVIZLY]LKSLHKPUNTL[VILSPL]L[OH[T`KH[HPZ
generalizable to both male and female music scene participants.
The most commonly represented music scenes were hip-hop and classical –
including choral ensembles, early music, and opera – with four interviews each, followed
by rock (with three) and mariachi (with two). A variety of other musical scenes such as
folk, Irish bar music, and jazz were represented by one interview subject. By far the most
common position for interview subjects within their respective musical scenes was as a
WLYMVYTLY,SL]LUPU[LY]PL^LLZKLÄULKT\ZPJHSWLYMVYTHUJLHZ[OLPYWYPTHY`ZJLULHJ[P]P[`
while another three subjects who primarily worked in production were also performers. In
[V[HSÄ]LPU[LY]PL^Z\IQLJ[ZKLÄULKWYVK\J[PVUHZ[OLPYWYPTHY`ZJLULHJ[P]P[`^P[OK\[PLZ
ranging from the creative director of an afterhours nightclub playing electronic music to
ticketing agent at a mid-size rock venue. The remaining two interviewees were college
radio DJs.
I conducted three rounds of inductive coding by hand on the eighteen interview
transcripts. In the preliminary round of coding, I selected for further analysis all interview
segments that addressed music scene economics. This eliminated two interviews from the
sample (a neo-soul performer and a bouncer at a hip-hop nightclub). These were also the
interviews with the shortest and most incomplete transcripts, indicating that their lack of
attention to economic considerations resulted from interviewer inadequacy rather than from
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an actual lack of capital transformations within the neo-soul and hip-hop music scenes.
Thus, there is no evidence that the conclusions I draw about capital transformations in
Boston music scenes are biased by the fact that I build my analysis upon the remaining
ZP_[LLUPU[LY]PL^Z;OLZLJVUKYV\UKVMJVKPUNPKLU[PÄLK[OLTHQVY[`WLZVMZVJPHSJHWP[HS
[OH[ )VZ[VUHYLH T\ZPJ ZJLUL WHY[PJPWHU[Z KYH^ \WVU ZJLULZWLJPÄJ WLYZVUHS HUK
identity-based), while the third round parsed through the strategies of accumulation,
JVU]LYZPVUHUKTHPU[LUHUJLVMZJLULZWLJPÄJZVJPHSJHWP[HS[OL[`WLVMZVJPHSJHWP[HSMVY
which I had the most data.
Table 1
Basic Information on Interview Subjects
Name

Music Scene

Role

Type(s) of Capital
0KLU[PÄLK

Jeremy

Rock

Bass Guitarist

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

Cait

Rock

Frontwoman

:JLULZWLJPÄJ"7LYZVUHS

Cathy

Rock

ClubTicketing Agent

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

Trevor

Classical

Trumpet player

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

James

Classical

Choral Singer

Identity-based

Trevor

Classical

Trumpet player

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

Diego

Mariachi

Guitarist

Identity-based

Roger

Mariachi

Performer

Identity-based

Teake

Hip-Hop

College Radio DJ

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

Dan

Hip-Hop

Rapper

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

Ben

Jazz

Saxophone

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

Jonathan

Irish

Lead Guitarist

Identity-based

Dave

Reggae

College Radio DJ

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

Riho

Opera

Singer

Personal

Mike

Folk

Club Manager

:JLULZWLJPÄJ

Mark

Electronic

Club Manager

:JLULZWLJPÄJ"7LYZVUHS

Basic information on each interview subject and the type of social capital they
PKLU[PÄLKHZWYVTPULU[PU[OLPYZWLJPÄJT\ZPJZJLULPZZ\TTHYPaLKPU;HISL)LJH\ZL
the same questions were not asked of every interview subject, a systematic comparison of
the processes of capital transformation in various music scenes in Boston is not possible
on the basis of this data. Throughout this paper, I will draw upon the interviews that do
address each type of capital transformation in order to draw some tentative conclusions
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about the internal dynamics of music scene economies in the Boston area. However, the
HIZLUJLVMKH[HMYVTHU`NP]LUT\ZPJZJLULHIV\[HZWLJPÄJ[`WLVMJHWP[HS[YHUZMVYTH[PVU
should not be taken as evidence that the relevant capital transformation does not exist
within the scene.

FINDINGS
Economic Structure of Boston Music Scenes
,PNO[ PU[LY]PL^Z HJYVZZ Ä]L T\ZPJHS NLUYLZ PKLU[PÄLK OLH]` THYRL[ ZH[\YH[PVU
MVYWLYMVYTLYZ^P[OPU[OLPYZWLJPÄJT\ZPJZJLULZ-VYNLUYLZZ\JOHZOPWOVWHUKYVJR
this was attributed to the recent democratization of the music-making process due to
technological advances that have made audio recording cheaper. As Teake, a hip-hop DJ
at a college radio station, noted in a comparison to the early days of hip-hop, “Back then
you had to be good. Now anyone can rap” and record professional-quality demos with
just a foam mattress pad, a laptop, and a $60 microphone. These technological advances
have lowered the barriers to entry for aspiring musicians, making it easier for more people
to attempt to support themselves with music. For genres that typically require advanced
musical training, such as jazz and early music (played on period instruments), technological
advances have not led to such deep changes. However, the plethora of Boston universities
^P[OOPNOX\HSP[`T\ZPJLK\JH[PVUWYVNYHTZKYH^ZTHU`WLVWSLHɉSPH[LK^P[O[OLZLT\ZPJ
scenes to the area, which has led to market saturation in these scenes as well.
Because of this market saturation of musicians, owners of the means of musical
production (which are typically concert venues, but also include symphony orchestras and
VWLYHJVTWHUPLZHYLHISL[VILZLSLJ[P]LHIV\[^OPJOT\ZPJPHUZ[OL`OPYL-VYWYVÄ[JVUJLY[
venues and their booking agents, especially, take care to select those musicians that will
TH_PTPaL[OLPYWYVÄ[ZI`IYPUNPUN[OLTVZ[WLVWSL[V[OLPYSVJH[PVU*HP[MYVU[^VTHUVMH
YVJRIHUKL_WSHPUZ[OH[MVY]LU\LZ¸0[»ZHSSHIV\[ZLSSPUNILLYVYNLULYH[PUNKVVYZHSLZVY
^OH[L]LYP[PZ(ZHT\ZPJPHU`V\»YLQ\Z[[Y`PUN[VIYPUNWLVWSLV\[¹ZV[OH[[OL`JHUZWLUK
their money in the venue. Because concert venues exist to make money, this focus on the
draw in selecting performers sometimes overshadows musical considerations. Jeremy, a
YVJR IHZZPZ[ HYN\LZ ¸;OL MHJ[ VM [OL TH[[LY PZ [OH[ PM `V\ KVU»[ IYPUN H SV[ VM WLVWSL PU
WYVTV[LYZKVU»[YLHSS`JHYL^OH[`V\ZV\UKSPRL0M`V\YT\ZPJPZTLKPVJYLI\[`V\IYPUNH
SV[VMWLVWSL[V[OLIHYL]LY`VUL»ZNL[[PUNWHPK¹HUK[OLYLMVYLOHWW`1LYLT`HSZVILSPL]LZ
[OH[[OLZWLJPÄJUH[\YLVM[OL)VZ[VUYVJRT\ZPJZJLULJS\Z[LYLKHYV\UKIHYZ[OH[VɈLYSP]L
music rather than stand-alone concert venues, contributes to this trend.
<UMVY[\UH[LS`UVIVVRPUNHNLU[ZH[Z\JOIHYZ^LYLPU[LY]PL^LK[VJVUÄYT^OL[OLY
or not economic calculations play the decisive factor in setting up gigs. However, an
PU[LY]PL^^HZJVUK\J[LK^P[O4PRL[OLTHUHNPUNKPYLJ[VYVMHZTHSSZJHSLUVUWYVÄ[MVSR
venue that does not sell alcohol, which seems to be the exception that proves the rule. He
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UV[LZ[OH[OPZJS\IPZ¸UV[Q\Z[HUV[OLY3P]L5H[PVU]LU\LBHSHYNLMVYWYVÄ[UH[PVU^PKLJVUJLY[
promoting and booking company]. When you get into larger-scale venue world then tickets
are paying and a lot of what they sell is liquor.” Free from this need to draw huge crowds
and fuel alcohol consumption, Mark looks at other factors as the person responsible for
IVVRPUN HJ[Z! ¸+V 0 [OPUR [OL`»YL [HSLU[LK& +V 0 ZLL WV[LU[PHS MVY KL]LSVWTLU[& *HU 0
HɈVYKP[&0ZP[ÄUHUJPHSS`YLZWVUZPISLMVYTL&¹>OPSLÄUHUJPHSJVUZPKLYH[PVUZKVWSH`HYVSL
his economic decision-making is based more on a desire to support new music without
Y\PUPUN[OLVYNHUPaH[PVU»ZÄUHUJPHSZVS]LUJ`[OHUVUHWYVÄ[TH_PTPaH[PVUZ[YH[LN`;OPZPZ
[OLILZ[L]PKLUJL[OH[THU`MVYWYVÄ[]LU\LZSVVRH[TVZ[S`^OLUIVVRPUNHS[OV\NO4HYR
MLLSZOLJHUUV[KVZVILJH\ZLVMOPZ]LU\L»ZUVUWYVÄ[Z[H[\Z
Performers, knowing that their ability to get gigs is based not on their musical
talent per se but on their ability to draw people to the venue, thus face a dilemma. They
can either become better musicians and hope that this will inspire others to attend their
WLYMVYTHUJLZVY[OL`JHUJ\S[P]H[LZVJPHSJHWP[HS\ZPUN[OLPYWLYZVUHSJVUULJ[PVUZ[VÄSS
the venue with friends, relatives, and contacts. Because of these competing strategies,
LJVUVTPJZ\JJLZZ^P[OPU[OLZJLULKLÄULKI`[OLMYLX\LUJ`VMNPNZHUK[OLZJHSLVM[OL
venues at which one plays -- is not necessarily correlated with musical ability. As Jeremy,
the rock bassist, notes, “The quality of the music tends to be better with the bands that
draw more but not necessarily so.” Indeed, Mark, creative director of an afterhours dance
JS\IÄUKZ[OH[PU[OL)VZ[VULSLJ[YVUPJT\ZPJZJLUL¸HSV[VMWLVWSL^OVNL[NPNZHYL
YLHSS` Q\Z[ WYVTV[LYZ UV[ NVVK +1Z ZV WLVWSL HYLU»[ L_WVZLK [V OPNOLZ[ X\HSP[` T\ZPJ
and just are exposed to people with a good guest list.” Most performers, however, tend
to use both strategies simultaneously, striving to improve the quality of their music while
simultaneously cultivating and mobilizing a social network of potential supporters.
Although I focus on social capital accumulation in this paper, it is worth noting
that performers are not examples of homo economicus, leveraging their contacts solely
to achieve maximum payout. Rather, it is their passion for their music and their desire to
devote their lives to it that motivates their desire to support themselves through participation
in the music scene. As Jeremy notes, “We would rather play to thirty people who are
L_JP[LK]LYZ\ZHO\UKYLKWLVWSL^OVKPKU»[SPRLP[;OVZLU\TILYZHYL]LY`[Y\LILJH\ZL
^L^V\SKYH[OLYWSH`MVYÄ]LO\UKYLKWLVWSL^OVKPKU»[SPRLP[[OHU[OPY[`WLVWSL^OVKPK¹
Thus, performers often take mixed strategies, subsidizing projects of passion with higherWH`PUN NPNZ HZ 1LYLT`»Z IHUK KPK ^OLU [OL` WSH`LK PU .PSSL[[L :[HKP\T ILMVYL H 5L^
England Revolutionaries (Major League Soccer) game. The reality is, in the words of hip-hop
WLYMVYTLY+HU[OH[^P[OV\[WHPKNPNZ¸7LVWSLTPNO[RUV^T`T\ZPJI\[0»KILIYVRL¹
Social Capital Transformations within the Local Scene
Accumulation. The most commonly discussed strategy, mentioned by eleven
of sixteen respondents, for converting social capital into the economic capital of paid
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gigs was to cultivate social capital within the local music scene itself. Seven respondents
accomplished this by frequenting typical meeting places for their respective scenes.
(S[OV\NO [OLZL ZWLJPÄJ SVJH[PVUZ ]HY` H[[LUKPUN WLYMVYTHUJLZ I` V[OLY T\ZPJPHUZ VM
the same genre was common to many scenes. For example, Cait, the rock front woman,
H[[LUKZÄ]L[VZL]LUYVJRJVUJLY[ZH^LLR:OLUV[LZ¸;VI\PSKJVU[HJ[Z`V\Q\Z[OH]L
[VNVV\[[VHZOP[SVHKVMZOV^ZHUK[Y`[VTLL[L]LY`VUL[OH[»ZWSH`PUN[Y`[VTLL[[OL
promoters who are putting together the gig, try to meet the venues that are putting things
together. Ultimately, you can never know enough bands, you can never have enough
places to play.” Similarly, Ambrus, an organist and clarinetist involved in the early music
ZJLULZWLU[T\JOVMOPZÄYZ[`LHYPU)VZ[VU¸ZVJPHSPaPUNHUKNL[[PUN[VRUV^[OLVYNHUZ¹
at early music performances rather than attempting to secure gigs for himself.
-VY TLTILYZ VM T\ZPJ ZJLULZ [OH[ VM[LU YLX\PYL WYVMLZZPVUHS X\HSPÄJH[PVUZ
university music programs are another typical meeting place for members of the scene. Both
JSHZZPJHST\ZPJPHUZ[OH[YLS`VUZJLULZWLJPÄJZVJPHSJHWP[HSOH]LJ\S[P]H[LKJVUULJ[PVUZ
^P[OPU)VZ[VU»Z\UP]LYZP[`T\ZPJZJLULZ[OL[OPYKJSHZZPJHSWLYMVYTLY1HTLZZPUNZPUH
NH`TLU»ZJOVY\Z[OH[YLSPLZ\WVUPKLU[P[`IHZLKJHWP[HS[VKYH^H\KPLUJLZHZKPK[OL[^V
informants from the similarly technique-heavy jazz and opera scenes. Trever, who plays
[OL[Y\TWL[MVYHWYVMLZZPVUHSVYJOLZ[YHÄUKZ[OH[[OLILZ[JVUULJ[LKWLVWSLPU)VZ[VU»Z
classical music scene all went to college together in the city in the late 1950s and early
1960s, and Riho, the opera singer, acquires most of her performance opportunities through
JVSSLHN\LZ H[ [OL 5L^ ,UNSHUK *VUZLY]H[VY` VM 4\ZPJ ^OLYL ZOL VI[HPULK H 4HZ[LY»Z
degree. Thus, as they attempt to cultivate social capital within the local scene, members
VM ]HYPV\Z T\ZPJ ZJLULZ MYLX\LU[ ZJLULZWLJPÄJ SVJHSLZ ^OPJO KPɈLY PU [OL KL[HPSZ VM
their locations but seem to cluster around concert venues that feature performances by
T\ZPJPHUZHɉSPH[LK^P[O[OLZJLULHUK^P[O\UP]LYZP[`T\ZPJWYVNYHTZ[OH[LK\JH[L\W
and-coming members of the scene.
Three interview subjects use scene-related employment as a way of building the
contacts necessary to launch their own musical careers. Mark, the creative director of the
LSLJ[YVUPJT\ZPJJS\IZLLZOPTZLSMHZH[LJOUV+1ÄYZ[HUKMVYLTVZ[I\[\ZLZOPZQVIHZ
a club promoter to meet other producers of electronic music. Cathy, ticketing agent at a
TPKZPaLYVJRJVUJLY[]LU\LÄUKZ[OH[THU`WYVK\J[PVUHUKZV\UKWLVWSLWSH`PUIHUKZ
and tour, and she herself hopes to use her current position to jumpstart a career in tour
and artist management.
Conversion. Once they have obtained social capital within their local scene,
participants attempt to convert that social capital into economic capital. In doing so,
[OL` PTWSLTLU[ H ]HYPL[` VM Z[YH[LNPLZ [OH[ KLWLUK VU [OLPY WVZP[PVU ^P[OPU [OL ZJLUL»Z
hierarchy and on internal features of the scene itself. The simplest form of conversion,
practiced by six respondents, draws on bonds of reciprocity among members of the scene
with similar structural positions. Within rock music, in particular, scene members make a
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WVPU[VMH[[LUKPUNLHJOV[OLY»ZZOV^Z[VOLSWLHJOV[OLYKYH^HJYV^K,HJOVM[OL[OYLL
informants from the rock music scene, in addition to one hip-hop performer, utilized this
strategy, and according to Cait, the practice is widespread within the scene: “At least half
VM[OLWLVWSLVYVM[OLWLVWSL^OVHYLV\[MVY[OLZOV^TPNO[ILT\ZPJPHUZ[OLTZLS]LZ
VYWYVTV[LYZVYIHY[LUKLYZH[HT\ZPJ]LU\L0[»ZSPRL[OLZJLULZ\WWVY[PUN[OLZJLUL@V\
NVOLHYZVTLIVK`WSH`ZV[OH[PU[\YU[OL`»SSNVOLHY`V\WSH`;OH[»ZOV^P[^VYRZ¹;OLZL
UVYTZVMYLJPWYVJP[`LUZ\YL[OH[ZJLULTLTILYZ^P[OZ\ɉJPLU[ZVJPHSJHWP[HSJHUILZ\YL
of drawing at least a minimum number of people to their performances solely from support
of fellow scene members.
Three of the performers also mentioned collaborating on booking, notifying each
other of upcoming gigs in the same way that members of many social networks spread
news of job opportunities to contacts looking for employment. Jonathan, founder and lead
guitarist of an Irish bar band, explains these norms of cooperation: “We do not consider
other Irish bands to be competition but rather allies. In the event we are engaged on a
particular date that is subsequently requested, we have no compunction in recommending
V\Y MLSSV^ T\ZPJPHUZ¹ ;OPZ JVSSHIVYH[PVU VJJ\YZ [V HU L]LU NYLH[LY L_[LU[ PU )VZ[VU»Z
choral music scene, in which the Boston Choral Consortium, consisting of the directors of
HSSVM[OLHYLH»ZJOVPYZJVSSLJ[P]LS`ZJOLK\SLZZLHZVUZMVYHSSJOVYHSNYV\WZZVHZ[VH]VPK
\UULJLZZHY`JVTWL[P[PVU1HTLZTLTILYVM[OL)VZ[VU.H`4LU»Z*OVY\ZZH`Z¸;OLYL
is overlap with what they are going to sing, and sometimes that leads to competition.
It is a way for people to know what others are doing and they can sort of plan around
that.” By forming essentially a cartel of choral ensembles, the Boston Choral Consortium
PUZ[P[\[PVUHSPaLZ[OLZJLUL»ZZVJPHSJHWP[HS^OPSLLZ[HISPZOPUNL_WSPJP[UVYTZVMJVSSHIVYH[PVU
among members.
Other forms of converting social capital into economic capital take advantage of
OPLYHYJOPLZ ^P[OPU [OL ZJLUL -VY TLTILYZ SVJH[LK JSVZLY [V [OL THYNPUZ VM [OL ZJLUL»Z
social network, this often takes the form of working through people who are better
connected. In particular, four respondents mentioned becoming friends with promoters is
important in music scenes in which venues rely on these promoters to book performers.
Because as Dave, a college radio DJ, notes “only a few people have the keys to getting a
show” in the reggae scene, knowing these people becomes vital to economic success. As
an example of the power of these connections, Ben, a jazz saxophonist, has been able to
play at a mid-size venue because he knew people who could put him in contact with the
THUHNLY[OLYL:PTPSHYS`*HP[UV[LZ[OH[PU[OLYVJRZJLUL¸0M`V\NL[VU[OLWYVTV[LY»Z
NVVKZPKLOL»ZNVUUH[HSR[VZVTLIVK`H[HKPɈLYLU[JS\IHJYVZZ[V^UHUKW\[PUHNVVK
word for you, or your reputation is gonna come before you.” An analogous phenomenon
even occurs in the classical music scene, as personal connections are key to getting a
position as a substitute musician with larger companies such as the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, according to Trevor.
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More centrally located members of the scene network, however, are often able

to become gatekeepers, turning their positions as bridges between various groups in the
scene into opportunities for remuneration. An astonishing fourteen of sixteen respondents
UV[LK [OH[ NH[LRLLWPUN WSH`Z H YVSL PU [OLPY ZJLUL»Z LJVUVTPJ SHUKZJHWL -VY L_HTWSL
Trevor, the classical trumpet player, will recommend his own students to orchestras and
LUZLTISLZ[OH[JHSSOPTHZRPUNMVYHJLY[HPUU\TILYVM[Y\TWL[WSH`LYZ;OPZZVSPKPÄLZOPZ
reputation as a person who makes things happen for his students, leading more aspiring
classical trumpet players to seek his tutelage. In many scenes, those with large amounts
of social capital in the scene are hired as managers, using their contacts to secure gigs
on behalf of others. Jeremy notes that it is managers who have deep and far-reaching
JVU[HJ[Z PU [OL YVJR ZJLUL ^OPSL 1LYLT` OPTZLSM ¸JVTLBZD HUK ZH`BZD OP I\[ ^L»YL UV[
super close.” Cait concurs, explaining that managers are hired for “their contacts and
their connections and their experience in the industry. And they will have certain contacts
H[]LU\LZ;OL`»SSNL[`V\ZVTL^OLYL`V\^V\SKU»[ILHISL[VNL[`V\YZLSM¹0[PZJOPLÅ`
because of their social capital that managers can commend twenty percent or more of a
IHUK»Z [V\Y WH`VɈ HJJVYKPUN [V *HP[ ( ZPTPSHY WYVJLZZ HWWLHYZ [V VJJ\Y PU [OL VWLYH
world, where Riho states that singers “need management” to make it big, but it is less
clear from this interview whether managers leverage their contacts to secure positions
^P[OOPNOLYWYVÄSLVWLYHJVTWHUPLZMVY[OLPYJSPLU[ZVY^OL[OLYTHUHNLTLU[PZULLKLK
because having it is a sign to those companies that a singer has arrived.
(UL_[YLTLL_HTWSLVMSL]LYHNPUNWVZP[PVU^P[OPU[OLSVJHSZJLULZWLJPÄJZVJPHS
UL[^VYR MVY ÄUHUJPHS NHPU VJJ\YZ PU [OL )VZ[VU THYPHJOP ZJLUL (JJVYKPUN [V 9VNLY H
mariachi performer, “There are a couple of guys who are the head honchos of mariachi
HUK [OL`»SS NL[ H JHSS MVY H NPN ;OL`»SS OH]L [OLPY SPZ[Z VM T\ZPJPHUZ JHSS [OLT \W HZR PM
`V\»YLH]HPSHISLH[HZWLJPÄJ[PTL¯;OL`»YL[OLVYNHUPaLYZHUK[OL`NL[WHPKHSV[TVYL
[OHU[OLT\ZPJPHUZ[OL`THRLHSV[VɈ[OL[VW>LLUK\WUV[NL[[PUNH^OVSLSV[¹;OLZL
mariachi kingpins have such power and can command such high fees because of the
unique structure of the mariachi scene in Boston. In fact, the term “scene” is a bit of a
misnomer, for neither of the two mariachi players interviewed see themselves as part of
VUL9VNLYVULTHYPHJOPWLYMVYTLYZ[H[LZ¸0[»ZHUL]LY`THUMVYOPTZLSMRPUKVM[OPUN@V\
WSH``V\YPUZ[Y\TLU[HUK`V\TH`NL[HJHSSK\YPUN[OL^LLRLUKHUK`V\»YLHZRLKPM`V\»YL
free.” The other interviewee Diego argues that there are not enough mariachi musicians
in Boston to form a scene, explaining that he has never attended a mariachi performance
because he is always one of the performers. Because of this fragmentation of mariachi in
Boston, those few people who do have widespread connections – the kingpins with their
SPZ[ZVMT\ZPJPHUZ¶JHUJVU]LY[[OLPYZJHYLZVJPHSJHWP[HSPU[VOPNOÄUHUJPHSWH`VɈZ
Mariachi musicians in Boston are in an even worse position because they cannot
KPɈLYLU[PH[L [OLTZLS]LZ MYVT V[OLY THYPHJOP T\ZPJPHUZ HUK [OLYLI` VI[HPU NPNZ ^P[OV\[
relying upon the kingpins. Mariachi in Boston does not have “fans” in the same way that
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other genres do, for bands are seen as interchangeable. According to Diego, Boston
audiences outside of the Latino community associate mariachi music only with the drunken
debauchery of Cinco de Mayo, meaning that they do not take the time to learn to appreciate
the music itself. He admits that he was ashamed to tell his classically-trained musician
friends at college that he played mariachi because of this somewhat racially informed
WLYJLW[PVUUV[PUN[OH[¸[OL`»YLZ\YWYPZLK[VSLHYUOV^OHYKP[PZ¹,]LU^P[OPU[OL3H[PUV
community, audiences support mariachi more out of a desire for a cultural connection
to their ancestral homelands than out of appreciation for the music itself. According to
9VNLY ¸7LVWSL PU [OL :V\[O^LZ[LYU Z[H[LZ MLLS SPRL [OL`»YL SVZPUN [OLPY JVUULJ[PVU [V
[OLPYOVTL;OL`^HU[[VTHPU[HPU[OLPYJ\S[\YHSPKLU[P[`ZV[OL`RLLW\WHSV[VMZ[\ɈSPRL
mariachi.” Supported for their “authenticity” rather than their musical abilities, however,
bands do not gain fans that prefer their music to those of other mariachi groups. Thus,
individual mariachi musicians and bands cannot challenge the power of the mariachi
kingpins. If they refuse to comply with the high fees and centralized booking, they can be
easily replaced.
Maintenance. For horizontal relationships, which are built upon norms of
reciprocity, it is important to not wear out those norms by drawing too heavily upon them.
For example, two respondents indicated that when performers play too frequently they
X\PJRS`L_OH\Z[[OLPYHIPSP[`[VKYH^H\KPLUJLZ)LJH\ZLVM[OPZ*HP[PKLU[PÄLZWSH`PUN[VV
many shows locally as one of the most common mistakes among emerging rockers, and
notes that she herself only plays a local show once every four to six weeks. Similarly, Ben
explains that some larger jazz clubs in the city do not allow performers to play elsewhere
for three weeks before and three weeks after a gig there. Mechanisms to ensure that
musicians do not tap out their social capital seem to be built into this scene.
Maintaining vertical relationships, in which less connected performers essentially
ask for favors from more highly connected scene participants, requires professionalism in
addition to reciprocity because of the hierarchical nature of the contact. As representatives
of the more highly connected party, a lack of professionalism from the favor-asking
party could harm the social capital of both, according to four respondents from the rock
and classical scenes. For this reason, organizational elites within Boston music scenes
punish such breaches of trust very harshly. According to Cathy, the rock club ticketing
HNLU[¸@V\KVU»[^HUUHWPZZHU`VULVɈPU)VZ[VU0[^PSSJVTLIHJRHUKIP[L`V\PU[OL
ass.” Cait explains how this works with the example of a band that cancelled a gig two
KH`ZILMVYL[OL`^LYLZJOLK\SLK[VWSH`^OPJOKPKU»[NP]LOLYLUV\NO[PTL[VZJOLK\SL
a replacement. “I mentioned it to a friend of mine who had put them on a bill that he
^HZ WSH`PUN H[ [OL KPɈLYLU[ JS\I HUK [OL` HSZV JHUJLSSLK ]LY` ZOVY[ UV[PJL MVY OPZ NPN
HUK ^L [HSRLK HIV\[ P[ HUK 0 OLHYK HIV\[ P[ HUK 0»T WYVIHIS` UL]LY NVUUH IVVR [OH[
IHUKHUKOL»ZUL]LYNVPUN[VLP[OLY¹(YLW\[H[PVUMVY\UYLSPHIPSP[`[OYLH[LUZUV[VUS`H
IHUK»ZHIPSP[`[VZLJ\YLM\[\YLWLYMVYTHUJLZI\[HSZV[OLPYYLJVTTLUKLY»ZYLW\[H[PVUMVY
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connecting promoters to reliable musicians. For this reason, word spreads quickly about
unprofessional performers, and they are quickly weeded out of the scene.
Other Forms of Social Capital Transformations
In order to overcome the obstacle noted above, that one cannot draw too heavily
\WVUZJLULZWLJPÄJMVYTZVMZVJPHSJHWP[HS^P[OV\[^LHYPUN[OLTV\[ZL]LUWHY[PJPWHU[Z
indicated that they draw on social capital from other contexts in order to draw audiences
for their performances. I will now explicate the process of converting two additional forms
of social capital, which are rooted in identity-based networks such as ethnicity or sexual
orientation and in personal social networks, respectively, into economic capital in the
music scene. Because of the smaller number of responses that mentioned such forms of
ZVJPHSJHWP[HSOV^L]LY[OLZLÄUKPUNZHYLIHZLKVUSLZZJVU]LYNLUJLHTVUNPU[LY]PL^ZPU
various scenes and should therefore be considered more tentative.
As mentioned in the discussion of mariachi music, four performers primarily tap
PU[VPKLU[P[`IHZLKUL[^VYRZ[VZ\WWSLTLU[Z\WWVY[MYVT[OLZJLULHUK[VÄSSZLH[ZH[[OLPY
performances. Somewhat surprisingly for a Mexican musical form, “Salvadorians are very
involved” in mariachi, according to Roger. “People from El Salvador do listen to mariachi music.
0N\LZZ[OH[»Z^O`[OL`»YLZVPU]VS]LKILJH\ZLP[»ZNVVKUL[^VYRPUNHUKWLVWSLRUV^LHJO
other well.” Mariachi musicians thus use their ties within the Salvadorian ethnic community
[VNHPUÄUHUJPHSILULÄ[Z"YH[OLY[OHU¸[OLZJLULZ\WWVY[PUN[OLZJLUL¹HZ^HZ[OLJHZLPU
rock music, mariachi appears to be a case of an ethnic community supporting a community.
The Irish bar music scene, according to Jonathan, also relies upon ethnic ties, with the Irish
immigrant community in South Boston forming its major base of support. Similarly, the Boston
.H`4LU»Z*OVY\ZKYH^ZSHYNLYJYV^KZ[OHUHYL[`WPJHSMVYT\ZPJHSS`ZPTPSHYJOVYHSNYV\WZ
because of its large degree of support in the LGBT community. According to James, “For gay
HUKSLZIPHUWLVWSLP[»ZHZWLJPHS[`WLVML]LU[[OL`JHUNV[V[VMLLSH[OVTL¹)`SL]LYHNPUN
their social capital within local identity-based networks, musicians supplement the audiences
[OH[[OL`JHUKYH^MYVTZJLULZWLJPÄJZVJPHSJVUULJ[PVUZHSVUL
In addition to these ethnic networks, three performers often rely on their personal
ZVJPHSUL[^VYRZVMSVJHSMYPLUKZHUKYLSH[P]LZ\UHɉSPH[LK^P[O[OLZJLUL^P[OVUL9POV
[OLVWLYHZPUNLY\ZPUNP[HZHKVTPUHU[Z[YH[LN`4HYR[OLLSLJ[YVUPJT\ZPJHÄJPVUHKV
notes that the crowd in his club on nights with local DJs is usually “more casual and less
LULYNL[PJ ILJH\ZL [OL` KVU»[ RUV^ HU`[OPUN HIV\[ [OL T\ZPJ"¹ [OL` HYL H[[LUKPUN [OL
performance to support a personal friend. Similarly, Riho the opera singer has been invited
to perform at private parties and events by friends or acquaintances from church. Thus,
while contacts within the music scene are most directly transformable into scene-related
economic capital, for these contacts are most likely to know other highly-connected
members of the music scene or to have access to scene-related economic goods, extrascene social capital can form an alternative means of drawing audiences to performances.
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CONCLUSION
Despite limitations to the data resulting from the somewhat ad hoc nature of the
interviewing strategy, my analysis has been able to provide a preliminary typology of
strategies of social capital formation, conversion, and maintenance within Boston music
ZJLULZ(JVUÅ\LUJLVMMHJ[VYZMYVT[OLKLTVJYH[PaH[PVUVM[OLYLJVYKPUNWYVJLZZK\L
to global technological advances to the local universities that attract reams of talented
musicians to the city, those who hope to make a living in Boston music scenes must
contend with market saturation. Because they cannot hope to draw audiences on the basis
of their musical talent alone, performers are forced by competition for scarce performing
opportunities to rely upon social capital in their pursuit of fans and supporters. Thus, forming
JVUULJ[PVUZ^P[OPU[OLT\ZPJZJLULI`MYLX\LU[PUN[OLZJLUL»Z[`WPJHSTLL[PUNWSHJLZHZ
fans, support personnel, or even students and teachers (when the typical meeting places
are university music programs) becomes vitally important to economic success within the
scene.
These connections are then converted into economic capital within the scene in
MVYTZ[OH[]HY`KLWLUKPUNVU[OLV]LYHSSZ[Y\J[\YLVM[OLZJLUL»ZZVJPHSUL[^VYRHUKVU
HWHY[PJ\SHYHJ[VY»ZWSHJL^P[OPUP[>OLUJVSSHIVYH[PUN^P[OV[OLYWHY[PJPWHU[Z^P[OZPTPSHY
structural positions in the scene, performers draw upon bonds of reciprocity. They attend
LHJOV[OLY»ZZOV^ZTHRPUNZ\YL[OH[LHJOWLYMVYTLYJHUJV\U[VUHTPUPT\TU\TILYVM
bodies in the audience, pass performance opportunities on to each other, and even ensure
that they do not compete with each other by setting their calendars collectively.
Scene participants also convert social capital into economic capital by leveraging
[OLZJLUL»ZOPLYHYJO`[V[OLPYHK]HU[HNL3LZZ^LSSJVUULJ[LKWLYMVYTLYZJ\S[P]H[LJVU[HJ[Z
with those responsible for booking performances, hoping that a personal connection will
NP]L [OLT [OL MVV[ PU [OL KVVY [OL` ULLK [V ZLJ\YL ZWHJL VU [OL ]LU\L»Z JHSLUKHY I\[
the most lucrative opportunities are clustered among those located more centrally in the
ZJLUL»ZUL[^VYR)HUKTHUHNLYZHUKT\ZPJ[LHJOLYZPUWHY[PJ\SHY\ZL[OLPYJVUULJ[PVUZ
within the scene to direct performance opportunities to their clients, which gives them
HJJLZZ [VÄUHUJPHS RPJRIHJRZIV[OKPYLJ[S` HUK PU [OL MVYTVM TVYL JSPLU[Z;OL ZPaL VM
[OLZLÄUHUJPHSYL^HYKZ]HYPLZKLWLUKPUNVU[OLU\TILYVMV]LYSHWWPUN[PLZ¶[OLKLNYLLVM
cohesion – within the music scene itself. When most participants do not know each other
and bands do not have independent fan bases, as is the case in mariachi, the few people
who serve as bridges between musicians can command high fees.
Because most scene participants adopt the same strategies of converting scenerelated social capital into economic capital, however, individual scene members must take
care not to overdraw from this collective resource. As performers, they must avoid playing
too frequently so that they can guarantee an audience base for each performance and
must make sure to return favors for other participants who have assisted them in the past.
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Even when no reciprocity is possible, as is the case for less highly connected musicians
who secure performance opportunities through more highly connected friends, they must
adhere to high standards of professionalism or face banishment from the scene.
;OLZL SPTP[H[PVUZ VU [OL [LYTZ VM JVU]LYZPVU MVY ZJLULZWLJPÄJ ZVJPHS JHWP[HS
SLHKZWHY[PJPWHU[Z[VHSZVKYH^\WVUV[OLYMVYTZVMZVJPHSJHWP[HS[VÄUKH\KPLUJLZHUK
performance opportunities. One strategy of note in these interviews was a reliance on ethnic
or sexuality-based ties, but performers also tapped into more personal networks of family
and friends in their quest to draw bodies to performance venues. Because interviews were
conducted inductively to gain a basic understanding of the internal functioning of Boston
music scenes, discussions of extra-scene economic and social activities were somewhat
limited. Further research with a more deductive focus on capital transformations within
music scenes is needed to more systematically tease out the various methods of extrascene capital accumulation and the process of converting it into economic capital within
[OLZJLULPU[OLZHTL^H`0OH]LKVULPU[OPZHUHS`ZPZ^P[OZJLULZWLJPÄJZVJPHSJHWP[HS
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Learning to be Adults: The Effects of University
Structure on Students’ Transitions to Adulthood
M AYA A N G E ’ L E R E I D
Princeton University
;OPZ HY[PJSL LUKLH]VYZ ÄYZ[ [V \UKLYZ[HUK ^OL[OLY ZPNUPÄJHU[ KPMMLYLUJLZ L_PZ[ PU [OL
structures of large public colleges/universities and small private colleges/universities, and
[OLUOV^Z\JOWV[LU[PHSKPMMLYLUJLZPUÅ\LUJLJVSSLNLZ[\KLU[Z»ZLSMPKLU[PÄJH[PVUHZHK\S[Z
131 institutions of higher education in the Mid-Atlantic were analyzed on 24 structural
]HYPHISLZVM^OPJOWYV]LK[VOVSKZPNUPÄJHU[KPMMLYLUJLZIL[^LLUSHYNLW\ISPJHUKZTHSS
private institutions. A 74-item questionnaire collecting information regarding students’
academic experiences, relationships in college, work experience, practical measures of
independence, changes in personality, and demographic data was sent to students at
14 of the studied colleges/universities using snowball sampling, generating 138 nonYHUKVTYLZWVUZLZ(SSZPNUPÄJHU[YLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[OH[[LUKHUJLH[HZTHSSWYP]H[L\UP]LYZP[`
were negatively correlated with various outcome variables for measuring students’ selfPKLU[PÄJH[PVU HZ HK\S[Z HUK TVYL NLULYHSS` ]HYPHISLZ TLHZ\YPUN Z[\KLU[Z» YLSH[PVUZOPWZ
HUKWLYZVUHSP[`JOHUNLZPUJVSSLNLOLSK[OLTVZ[PUÅ\LUJLV]LYZ[\KLU[Z»ZLSMPKLU[PÄJH[PVU
as adults.

A

New York Times article posing the provocative question, “What is it about
20-Somethings?” caught my attention last fall, as it claimed that current
20-somethings are “taking longer to reach adulthood overall” than did previous

NLULYH[PVUZHUKJP[LKZVJPHSWZ`JOVSVNPZ[1LɈYL`(YUL[[»ZJSHPT[OH[[OLSH[L[LLUZ[VLHYS`
twenties—a period he refers to as “emerging adulthood”—constitutes a new stage in
O\THUWZ`JOVSVNPJHSKL]LSVWTLU[/LUPN(YUL[[»ZTHPUJYP[PJZYHPZL[OLVIZLY]H[PVU
that not all youths experience emerging adulthood in the same way, or at all, as reason
not to separate emerging adulthood from the established stages of adolescence and
HK\S[OVVK"IHJRNYV\UKHUKWYP]PSLNLWSH`PU[V[OPZWOHZLUV[HIS`PU[LYTZVM[OLRPUKVM
JVSSLNLZHUK\UP]LYZP[PLZZVTL[OPUNZH[[LUK>OPSL[OLHY[PJSLZ[YLZZLZ[OLKPɈLYLUJLZ
between four-year-institutions and community colleges, all four-year-institutions are not
created equal, nor is the undergraduate experience homogenous for all 20-somethings, as
[OLJVU]LYZH[PVU^P[OT`YVVTTH[LMYVT4PJOPNHU:[H[LSHZ[Z\TTLYKLTVUZ[YH[LZ"OV^
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TPNO[KPɈLYLUJLZPU[OLPUZ[P[\[PVUHSZ[Y\J[\YLVM]HYPV\Z[`WLZVMMV\Y`LHYPUZ[P[\[PVUZHɈLJ[
Z[\KLU[Z»[YHUZP[PVUZ[VHK\S[OVVK&9LNHYKSLZZVM^OL[OLY[OPZWOLUVTLUVUYLZ\S[ZMYVTH
JVUÅ\LUJLVM[VKH`»ZZVJPHSH[[P[\KLZHUKLJVUVTPJKLZ[P[\[PVUVY[Y\S`YLWYLZLU[ZHUL^
developmental stage lodged between adolescence and adulthood, it certainly rings true for
contemporary parents and quarter-lifers, thus warranting further study.

L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W
Early or “Emerging” Adulthood
Since the early 1980s, sociologists and social psychologists have been paying
particular attention to people in the 18-30 age range, with much of the focus centering
around pinpointing the end of adolescence and the beginning of adulthood, the recent
ZVJPHS WOLUVTLUVU VM ZPNUPÄJHU[ KLSH`Z PU THYYPHNL HUK WHYLU[OVVK [OL ZLLTPUN ZLSM
centeredness of “Generation Y”, and most recently, the “quarter-life crisis”. In his early work,
1LɈYL`(YUL[[

KYH^ZWHY[PJ\SHYH[[LU[PVU[V[OL[YHUZP[PVU[VHK\S[OVVKHZHZVJPHS

JVUZ[Y\J[ZOHWLKUV[VUS`I`IPVSVN`I\[TVYLKLÄUP[P]LS`I`ZVTL^OH[[YHUZPLU[J\S[\YHSS`
KL[LYTPULKJYP[LYPH·^OH[JVUZ[P[\[LZHZVJPHSS`HJJLW[HISLKLÄUP[PVUVM¸HK\S[OVVK¹]HYPLZ
between cultures, time periods, etc. He posits that individualism features most prominently
PUJVU[LTWVYHY`X\HY[LYSPMLYZ»JVTWYLOLUZPVUZVM[OLPTWLUKPUN[YHUZP[PVU[VHK\S[OVVK
as evidenced by survey and interview data that stress the personal characteristics of
responsibility for the self, the ability to make decisions for oneself, and the ability to stand
HWHY[ MYVT VUL»Z WHYLU[Z ÄUHUJPHSS` 0U[LYLZ[PUNS` [OLZL JYP[LYPH HSS YLWYLZLU[ PU[HUNPISL
qualities of character, rife with moral implications for how emerging adults believe adults
should behave, and all must be developed gradually (1998: 296). Later, he goes on to
emphasize the degree to which the period of emerging adulthood, from the late teens to
the late twenties, contains the clearest opportunities for exploration and self-discovery—
particularly in the arenas of love and work—that most Americans will ever have, making it
accordingly the most self-focused period of the lifespan as well (2004).
3PRL^PZL THU` VM (YUL[[»Z JVSSLHN\LZ HUK WYLKLJLZZVYZ Z\WWVY[ [OL PKLH [OH[
this period, which others refer to as the transition to adulthood or young adulthood, hold
H ZWLJPHS ZPNUPÄJHUJL PU [OL V]LYHSS SPMLJV\YZL WLYZWLJ[P]L" UV[HIS` /VNHU HUK (Z[VUL
refer to the transition to adulthood, which should be understood as a process (1986:
112), as representing “a critical juncture in personal life histories [that] connects social
origins with subsequent adult attainments and life satisfaction” (1986: 125). Nelson and
Barry refer to emerging adulthood as a state of identity moratorium, characterized by
“extensive exploration with little commitment” (2005: 245). The authors synthesize the
extant data on explorations during emerging adulthood to reveal how truly encompassing
[OL L_WSVYH[VY` UH[\YL VM [OPZ [PTL WLYPVK JHU IL ;OL` ÄUK [OH[ PKLU[P[` L_WSVYH[PVU PZ
carried out in psychological, social, and interactional realms, including turbulent work
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experiences, more substantive romantic relationships, and changing worldviews (Nelson
and Barry 2005). Additionally, Michael Shanahan alludes to the process colloquially known
HZºÄUKPUNVULZLSM»PUOLYLU[PU[YHUZP[PVU[VHK\S[OVVKHZYLÅLJ[PUN¸IV[O`V\UNWLVWSL»Z
HJ[P]L LɈVY[Z [V ZOHWL [OLPY IPVNYHWOPLZ HUK [OL Z[Y\J[\YLK ZL[ VM VWWVY[\UP[PLZ HUK
SPTP[H[PVUZ[OH[KLÄULWH[O^H`ZPU[VHK\S[OVVK¹!/LHSZVZ[YLZZLZ[OLKLNYLL
to which modernity and the changes in health and family-structure that accompany it
have greatly diminished the prevalence of traditionally normative pathways to adulthood.
;OPZJVUZ[P[\[LZHYLSH[P]LS`UL^WOLUVTLUVU[OH[JVUJLW[\HSPaLZ¸VUL»ZSPMLJV\YZLHZH
deliberate project” (Shanahan, 2000: 670).
College and Adulthood
An overwhelming majority of researchers highlight the dominant role of colleges
and universities among this set of opportunities and limitations to which Shanahan
YLMLYZ"[OL(TLYPJHUZ`Z[LTVMNSVYPÄLK`L[MHPYS`\UZ[Y\J[\YLKOPNOLYLK\JH[PVUYLX\PYLZ
students to individualize their plans for school and work (Shanahan 2000). This suggests
that some qualities inherent in the institutional structure of higher education may factor
into the individualism Arnett and others have found to epitomize emerging adulthood so
succinctly. In their chapter in the anthology On the Frontier of Adulthood: Theory, Research,
and Public Policy-\YZ[LUILYN1Y9\TIH\[HUK:L[[LYZ[LU1YLɈLJ[P]LS`Z\TTHYPaL[OL
PUJYLKPISLZPNUPÄJHUJLOPNOLYLK\JH[PVUOHZVULTLYNPUNHK\S[Z!
<UP]LYZP[PLZ HYL [OL ILZ[ L_HTWSL VM H M\SSÅLKNLK ZVJPHS PUZ[P[\[PVU [OH[ ZOHWLZ
the lives of young adults. In a certain sense, they are virtually total institutions,
which provide shelter, directed activities, adult and peer support, health care, and
entertainment. They are explicitly designed to bridge the family and the wider
society and, increasingly, have been tailored to provide the sort of semiautonomy
that characterizes early adulthood (2005: 20).
Additionally, Arnett himself notes college as “a prime setting” for work and love
explorations, (2004: 121) and Kaufman and Feldman posit that because “college gives
students a breadth and depth of experiences that adolescents and young adults might”
IL \UHISL [V ÄUK LSZL^OLYL Z[\KLU[Z TH` ¸MVYT MLS[ PKLU[P[PLZ NYV\UKLK PU UL^ ZVJPHS
interaction” during their college years (2004: 485). Hogan and Astone recognize that college
dormitories may represent an “institutional framework” in which students may learn the
practical and developmental skills necessary for independent living (1986: 112-3). Nelson
and Barry note that college students experience little pressure to resolve their identities
\U[PS HM[LY NYHK\H[PVU HUK HZ Z\JO KV UV[ ULJLZZHYPS` JVUZPKLY KLÄUP[L JHYLLY JOVPJLZ
HZHYLX\PYLTLU[VMHK\S[Z[H[\Z4VZ[ZPNUPÄJHU[S`HUHY[PJSLPU[OL  7HJPÄJ
Sociological Review notes that the existence of “particular sets of others, [in conjunction
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^P[OD[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVM[OL\UP]LYZP[`ZL[[PUN¹WV[LU[PHSS`WSH`HYVSLPUJVSSLNLZ[\KLU[Z»
identity formation processes (Reitzes and Burke 1980: 63). These authors, like many
others, recognize that some inherent qualities of the process of attaining higher education
TH`HɈLJ[Z[\KLU[Z»KL]LSVWTLU[VMHK\S[SPRL[YHP[ZHUK[LUKLUJPLZHUKL]LU^LHRS`OPU[
H[[OLPKLH[OH[ZVTLKPɈLYLUJLZTH`L_PZ[IL[^LLUZ[Y\J[\YHSS`KPZ[PUJ[\UP]LYZP[PLZI\[
PUWYHJ[PJL[YLH[HSSJVSSLNLZHUK\UP]LYZP[PLZLX\HSS`PU[OLPYHUHS`ZPZVM[OLLɈLJ[ZJVSSLNL
wields on undergraduates.
Student Identity Development in College
Focusing on individuality and the interests of the individual has a longstanding
history in the American postsecondary education system (Boyer 1987), and as demonstrated
by the rising numbers of possible academic majors, extracurricular activities, style of
residential living, and claims of individualized attention on college campuses today, this
trend seems likely to continue well into the future. In their landmark work, Education and
Identity^OPJOYL]PL^Z[OLOPZ[VY`VM[OLOPNOLYLK\JH[PVUHSZ`Z[LT»ZJVUJLY[LKLɈVY[[V
foster identity development amongst students, as well as analyze survey data from students
H[T\S[PWSL\UP]LYZP[PLZ*OPJRLYPUNHUK9LPZZLYUV[L[OLPUKPYLJ[LɈLJ[ZVMOPNOLYLK\JH[PVU
VUZ[\KLU[Z»PKLU[P[`MVYTH[PVU[OV\NO[OL`LTWSV`[OLYLSH[LK[LYT¸ZLSMJVUJLW[¹!
Apparently the size, selectivity, prestige, predominant race of a school, and type of
JVU[YVSOHKSP[[SLKPYLJ[PUÅ\LUJLVUZ[\KLU[Z»HJHKLTPJHUKZVJPHSZLSMJVUJLW[Z
;OLZL PUZ[P[\[PVUHS JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ KPK OV^L]LY OH]L PUKPYLJ[ LɈLJ[Z VU ZLSM
JVUJLW[Z[OYV\NO[OLPYPUÅ\LUJLVU[OLRPUKZVMHJHKLTPJHUKZVJPHSL_WLYPLUJLZ
Z[\KLU[ZOHK^OPJO^LYLPU[\YUYLSH[LK[VZ[\KLU[Z»ZLSMJVUJLW[Z

!

Kaufman and Feldman express interest in the ways “college as a particular structural
location fosters the formation of particular felt identities as compared with the maintenance
of prior or precollege identities” (2004: 465). As precollege identities fall squarely within the
realm of adolescence, the concept Kaufman and Feldman explore here ties directly into the
ideas of exploration and identity formation inherent in emerging adulthood. The authors note
OV^JVSSLNLPUÅ\LUJLZ[OLHJX\PZP[PVUVMPU[LSSPNLUJLHUKRUV^SLKNL[O\ZYHPZPUNJYP[PJHS
[OPURPUN HIPSP[PLZ ^OPJO (YUL[[ Z[YLZZLZ TH` PUÅ\LUJL [OL HIPSP[` [V THRL PUKLWLUKLU[
decisions. Moreover, Arnett emphasizes identity changes revolving around occupation
HUK JHYLLY ^OPJO YLSH[L IHJR [V [OL ^VYR L_WSVYH[PVU HUK JVZTVWVSP[HUPZT YLÅLJ[PUN
the changing worldviews Nelson and Barry discussed (Kaufman and Feldman 2004).
Additionally, Nelson Laird correlates experiences with diversity on college campuses with
PUJYLHZLZPU¸Z[\KLU[Z»JVUÄKLUJLPU[OLPYHJHKLTPJHIPSP[PLZ[OLPTWVY[HUJL[OL`WSHJLVU
taking action in society, and whether they view themselves as critical thinkers,” (2005: 382)
suggesting that such institutional characteristics as diversity and diversity awareness have
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strong implications for the individualism so critical to emerging adults. Though focusing on
institutional characteristics—such as diversity, size, prestige, selectivity, etc.—that have
NYLH[ WV[LU[PHS MVY ]HYPH[PVU HUK Å\J[\H[PVU MYVT \UP]LYZP[` [V \UP]LYZP[` UVUL VM [OLZL
H\[OVYZKPYLJ[S`HKKYLZZ^OL[OLY[OLPYÄUKPUNZTHPU[HPUYVI\Z[ULZZHJYVZZKPɈLYLU[[`WLZ
of institutions.
How Does Heterogeneity in College Structure Affect Students’ Identity Development?
As the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System lists 7,150 degreegranting institutions in the United States, more than 4,000 of them four-year-institutions,
the tendency of sociological endeavors to study undergraduate institutions as homogenous
HUK\UPMVYTTH`JVUZ[P[\[LHNYVZZV]LYZPTWSPÄJH[PVUVU[OLWHY[ZVMTHU`YLZLHYJOLYZ
0UHZ`Z[LTHZKP]LYZLHUKZ[Y\J[\YHSS`]HYPHU[HZ[OPZJV\U[Y`»ZP[ZPTWS`PZU»[LUV\NO[V
KPZJ\ZZ[OLLɈLJ[ZVMºJVSSLNL»VU`V\UNHK\S[PKLU[P[`MVYTH[PVUPUZ\JOHNLULYHSZLUZL
as so many scholars have done. The fact that the characteristics which scholars suggest
TH` PTWHJ[ Z[\KLU[ KL]LSVWTLU[ PU JVSSLNL KPɈLY NYLH[S` MYVT \UP]LYZP[` [V \UP]LYZP[`
as demonstrated by their use in the ranking of institutions by such publications as U.S.
News and World Report or The Princeton Review, cannot be ignored as scholars strive to
\UKLYZ[HUK[OL[Y\LZPNUPÄJHUJLVMOPNOLYLK\JH[PVU0UZOVY[[OLZLKPɈLYLUJLZZ[YVUNS`
suggest that university structure may play a bigger role in emerging adulthood than
ZPTWSL KPZ[PUJ[PVUZ IL[^LLU JVTT\UP[` JVSSLNLZ HUK MV\Y`LHYPUZ[P[\[PVUZ :WLJPÄJHSS`
the distinctions between large public universities and small private universities in setting
characteristics that Reitzes and Burke and others introduce, as well as in institutional
YLZV\YJLZZ\JOHZ(YUL[[UV[LZZ\NNLZ[[OH[MVYHUHJJ\YH[LYLWYLZLU[H[PVUVM[OLLɈLJ[ZVM
college life on emerging adults, further cross-institutional research is absolutely necessary.
What other institutional factors, such as percentage of undergraduates who commute,
U\TILYVMTHQVYZHUKL_[YHJ\YYPJ\SHYHJ[P]P[PLZVɈLYLKVYZ[\KLU[MHJ\S[`YH[PVTPNO[WSH`
HYVSLPUX\HY[LYSPMLYZ»ZLSMWLYJLW[PVUZVM[OLPYZ[H[\ZHZHK\S[ZHUK[V^OH[KLNYLLKV
ZHPKMHJ[VYZKPɈLYIL[^LLU[OLZL[`WLZVM\UP]LYZP[PLZ&+VLZVUL[`WLVM\UP]LYZP[`IL[[LY
prepare its students for the transition to adulthood, or does each type prepare its students
PU KPɈLYLU[ WLYOHWZ L]LU JVUÅPJ[PUN ^H`Z& (TVUN V[OLYZ 5LSZVU HUK )HYY` UV[L [OH[
college students and their non-college peers may constitute statistically distinct groups
PU[LYTZVMLJVUVTPJWYP]PSLNLYH[LZVML_WVZ\YL[VKP]LYZP[`VMILSPLMZL_WLYPLUJLZHUK
KLNYLLZ[V^OPJO[OL`HYLJOHSSLUNLK[VZLSML]HS\H[PVU! "^OH[PZV]LYSVVRLK
both here and elsewhere, however, is that sharp distinctions in institutional characteristics
H[ ]HYPV\Z [`WLZ VM MV\Y`LHY \UP]LYZP[PLZ TH` LUNLUKLY [OL ZHTL ZVY[Z VM KPɈLYLUJLZ
HTVUNZ[JVSSLNLZ[\KLU[Z;OPZWHWLYLUKLH]VYZ[VJVTWHYLZ\JOPUZ[P[\[PVUHSKPɈLYLUJLZ
in large public and small private universities, taking into account “the resources available to
the institution and the characteristics of the students who enter,” as do cross-institutional
studies of graduation rates (Scott, Bailey, and Kienzl 2006: 250).
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H Y P OT H E S E S
The previous literature suggests that a relationship between university type and
Z[\KLU[Z» [YHUZP[PVUZ [V HK\S[OVVK L_PZ[Z 4` WYVQLJ[ LUKLH]VYZ  [V \UKLYZ[HUK [OL
commonalities in structure between institutions of similar types, namely amongst large
public institutions and small private institutions, (2) to explore the relationship suggested
I`[OLSP[LYH[\YLIL[^LLUPUZ[P[\[PVUHSZ[Y\J[\YLHUKJVSSLNLZ[\KLU[Z»PKLU[P[`MVYTH[PVUHZ
informed by the aforementioned structural commonalities to determine (a) the existence
VMHYLSH[PVUZOPWIL[^LLU\UP]LYZP[`[`WLHUKZ[\KLU[Z»[YHUZP[PVUZ[VHK\S[OVVKHUKI
the nature of such a relationship, if it exists. The sheer multitude of variables I seek to
explore—and the fact that the literature provides loose hypotheses about nearly each
variable individually, as will be highlighted in the discussion section—leads me to a second
hypothesis: that both large public institutions and small private institutions actively prepare
[OLPYZ[\KLU[ZMVYHK\S[OVVKI\[PUYHKPJHSS`KPɈLYLU[HUKZVTL[PTLZJVUÅPJ[PUN^H`Z0
ILSPL]L [OH[ SHYNLS` K\L [V KPɈLYLUJLZ PU YLZV\YJL KPZ[YPI\[PVU SHYNL W\ISPJ \UP]LYZP[PLZ
will prepare their students for the practicalities of living as an independent adult, while
smaller private universities have the resources to insulate their students from many of
the practical drudgeries of adult life, instead preparing their students for the mental and
emotional challenges of adulthood by providing more opportunities for critical thinking
and the development of substantive relationships.

METHODS

AND

D ATA

I compared institutions on twenty-four variables, ranging from the straightforward,
such as student-faculty ratio or number of extracurricular activities available to students,
which were recorded numerically to the more indistinct, such as whether students
could participate in cooperative education programs, which were coded using a binary
system that corresponded to whether such features were or were not extant on a given
campus. I analyzed 131 institutions in the Mid-Atlantic Area, collecting data on all 12
PUZ[P[\[PVUZ[OH[TLL[[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZVM[OLºSHYNLW\ISPJ\UP]LYZP[PLZ»JH[LNVY`HUKVU
 PUZ[P[\[PVUZ[OH[TLL[[OVZLVM[OLºZTHSSWYP]H[LJVSSLNLZ\UP]LYZP[PLZ»JH[LNVY`;OL
KLNYLL [V ^OPJO [OLZL PUZ[P[\[PVUZ ]HY` VU ZV THU` VM [OLZL ]HYPHISLZ M\Y[OLY ZVSPKPÄLZ
my belief that treating four-year institutions as even relatively homogenous constitutes a
gross underestimation of the true diversity inherent within the American system of higher
education. Extant hypotheses were strongly considered during the process of determining
which institutional-level variables to analyze and during the development of relevant
X\LZ[PVUUHPYLP[LTZHUKKL[LYTPUPUN^OPJO]HYPHISLZZPNUPÄJHU[S`KVVYKVUV[Z\WWVY[
those hypotheses should clearly relay the advantages and disadvantages presented by
H[[LUKPUNLHJO[`WLVM\UP]LYZP[`"[OVZLHK]HU[HNLZHUKKPZHK]HU[HNLZ^LYL[HSSPLKHUK
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NYV\WLK[VKL[LYTPUL^OL[OLYVUL\UP]LYZP[`[`WLWYLZLU[ZZPNUPÄJHU[HK]HU[HNLZV]LY
the other, or if, as predicted, the advantages presented by each type fall within distinct
categories.
To collect student-level data, I developed a 74-item questionnaire, drawing
item ideas from the topics presented in the literature, extant surveys used in previous
research, and my own understanding of college life and experiences. In the General
College InformationZLJ[PVUP[LTZYLSH[PUN[VYLZPKLUJLVUVYVɈJHTW\ZZ[\KLU[Z[H[\Z
extracurricular activities, and number of times one has changed ones major represent
variables that make direct connections to the institutional-level data, and questions
JVUJLYUPUN PUKP]PK\HS H[[LU[PVU HKKYLZZ [OL SHYNLY [OLTL VM Z\WLYÅ\P[` 8\LZ[PVUZ MYVT
the Relationships and WorkZLJ[PVU[OH[ZWLJPÄJHSS`HKKYLZZ[OL^H`ZPU^OPJOZ[\KLU[Z»
relationships have changed since enrolling in college relate to the deepening of relationships
explored in the literature, and questions relating to collegiate work experiences and
ÄUHUJPHS YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ^P[O MHTPS` TLTILYZ WYVIL [OL YLHST VM ÄUHUJPHS PUKLWLUKLUJL
Arnett deemed critical to the process of emerging adulthood (1998, 2004). The questions
concerning personality and personality changes over time in the Questions that Make You
ThinkZLJ[PVUHPT[VKPYLJ[S`JVUMYVU[Z[\KLU[Z»WLYJLW[PVUZVMHK\S[OVVKHUKP[ZPUOLYLU[
qualities, many particularly as they relate to the undergraduate experience, and as such
have the most potential to be crucial to the study.
Given resource constraints, a truly random sample of all students at institutions
that fall into either of my two categories in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States
WYV]LK[VIL\[[LYS`PUMLHZPISL(ZZ\JO0OH]LZHJYPÄJLK[Y\LYHUKVTULZZHUKLTWSV`LK
the services of friends and acquaintances at a small subset of these universities to assist
TLPU\ZPUNZUV^IHSSZHTWSPUNMVYT`WYVQLJ[0\ZLK-HJLIVVRJVT»Z¸-PUK-YPLUKZI`
School” feature to assess which institutions in this region of the country at which I have
friends, who would serve as my primary contacts at their respective institutions and spread
T`Z\Y]L`[V[OLPYMYPLUKZHUKHJX\HPU[HUJLZ"[OPZWYVJLZZYL]LHSLK[OH[0OH]LMYPLUKZ
at nine small private institutions1KLÄULKHZOH]PUNHWWYV_PTH[LS`\UKLYNYHK\H[LZ
VY SLZZ HUK UV[ OH]PUN HU` Z[H[LHɉSPH[PVUZ HUK Ä]L SHYNL W\ISPJ PUZ[P[\[PVUZ2 KLÄULK
HZ OH]PUN HWWYV_PTH[LS`  \UKLYNYHK\H[LZ VY TVYL HUK ILPUN Z[H[LZWVUZVYLK
HɉSPH[LK0YLHJOLKV\[[VVULVY[^VMYPLUKZH[LHJOPUZ[P[\[PVU]PH-HJLIVVRIYPLÅ`
1

These institutions are as follows: Sarah Lawrence University in Bronxville, NY, Bucknell University in Bucknell, PA, Cabrini

College in Radnor, PA, Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD, Ursinus College in Collegeville, PA, Lafayette College in
,HZ[VU7(:[1VZLWO»Z<UP]LYZP[`PU7OPSHKLSWOPH7(>HZOPUN[VU*VSSLNLPU*OLZ[LY[V^U4+HUK7YPUJL[VU<UP]LYZP[`PU
Princeton, NJ.
2

These institutions are as follows: Towson University in Towson, MD, Rutgers University—New Brunswick in New

Brunswick, NJ, Pennsylvania State University—University Park in University Park, PA, Temple University—Philadelphia in
Philadelphia, PA, and the University of Delaware in Newark, DE.
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explaining the premises of my study and asking them to help me reach other students
at their respective institutions. I encouraged my contacts to consider a multifaceted idea
VM KP]LYZP[` ^OLU KLJPKPUN ^OV [V JVU[HJ[ YLNHYKPUN T` Z[\K` [OV\NO 0 X\HSPÄLK [OH[
[OL` JV\SK ZHJYPÄJL KP]LYZP[` MVY X\HU[P[` PM VYNHUPaH[PVUHɉSPH[LK LTHPS SPZ[Z JV\SK IL
\[PSPaLK;OLZLLɈVY[ZNHYULYLKX\LZ[PVUUHPYLYLZWVUZLZMYVTMV\Y[LLUJVSSLNLZHUK
universities in New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Delaware.

R E S U LT S
One-third of the measured institutional characteristics, eight of twenty-four tested
PUZ[P[\[PVUHSSL]LS]HYPHISLZWYV]LK[VOVSKIV[OZPNUPÄJHU[KPɈLYLUJLZIL[^LLU\UP]LYZP[`
types: student-faculty ratio, number of available majors, percentage of students receiving
ÄUHUJPHSHPKU\TILYVMZ[\KLU[VYNHUPaH[PVUZWLYJLU[HNLVMZ[\KLU[ZSP]PUNPU\UP]LYZP[`
owned housing, percentage of students who participate in Greek life, acceptance rate, and
percentage of minority students. Four of these variables are hypothesized to hold direct
LɈLJ[ZVUZ[\KLU[Z»PKLU[P[`KL]LSVWTLU[HUK[OYLLVM[OVZLMV\Y·Z[\KLU[MHJ\S[`YH[PV
number of available majors, and percentage of students living on campus—held statistically
ZPNUPÄJHU[YLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[OH[SLHZ[VULVM[OLMV\YV\[JVTL]HYPHISLZ>OLUYLNYLZZLK
against adult-status-attainment outcome variables alone, attendance at a small private
PUZ[P[\[PVU OLSK ULHYS` ZPNUPÄJHU[ ULNH[P]L YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ^P[O MLLSPUN TVYL VULZLSM ZPUJL
enrolling in college and with believing college had made them more of an adult. Variables
JVUJLYUPUNZ[\KLU[Z»YLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[OMYPLUKZMHTPS`YVTHU[PJWHY[ULYZHUKWYVMLZZVYZ
WYV]LKTVZ[WLY]HZP]LS`ZPNUPÄJHU[PUWYLKPJ[PUNYLZWVUZLZ[VV\[JVTL]HYPHISLZYLSH[LK[V
[OLH[[HPUTLU[VMHK\S[Z[H[\ZZ\WWVY[PUNÄUKPUNZWYLZLU[LKI`(YUL[[





and Chickering and Reisser (1993). Subsets of variables within three other categories—
Academic Experiences, Practicalities of Adulthood, and Personality Changes·ZPNUPÄJHU[S`
WYLKPJ[LKZ[\KLU[Z»ZLSMHZZLZZTLU[ZVM[OLPYHK\S[Z[H[\Z4VZ[ZPNUPÄJHU[S`H[[LUKPUNH
private institution held direct negative relationships on considering oneself to have reached
adulthood and on the number of self-selected criteria for adulthood students met, when
]PL^LK PU JVUQ\UJ[PVU ^P[O ]HYPHISLZ JVUJLYUPUN Z[\KLU[Z» YLSH[PVUZOPWZ +LTVNYHWOPJ
trends caused by the non-randomness of the surveyed sample skewed results for one
response variable, considering oneself to have reached adulthood outcome variable,
resulting in its removal from the study.
Institutional Level Findings
As predicted, a substantial percentage of the variables analyzed on the institutional
SL]LS WYLZLU[LK Z[YPRPUN KPɈLYLUJLZ IL[^LLU SHYNL W\ISPJ \UP]LYZP[PLZ HUK ZTHSS WYP]H[L
\UP]LYZP[PLZPU[LYTZVMPUZ[P[\[PVUHSJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZHUKYLZV\YJLZ3HYNLYLHSKPɈLYLUJLZ
PU U\TILYZ VM H]HPSHISL THQVYZ _āLgPublic$  HUK _āSmPrivate=38.347) and extra-curricular
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HJ[P]P[PLZ_āLgPublic$HUK_āSmPrivate=76.702) demonstrate that large public universities
present their students with more choices in both of these arenas than do small private
universities. Large public institutions also featured a more even female-to-male ratio
VU H]LYHNL [OHU [OLPY ZTHSS WYP]H[L JV\U[LYWHY[Z _āLgPublic$ HUK _āSmPrivate=1.651),
suggesting that there may be a greater potential for the building of substantive romantic
relationships at such institutions. Small private institutions averaged approximately
[OPY[`WLYJLU[TVYLZ[\KLU[ZYLJLP]PUNÄUHUJPHSHPKHUKYLZPKPUNVUJHTW\Z[OHUSHYNL
W\ISPJ PUZ[P[\[PVUZ·_āLgPublic $  HUK _āSmPrivate = 0.816) for percentage of the student
IVK`YLJLP]PUNÄUHUJPHSHPKHUK_āLgPublic$HUK_āSmPrivate = 0.635) for percentage of
the student body residing on campus. This suggests possible implications for student
employment, with less students potentially maturing through holding a job if monetary
NHPUZHYLSLZZULJLZZHY`[VZ[\KLU[Z»SP]LZK\L[VYLJLP]PUNÄUHUJPHSHPKHZ^LSSHZMVY
MLLSPUNZVMZ\WLYÅ\P[`HZSP]PUNVUJHTW\ZWYV]PKLZTVYLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYZ[\KLU[Z[V
feel involved in the university community. Additionally, more than twice the proportion
of small private colleges analyzed in this study require a core curriculum for all students
(WÿLgPublic= 0.333 and Wÿ SmPrivate = 0.8) and over seven times proportionally require that students
live on campus for at least their freshman year (WÿLgPublic= 0.083 and WÿSmPrivate =0.643) than
did their large public counterparts, revealing what appears to be a greater commitment to
promoting critical thinking and fostering community on the part of small private universities,
IV[OVM^OPJOHYLKPZJ\ZZLKPU[OLSP[LYH[\YLHZ^PLSKPUNNYLH[WVZP[P]LLɈLJ[ZVMPKLU[P[`
development and maturity attainment during the course of undergraduate education.
:PTWSL [ HUK a[LZ[Z LZ[HISPZOLK [OL Z[H[PZ[PJHS ZPNUPÄJHUJL VM [OL KPɈLYLUJLZ
between variable means for each type of university, which yielded twelve statistically
ZPNUPÄJHU[]HYPHISLKPɈLYLUJLZ·M\SS`OHSMVM[OL]HYPHISLZHUHS`aLK*VUZPZ[LU[^P[O[OLILSPLM
[OH[\UP]LYZP[PLZVMZPTPSHY[`WLZ^PSSOH]LTHU`JVTTVUHSP[PLZ^OPJO^PSSKPɈLYYHKPJHSS`
MYVT[OVZLVM\UP]LYZP[PLZVMHKPɈLYLU[[`WLKPɈLYLUJLZPUZ[\KLU[MHJ\S[`YH[PVU\TILY
VM H]HPSHISL THQVYZ WLYJLU[HNL VM Z[\KLU[Z YLJLP]PUN ÄUHUJPHS HPK U\TILY VM Z[\KLU[
organizations, percentage of students living in university-owned housing, proportion of
universities that have a set of core curricular requirements for all students, percentage
of students who participate in Greek life, proportion of universities that require freshmen
to live in university-owned housing, acceptance rate, median SAT score, percentage of
TPUVYP[`Z[\KLU[ZHUKMLTHSL[VTHSLYH[PVZHSS[LZ[LKZPNUPÄJHU[S`IL[^LLULHJO[`WLVM
\UP]LYZP[`:LL;HISL:THSSWYP]H[L\UP]LYZP[PLZOHKZPNUPÄJHU[S`ZTHSSLYZ[\KLU[MHJ\S[`
ratios, as well as lower numbers of available majors, student organizations, median SAT
ZJVYLZHUKWLYJLU[HNLZVMTPUVYP[`Z[\KLU[Z;OL`OHKZPNUPÄJHU[S`OPNOLYWLYJLU[HNLZ
VMZ[\KLU[ZYLJLP]PUNÄUHUJPHSHPKYLZPKPUNPUJHTW\ZV^ULKOV\ZPUNHUKWHY[PJPWH[PUNPU
.YLLRSPML"HKKP[PVUHSS`ZTHSSWYP]H[L\UP]LYZP[PLZ^LYLTVYLSPRLS`[VYLX\PYLZVTLZVY[VM
core curriculum for all or most students, as well as to require that students live on campus
for their freshman year. The data suggest that small private universities do more to actively
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encourage their students to participate in campus life and foster a sense of a community
on campus, and the literature suggests that, as a result, students on these campuses will
MLLSSLZZZ\WLYÅ\V\ZHUK[O\ZSPRL[OL`OH]LTVYLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYPKLU[P[`KL]LSVWTLU[
Student-Level Findings
138 students from fourteen colleges and universities in the Mid-Atlantic region of
the United States participated in this study. Eighty-three of said students attended small
private universities, and the remaining 55 attended large public universities. Full-time
students were overrepresented at both types of institutions. The vast majority of students
at small private universities lived on campus, in comparison to a minority of students at
large public institutions. Respondents from large public institutions were older, on average,
[OHU [OLPY JV\U[LYWHY[Z H[ ZTHSS WYP]H[L \UP]LYZP[PLZ 5V THQVY KPɈLYLUJLZ HYVZL PU [OL
proportion of students from each type of major at each type of university. The proportion
of White respondents from each type of institution was similar and slightly above the
proportion of the US population Whites represent, but in terms of minority students,
blacks were overrepresented in the sample from small private institutions, and Asians
were overrepresented in the sample from large public institutions. Females were greatly
overrepresented at both university types, but this overrepresentation was more dramatic
at large public institutions. More detailed information regarding sample demographics can
be found in the appendix in Table 2.
Demographic variables, including

age, dummy variables for whiteness and

MLTHSLULZZZ[\KLU[PUJVTLHUKOV\ZLOVSKPUJVTLHUKTV[OLYHUKMH[OLYZ»OPNOLZ[SL]LSZ
of education, were tested against the as perceived adulthood-related outcome variables
an attempt to control for the non-randomness of the surveyed sample. Interestingly, these
]HYPHISLZWYV]LK[VOVSKZPNUPÄJHUJLV]LYVUS`VULV\[JVTL]HYPHISLJVUZPKLYPUNVULZLSM
to have reached adulthood—despite the fact that no other outcome variable held any
ZPNUPÄJHU[ YLSH[PVUZOPW ^P[O KLTVNYHWOPJZ L]LY` ]HYPHISL [LZ[LK ^PLSKLK H ZPNUPÄJHU[
VY PU VUL PUZ[HUJL ULHYS` ZPNUPÄJHU[ YLSH[PVUZOPW VU [OPZ V\[JVTL [OV\NO [OL UH[\YL
VM [OL YLSH[PVUZOPWZ Å\J[\H[LK 0U KH[H UV[ WYLZLU[LK OLYL HNL ^OP[LULZZ Z[\KLU[ HUK
OV\ZLOVSKPUJVTLZHUKMH[OLY»ZOPNOLZ[SL]LSVMLK\JH[PVUH[[HPULKHSSWYV]LK[VJVYYLSH[L
ULNH[P]LS`^P[OZ[\KLU[Z»ZLSMJVUZPKLYH[PVUHZHUHK\S[MVY[OPZTVKLSHUK[OPZTVKLSHSVUL
*VU]LYZLS`MLTHSLULZZTV[OLY»ZOPNOLZ[SL]LSVMLK\JH[PVUHUKH[[LUKPUNHZTHSSWYP]H[L
institution (when being considered in conjunction with demographic variables) all correlated
WVZP[P]LS` ^P[O Z[\KLU[Z» ZLSMJVUZPKLYH[PVU HZ HK\S[Z ;OL J\YPV\Z UH[\YL VM [OPZ Z[YVUN
interaction between the demographic variables and this outcome variable prompted me
to remove all regression data involving the “considers oneself to have reached adulthood”
]HYPHISL"[OLSHJRVMZPNUPÄJHU[PU[LYHJ[PVUIL[^LLU[OLZL]HYPHISLZHUKHU`V[OLYV\[JVTL
]HYPHISLOV^L]LYZ\NNLZ[Z[OH[PU[LYNYV\WKPɈLYLUJLZPUHNLYHJLNLUKLYL[JIL[^LLU
[OLZ[\KLU[ZH[[LUKPUNLHJO[`WLVM\UP]LYZP[`KPKUV[ZPNUPÄJHU[S`PTWHJ[[OLÄUKPUNZVM
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this study outside of the “considers oneself to have reached adulthood” variable.
Surprisingly, given the weight attributed to the concepts they embody in the
literature, few of the variables from the Academic Experiences category proved to hold
Z[H[PZ[PJHSZPNUPÄJHUJLPTWS`PUN[OH[Z[\KLU[Z»HJHKLTPJL_WLYPLUJLZLP[OLYKVUV[]HY`
greatly between university type, or as suggested by Chickering and Reisser, these variables
ZPTWS`KVUV[KPYLJ[S`HɈLJ[Z[\KLU[Z»PKLU[P[`KL]LSVWTLU[)LPUNHM\SS[PTLZ[\KLU[^HZ
[OLVUS`]HYPHISL[OH[OLSKHZPNUPÄJHU[WVZP[P]LYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[OZ[\KLU[ZMLLSPUNTVYLSPRL
themselves since being in college (ǋ=0.751, p=0.049) (See Table 3). As seen in Table 5,
*OPJRLYPUNHUK9LPZZLY»ZJVUJLW[VMZ\WLYÅ\P[`OHZZVTLJVUJYL[LLɈLJ[VU[OLU\TILY
VM ZLSMZLSLJ[LK JYP[LYPH MVY HK\S[OVVK Z[\KLU[Z  (NYLLPUN [OH[ VUL»Z WYLZLUJL KVLZ UV[
TH[[LYVUVUL»ZJHTW\Z^HZULNH[P]LS`JVYYLSH[LK^P[O[OLU\TILYVMJYP[LYPHMVYHK\S[OVVK
students personally met (ǋ= -0.186, p=.02).
Contrarily, the results of the survey better and more consistently support the
importance given to relationships, romantic and otherwise, during the period of emerging
adulthood in the literature. Table 3 demonstrates that agreeing that one had the ability to
make long-term commitments more easily correlated positively with feeling more oneself
since enrolling in college (ǋ=0.374, p=0.027), while attending a small private university was
negatively correlated with feeling more oneself since enrolling in college when examined in
the context of substantive human relationships (ǋ= -0.39, p=0.024). The increased ability
[V THRL SVUN[LYT JVTTP[TLU[Z OLSK H ZPNUPÄJHU[S` WVZP[P]L YLSH[PVUZOPW ^P[O ILSPL]PUN
VUL»Z\UKLYNYHK\H[LL_WLYPLUJLOHKJVU[YPI\[LK[VTHRPUNVULTVYLVMHUHK\S[ǋ=0.431,
p=.013), as seen in Table 4. The number of self-selected criteria for adulthood one has met
PU[LYHJ[LKTVZ[ZPNUPÄJHU[S`^P[O[OLRelationships variables. As shown by Table 5, both
OH]PUNJSVZLYLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[OVUL»ZWYVMLZZVYZHUK[OLH]LYHNLSLUN[OVMVUL»ZYVTHU[PJ
YLSH[PVUZOPWZPUJVSSLNLNHPULKZPNUPÄJHUJLPU[OPZTVKLS^PLSKPUNWVZP[P]LLɈLJ[ZVU[OL
number of self-selected criteria for adulthood students had met [(ǋ=0.359, p=0.008) and
(ǋ$W$YLZWLJ[P]LS`D^OPSLYLKLÄUPUNYLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[OVUL»ZWHYLU[ZOLSKH
negative relationship with the number of criteria for adulthood one had met (ǋ= -0.338,
W$ 4VZ[ ZPNUPÄJHU[S` H[[LUKPUN H ZTHSS WYP]H[L \UP]LYZP[` THPU[HPULK [OL ULNH[P]L
relationship with adulthood outcomes when examined in conjunction with Relationships
variables as established in the “feeling more oneself” model: Table 3 shows that attendance
at this type of institution correlated negatively with the number of criteria for adulthood one
had met (ǋ= -0.58, p=.01).
Similar to the Academic Experiences variables, the Practicalities of Adulthood
]HYPHISLZ OLSK \UL_WLJ[LKS` SP[[SL ZPNUPÄJHUJL PU WYLKPJ[PUN YLZWVUZLZ [V V\[JVTL
JH[LNVYPLZZ\YYV\UKZ[\KLU[Z»WLYJLP]PUNSL]LSZVMHK\S[OVVK;HISLKLTVUZ[YH[LZ[OH[
holding a job (full-time or part-time) during college proved to hold a large and highly
ZPNUPÄJHU[ WVZP[P]L YLSH[PVUZOPW ^P[O Z[\KLU[Z MLLSPUN TVYL [OLTZLS]LZ ZPUJL ILPUN PU
college (ǋ$W$(ZL_WLJ[LKNP]LU[OLZPNUPÄJHUJL(YUL[[WSHJLZVUZLJ\YPUN
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ÄUHUJPHSPUKLWLUKLUJLMYVTVUL»ZWHYLU[ZYLJLP]PUNÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJLMYVTVUL»ZMHTPS`
was negatively correlated with the number of criteria for adulthood students felt they had
attained (ǋ$  W$ HZ ZLLU PU ;HISL  (IV]L HSS ÄUHUJPHS TH[[LYZ ZLLT [V
JVUZ[P[\[L[OLTVZ[ZPNUPÄJHU[HZWLJ[VM[OLWYHJ[PJHSP[PLZVMHK\S[OVVK[OH[KPɈLYIL[^LLU
Z[\KLU[Z H[ ]HYPV\Z [`WLZ VM JVSSLNLZ HUK [OL YVI\Z[ ZPNUPÄJHUJL VM ]HYPV\Z HZWLJ[Z VM
H Z[\KLU[»Z ÄUHUJPHS ZP[\H[PVU PU YLSH[PVU [V Z[\KLU[Z» ZLSMWLYJLP]LK SL]LSZ VM HK\S[OVVK
Z\NNLZ[Z[OH[ÄUHUJPHSTH[[LYZZOV\SKILVM\[TVZ[JVUJLYU[V\UP]LYZP[`HKTPUPZ[YH[VYZ
;OV\NO H ZTHSS X\HU[P[` VM ]HYPHISLZ WYV]LK ZPNUPÄJHU[ MYVT [OL Personality
Changes JH[LNVY` [OVZL [OH[ OLSK ZPNUPÄJHU[ YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ^P[O ]HYPV\Z V\[JVTL
]HYPHISLZZLLTLK[VL_WYLZZ]LY`Z[YVUNYLSH[PVUZOPWZ;HISLZOV^Z[OH[ILSPL]PUNVUL»Z
WLYZVUHSP[`OHKJOHUNLKHZHYLZ\S[VMILPUNPUJVSSLNL[HRPUNTVYL[PTLMVYZLSMYLÅLJ[PVU
PUJVSSLNL[OHUWYL]PV\ZS`HUKOH]PUN[OLHIPSP[`[VIL[[LYTHUHNLVUL»ZLTV[PVUZHSSOLSK
]LY` Z[YVUNS` ZPNUPÄJHU[ WVZP[P]L YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ^P[O MLLSPUN TVYL VULZLSM ZPUJL LUYVSSPUN
in college [(ǋ=0.261, p=0.006), (ǋ=0.211, p=0.007), and (ǋ=0.356, p=0.000), respectively].
)LPUNJVUÄKLU[PUVUL»ZHIPSP[`[VSP]LPUKLWLUKLU[S`HM[LYNYHK\H[PVUZPNUPÄJHU[S`WYLKPJ[LK
both believing that college had made one more of an adult (ǋ=0.289, p=0.007) in Table 4
and having met a higher number of self-selected criteria for adulthood (ǋ=0.32, p=0.000)
in Table 5. Additionally, Table 3 reveals that increases in self-reported tolerance levels
WVZP[P]LS` JVYYLSH[LK ^P[O MLLSPUN [OH[ VUL»Z \UKLYNYHK\H[L L_WLYPLUJLZ OHK THKL VUL
more of an adult (ǋ=0.312, p=0.006), as predicted by theories generated in the literature.

DISCUSSION
The data certainly presents a strong argument in support of previous research that
denotes the truly life-changing nature of the college experience for undergraduates. As
total institutions, residential colleges can be understood as incubating students for four or
TVYL`LHYZHɈLJ[PUNUV[VUS`[OLPYRUV^SLKNLIHZLZI\[HSZV[OLPY]LY`WLYZVUHSP[PLZHUK
VWPUPVUZVM[OL^VYSKILMVYLYLSLHZPUN[OLTIHJRPU[V[OL¸YLHS^VYSK¹HZKPɈLYLU[WLYZVUZ
than those they were upon entering the university. Due to structural constraints, larger
public institutions cannot incubate students with the same degree of totality that their
ZTHSSLYWYP]H[LJV\U[LYWHY[ZJHUHɈVYK;OLVYPLZWYLZLU[LKI`WYL]PV\ZYLZLHYJOLYZTVZ[
notably Arthur Chickering and Linda Reisser in their 1993 work, Education and Identity,
imply that students at large public institutions may be at a fundamental disadvantage due
to these structural constraints, as identity resolution is facilitated through small classes
that foster discussion, residential living, involvement in the larger campus community,
close relationships with adults at the university, and other factors that seem to be more
prevalent at smaller institutions of higher learning. The results of this study suggest that
students themselves may disagree: in all but one instance—when considering oneself to
have reached adulthood was regressed against the Demographics variables—every time
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H[[LUKPUNHWYP]H[LPUZ[P[\[PVUIVYLHZPNUPÄJHU[VYULHYS`ZPNUPÄJHU[YLSH[PVUZOPW^P[OHU
adult status-attainment measure outcome variable, the direction of that relationship was
ULNH[P]L"HJJVYKPUN[VZ\Y]L`LKZ[\KLU[Z[OLPUJ\IH[VY`LU]PYVUTLU[MVZ[LYLKI`ZTHSS
private institutions may in fact be injurious to the development of an adult identity.
The nature of this injury may be found in the relationship between the feelings of
independence Arnett stresses as integral to the development of an adult identity and the
sense of interdependence Chickering and Reisser denote well-structured—presumably
small private, according to the tone of other comments these authors make regarding the
ILULÄ[Z HUK KPZHK]HU[HNLZ PUOLYLU[ PU \UP]LYZP[` ZPaL·\UP]LYZP[PLZ HZ Z[YP]PUN [V MVZ[LY
within the members of their student bodies. While a sense of the fundamental importance
of community and an appreciation for the necessity of contribution to a collective entity
certainly represent development tasks critical to the successful navigation of adulthood,
the nature of the dependent relationships created by each type of university structure
T\Z[MHJ[VYPU[VJVUJLW[PVUZVM[OLZL[HZRZ»YLSL]HUJL[VSPMLHM[LYNYHK\H[PVU3HYNLW\ISPJ
\UP]LYZP[PLZ HUK ZTHSS WYP]H[L \UP]LYZP[PLZ JSLHYS` WYLZLU[ YHKPJHSS` KPɈLYLU[ SP]PUN HUK
SLHYUPUN LU]PYVUTLU[Z MVY [OLPY Z[\KLU[Z ^OPJO YLZ\S[Z PU KPɈLYLUJLZ PU JVUJLW[PVUZ VM
adult-status between their students, with students at small private universities never quite
coming out ahead.

CONCLUSION
This research project has presupposed a few assumptions that should be
HKKYLZZLK ILMVYL JVUJS\KPUN" 0 OH]L ^VYRLK \UKLY [OL WYVWVZP[PVUZ [OH[ [OL YLZVS\[PVU
VM H Z[\KLU[»Z PKLU[P[` PZ [HU[HTV\U[ [V [OL H[[HPUTLU[ VM HK\S[ Z[H[\Z HZ ^LSS HZ [OH[
Z[\KLU[Z»H[[P[\KLZHUKZLSMWLYJLP]LKWLYZVUHSJOHUNLZHYLH[SLHZ[ZVTL^OH[ZOHWLKI`
institutional environments and that student responses to questions that involve the same
JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZHZTLHZ\YLKVUHUPUZ[P[\[PVUHSSL]LSYLÅLJ[KPYLJ[VYPUKPYLJ[THUPMLZ[H[PVU
VM[OLLɈLJ[ZVM[OVZLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ+LZWP[LT`LɈVY[Z[VJVU[YVS[OLLɈLJ[ZVM[OLZL
assumptions by incorporating such phrases as “since being in college” to many of the
most important items on the questionnaire, and including such variables as year in school
HUKHNLPU[VYLNYLZZPVUTVKLSZ[OLYLWLYZPZ[Z[OLWVZZPIPSP[`[OH[Z[\KLU[Z»ZLSMWLYJLP]LK
measures of their adult status may have only a spurious relationship with enrollment in
a particular type of university, or with being a college student at all, instead resulting
primarily from life experiences that may have happened with or without being enrolled in
HUPUZ[P[\[PVUVMOPNOLYSLHYUPUNVY[OH[WYLKH[LKZ[\KLU[Z»LUYVSSTLU[PUZ\JOPUZ[P[\[PVUZ
Additionally, it must be noted that the relatively small size and non-randomness of the
Z\Y]L`LKZHTWSLJLY[HPUS`SPTP[[OLNLULYHSPaHIPSP[`VM[OLYLZ\S[ZWYLZLU[LKOLYL"OH]PUN
student coordinators at each university select which students to invite to participate in
the study may have introduced countless unknown biases. Though said coordinators
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were instructed to send the questionnaire to “a really diverse group of respondents, in
terms of race, class, age, area of study, etc.,” the actual respondents were overwhelmingly
white and of traditional college age (18-22). But as these characteristics match that of the
overall population of college students in the United States, the skewed demographics may
OH]LOLSKSP[[SLLɈLJ[L_JS\KPUN[OLJ\YPV\ZYLSH[PVUZOPWZIL[^LLUKLTVNYHWOPJK\TT`
]HYPHISLZHUKZ[\KLU[Z»JVUZPKLYPUN[OLTZLS]LZ[VOH]LYLHJOLKHK\S[OVVK^OPJO^LYL
removed from the results section and do not inform these conclusions). A substantial
WYVWVY[PVUVM[LZ[LK]HYPHISLZWYV]LKZPNUPÄJHU[VYULHYS`ZPNUPÄJHU[PULP[OLYJVUZPZ[LU[
VYPU[LYLZ[PUNS`KP]LYNLU[THUULYZ[V^HYYHU[M\Y[OLYZ[\K`VM[OLJVTIPULKLɈLJ[ZVM[OL
PUKPYLJ[SLHYUPUNL_WLYPLUJLZHJVSSLNLLK\JH[PVUHɈVYKZ
When regressed against the outcome variables by itself, before any additional
possibly confounding variables were introduced into the regression model, attendance
H[ H ZTHSS WYP]H[L PUZ[P[\[PVU OLSK ULHYS` ZPNUPÄJHU[ ULNH[P]L YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ^P[O MLLSPUN
more oneself since enrolling in college (ǋ$  W$ HUK ^P[O ILSPL]PUN VUL»Z
undergraduate experiences had made one more of an adult (ǋ= -0.324, p=0.058). The
ZPNUPÄJHUJLVMH[[LUKPUNHZTHSSWYP]H[LPUZ[P[\[PVUÅ\J[\H[LKNYLH[S`MYVTTVKLS[VTVKLS
both within and between each category of analyzed variables, at times appearing to wield
]LY`Z[YVUNLɈLJ[ZVUZ[\KLU[Z»HK\S[PKLU[P[`KL]LSVWTLU[HUKH[V[OLY[PTLZHWWLHYPUN
[Y\S` ULNSPNPISL HUK LU[PYLS` ^P[OV\[ ^HYYHU[PUN TLU[PVU ;OPZ YHTWHU[ Å\J[\H[PVU PU
addition to merely presenting attendance at a particular type of institution as a very
inconsistent and unreliable variable, suggests that more hidden variables may be at work
in these models. Chickering and Reisser warned about the inability of direct measures of
PUZ[P[\[PVUHSJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ[VHJJ\YH[LS`HZZLZZ[OLLɈLJ[ZVMJVSSLNLHZH[V[HSPUZ[P[\[PVU
on its students, and these data support that warning, as demonstrated by the general
SHJR VM ZPNUPÄJHUJL WYLZLU[LK I` [OL Academic Experiences variables. As such, future
research should attempt to make the most indistinct aspects of the college experience
HZPUX\PYLKHIV\[PU[OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLTVYLLHZPS`X\HU[PÄHISL4HU`X\LZ[PVUUHPYLP[LTZ
were measured in purely nominal terms, eliminating all possibility that they be incorporated
PU[V YLNYLZZPVU TVKLSZ HUK [O\Z WV[LU[PHSS` VIZJ\YPUN [OL V]LYHSS LɈLJ[Z VM [OL TVYL
PTWYLJPZLMLH[\YLZVMPUZ[P[\[PVUHSZ[Y\J[\YL"M\[\YLYLZLHYJOVU[OLZ\IQLJ[ZOV\SKTHRL
H TVYL JVUZJPV\Z LɈVY[ [V LUZ\YL [OH[ L]LU [OL TVZ[ PTWYLJPZL HZWLJ[Z VM [OL JVSSLNL
L_WLYPLUJLHYLTLHZ\YLKPULHZPS`X\HU[PÄHISLTHUULYZ
Despite these limitations, the data strongly suggest that students at small private
institutions do not view themselves as adults to nearly the degree that their counterparts
at large public institutions self-identify. For most measures, these results do not appear to
ILJVUMV\UKLKI`KPɈLYLUJLZPUHNLYHJLNLUKLYVYMHTPS`IHJRNYV\UK[OV\NO[OLUVU
randomness of this sample does present generalizability constraints that future research
ZOV\SK LUKLH]VY [V TPUPTPaL :PNUPÄJHU[ YLSH[PVUZOPWZ IL[^LLU ]HYPHISLZ YLWYLZLU[PUN
the Practicalities of Adulthood suggest that students may give more weight to the
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tangible markers of adulthood such as independent living and having a job than Arnett
theorizes in his work, while supporting his argument that being able to support oneself
ÄUHUJPHSS` YLWYLZLU[Z HU LZZLU[PHS JYP[LYPVU MVY HK\S[OVVK [V [VKH`»Z JVSSLNL Z[\KLU[Z
(KKP[PVUHSS` (YUL[[»Z [OLVYPLZ YLNHYKPUN [OL ZPNUPÄJHUJL VM YLSH[PVUZOPWZ [V Z[\KLU[Z»
identity development and adult-status-attainment are strongly supported by these data,
as Relationships]HYPHISLZOLSKZVTLVM[OL^PKLZ[HUKTVZ[YVI\Z[ZPNUPÄJHUJLVU[OL
V\[JVTL ]HYPHISLZ" [OL ULNH[P]L JVYYLSH[PVU VM H[[LUKPUN H ZTHSS WYP]H[L \UP]LYZP[` ^P[O
[OLZL]HYPHISLZZ\NNLZ[Z[OH[L]LUPUSPNO[VM[OLYVI\Z[WVZP[P]LLɈLJ[ZVMOH]PUNJSVZL
YLSH[PVUZOPWZ ^P[O VUL»Z WYVMLZZVYZ ZVTL[OPUN PUOLYLU[ PU [OL UH[\YL VM ZTHSS WYP]H[L
\UP]LYZP[PLZ Z[PÅLZ Z\IZ[HU[P]L YLSH[PVUZOPWI\PSKPUN3 Positive relationships generated in
YLSH[PVU [V [OL ]HYPHISLZ JVUJLYUPUN Z[\KLU[Z» ZLSMPKLU[PÄLK WLYZVUHSP[` JOHUNLZ ZPUJL
ILPUN PU JVSSLNL Z\WWVY[ *OPJRLYPUN HUK 9LPZZLY»Z PKLHZ [OH[ SLZZ [HUNPISL V\[VM[OL
JSHZZYVVT L_WLYPLUJLZ ZOHWL Z[\KLU[Z» PKLU[P[` YLZVS\[PVU HUK [O\Z PUÅ\LUJL WYVNYLZZ
towards overall attainment of adult status, but directly contradict their implication that
Z[\KLU[ZH[SHYNLY\UP]LYZP[PLZKVUV[YLHW[OLZLL_[YHJ\YYPJ\SHYKL]LSVWTLU[HSILULÄ[Z[V
the same degree that their counterparts at small universities—relative to their counterparts
H[ZTHSSWYP]H[L\UP]LYZP[PLZ[OLZLZ[\KLU[ZZLLT[VMLLS[OLZLILULÄ[ZT\JOTVYLZVSPKS`
The dawn of the technological age has demanded that entrants into the paid labor
force have higher levels of education, sending the masses into institutions of higher learning
at unprecedented rates, and fostering both the extension of emerging adulthood and the reordering of traditional transition markers such as marriage, childbearing, and establishing
M\SS`H\[VUVTV\ZYLZPKLU[PHSZLWHYH[PVUMYVTVUL»ZWHYLU[Z4VY[PTLYHUK3HYZVU!
>OLU]PL^LKPUJVUQ\UJ[PVU^P[O[OLZLUZLVM¸ºJYLKLU[PHSPUÅH[PVU»·[OLKPTPU\[PVUVM[OL
]HS\LVMJVSSLNLKLNYLLZPUHSHIVYTHYRL[¯ILPUNÅVVKLK^P[O[OLT¹:[L]LUZ!
currently permeating American society, a cultural phenomenon inspiring more and more
HWWSPJHU[Z [V [OL UH[PVU»Z LZWLJPHSS` WYLZ[PNPV\Z PUZ[P[\[PVUZ·^OPJO HYL V]LY^OLSTPUNS`
ZTHSS HUK WYP]H[L·[OPZ KPZ[PUJ[PVU IL[^LLU KLNYLLZ VM ZLSMPKLU[PÄJH[PVU HZ HU HK\S[ H[
KPɈLYLU[[`WLZVM\UP]LYZP[PLZILJVTLZLZWLJPHSS`^VYYPZVTL6U[OL^OVSLPM[OL\UP]LYZP[`
is to continue to be seen as the unequivocal total institution designed to facilitate emerging
HK\S[Z»[YHUZP[PVUZ[VHK\S[OVVKHZZ\NNLZ[LKI`J\YYLU[ZVJPL[HS[YLUKZ[OLULK\JH[PVU
policies and institutional structures must change to enable graduates to compete in the
labor market, as well as simply exist successfully in the sphere outside of academia. Though
often seen by the general public as very prestigious or highly valued than public institutions,
small private institutions evidently have much to learn from their large public counterparts
about how best to foster independence within their systems of interdependence, so as best
3

Future research should explore whether this is correlated in any way to the fact that small private universities had grossly

TVYLZRL^LKMLTHSLTHSLYH[PVZ[OHU[OLPYSHYNLW\ISPJJV\U[LYWHY[Z;OLNLUKLYYH[PV^P[OPU[OL\UP]LYZP[`»ZMHJ\S[`HUKZ[HɈ
TH`HSZVWSH`HYVSLPUZ[\KLU[Z»HIPSP[PLZ[VMVYTZ\IZ[HU[P]LYLSH[PVUZOPWZ
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to prepare their students for life after graduation. Perhaps such universities should sponsor
ZLTPUHYZVY^VYRZOVWZKPYLJ[LKH[[LHJOPUN[OLPYZ[\KLU[ZHIV\[ÄUHUJPHSPUKLWLUKLUJLVY
MVJ\ZPUNVUOV^[VILZ[LZ[HISPZOJSVZLI\[UV[LU[PYLS`KLWLUKLU[YLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[OVUL»Z
peers and mentors. In short, in direct contradiction to the multitude of theories suggesting
that students at institutions with similar structures to the small private institutions studied
here should inspire more emotional maturation and identity resolution than their large public
counterparts, due to increases in abilities for substantive human encounters fostered by
small class sizes and student-faculty ratios, and larger percentages of students residing on
JHTW\Z^OLUKPɈLYLUJLZHYLHWWHYLU[IL[^LLUZ[\KLU[ZH[KPɈLYLU[[`WLZVM\UP]LYZP[PLZ
students currently enrolled at small private universities in the mid-Atlantic do not seem to
MLLS[OLPKLU[P[`KL]LSVWPUNILULÄ[ZWYVTPZLKI`[OLPUKP]PK\HSPaLKH[[LU[PVU[OL`YLJLP]L
Though the student-level data presented here cannot be expanded to represent
the general undergraduate population, the institutional-level data, which represents over
95% of institutions of higher education in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States,
can be interpreted as representative. If nothing else, this data irrefutably demonstrates the
heterogeneity of structure of institutions of higher learning in this region, which demands
the recognition of the nuances of campus climates and collegiate organizational structures
in sociological studies of U.S. colleges and universities. If institutions of higher learning
are to continue to be studied as microcosms of U.S. society, or even in their own right as
social spaces rife with opportunity for identity development, sociologists and other social
ZJPLU[PZ[ZT\Z[WH\ZL[VHZR¸>OPJOJVSSLNLZ\UP]LYZP[PLZ&¹T\JOPU[OLZHTLTHUULY[OH[
[OL`T\Z[HZR¸>OPJOZ[\KLU[Z¹HYLHɈLJ[LKI`]HYPV\ZOHWWLUPUNZVUJVSSLNLJHTW\ZLZ
(KKP[PVUHSS` PM JVUÄYTLK [OYV\NO TVYL NLULYHSPaHISL KH[H [OL KP]LYZP[` VM Z[\KLU[Z»
feelings regarding their own tenuous adult statuses represented in the survey data may
lend some credence to the establishment of “emerging adulthood” as a life stage between
adolescence and adulthood to be studied more closely. Though our society grants adult
status somewhat arbitrarily at age eighteen, this data clearly suggests that not all, or even
most, college students above the age of eighteen self-identify as adults, which has deep
sociological implications for understanding the motives and mindsets of young people in
the process of establishing independent productive lives in American society.
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Table 1
;LZ[VM4LHU+PɈLYLUJLZHTVUNZ[0UZ[P[\[PVUHS*OHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZIL[^LLU
Small Private- and Large Public Universities
5V[L!+H[HVUS`WYLZLU[LKMVY[OVZL]HYPHISLZ^OPJOOLSKZ[H[PZ[PJHSZPNUPÄJHUJL
Variable

Small Private
Institutions
(n=119)

Large Public
Institutions
(n=12)

t-statistics
(Į=0.05)

p

Student-faculty ratio

12.796

15.917

2.145

0.001***

Number of available majors

38.347

91.5

2.201

0.000***

Percentage of students
YLJLP]PUNÄUHUJPHSHPK

0.816

0.518

2.12

0.000***

Number of student
organizations

76.702

340.818

2.228

0.002***

Percentage of students
living in university-owned
housing

0.635

0.331

2.16

0.000***

Proportion of institutions
that have a set of core
curricular requirements for
all students

.8

0.333

1.96

0.000***

Percentage of students who
partake in Greek life

0.164

0.066

2.042

0.001***

Proportion of institutions
that require freshmen to live
in university-owned housing

0.643

0.083

1.96

0.000***

Acceptance rate

0.653

0.453

2.179

0.002**

1093.691

1171.364

2.11

0.009**

Percentage of minority sudents

0.184

0.318

2.16

0.011*

Female : male ration

1.651

1.162

2.009

0.002**

Median SAT score

*p< .05

**p< .01

***p< .001
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Table 2
Demographic Information
Students at Large
Public Institutions (n=55)

Students at Small Private
Institutions (n=83)

Live on campus

22

0.4

79

0.952

Full-Time status

54

0.982

83

1

Freshman

3

0.056

30

0.361

Sophmores

9

0.167

22

0.265

Juniors

23

0.426

20

0.241

Seniors

19

0.352

11

0.133

Humanities Majors

16

0.291

25

0.301

Hard Sciences Majors

20

0.364

33

0.398

Social Sciences Majors

20

0.364

31

0.373

Undecided Majors

4

0.073

9

0.108

White

36

0.679

54

0.667

Black

3

0.057

11

0.136

Hispanic

3

0.057

3

0.037

Asian

10

0.189

7

0.086

Multiracial

0

0

3

0.037

Other Race

1

0.019

3

0.037

Average Age
Female

20.418
42

19.337
0.764

54

Average Student Income

4619.23

8042.86

Average Parental Income

147894.74

101419.35

0.651
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Table 3
:PNUPÄJHU[9LZ\S[ZVM3PULHY9LNYLZZPVUZVM-LLSPUN4VYL6ULZLSM:PUJL)LPUN0U*VSSLNL
Input Variable
Category

Variable

S.E.

*VLɉJPLU[

p

:PNUPÄJHUJL
Level

Time Status

0.751

0.3774

0.049

*

Attending
a private
institution

-0.39

0.169

0.024

*

Make long
commitments

0.374

0.1651

0.027

*

Having a job

1.121

0.267

0.000

***

Personality
Changed

0.261

0.0925

0.006

**

More Self9LÅLJ[PVU

0.211

0.0773

0.007

**

Manage
Emotions
Better

0.356

0.0973

0.000

***

Academic
Experiences
Variables
Relationships
Variables

Practicalities
of Adulthood
Variables

Personality
Change Variables

*p< .05

**p< .01

***p< .001
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Table 4
:PNUPÄJHU[9LZ\S[ZVM3PULHY9LNYLZZPVUZVM
Believing College Has Made One More of an Adult
Input Variable
Category

Variable

S.E.

*VLɉJPLU[

p

:PNUPÄJHUJL
Level

Make long
commitments

0.431

0.1682

0.013

*

More Tolerant

0.312

0.1118

0.006

**

*VUÄKLU[PU
Ability to Live
Independently

0.289

0.1061

0.007

**

Relationships
Variables

Personality
Change Variables

*p< .05

**p< .01

***p< .001

Table 5
:PNUPÄJHU[9LZ\S[ZVM3PULHY9LNYLZZPVUZVM/V^4HU`
Self-Selected Criteria for Adulthood One Has Met
Input Variable
Category

Variable

S.E.

*VLɉJPLU[

p

:PNUPÄJHUJL
Level

Feels Presence
+VLZU»[4H[[LY

-0.168

0.0713

0.02

*

Attending
a private
institution

-0.58

0.2185

0.01

**

View Parents
as People

-0.338

0.1164

0.005

**

Months
Relationships
Last

0.013

0.0053

0.016

*

Close
Relstionships
with Professors

0.359

0.1319

0.008

**

Academic
Experiences
Variables

Relationships
Variables
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Table 5 (con’t)
:PNUPÄJHU[9LZ\S[ZVM3PULHY9LNYLZZPVUZVM/V^4HU`
Self-Selected Criteria for Adulthood One Has Met
Practicalities
of Adulthood
Variables
Family
Financially
Assists Student

-1.006

0.238

0

***

*VUÄKLU[PU
Ability to Live
Independently

0.432

0.12

0

***

Personality
Change Variables

*p< .05

**p< .01

***p< .001
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Ideology in Social Movements: Contemporary
Anarchism in Providence, Rhode Island
I S A A C J A B O L A -C A R O L U S
Brown University
Anarchism as a social movement has seen an unprecedented revival in Europe and North
America over the past decade and a half. This paper presents a case study examining the
ideological composition of the anarchist movement, thereby contributing to the limited
scholarship on the movement and demonstrating the value of interpretive analysis for
social movement studies. Using in-depth interviews conducted in Providence, Rhode
Island between 2010 and 2011, I systematically examine the ideational characteristics of a
local anarchist population. To facilitate this ethnography-inspired endeavor, I look beyond
ZVJPHSTV]LTLU[[OLVY`HUKPTWVY[H[OLVY`VMPKLVSVN`MYVT[OLÄLSKVMKPZJV\YZLZ[\KPLZ
This tool directs my explication of the values, aims, and understandings at the core of the
WHY[PJPWHU[Z»PKLVSVN`4`ÄUKPUNZSLUKZ\WWVY[[V[OLWVZP[PVU[OH[PU[LYWYL[P]LHUHS`ZPZVM
social movements’ ideational content is valuable both in its own right and as a complement
to more positivistic studies of movement mobilization.

A

s “anarchy” and “anarchist” often connote chaos and evoke images of bomb[OYV^LYZHUKW\URZP[^PSSIL\ZLM\S[VILNPUI`KLÄUPUNT`THPU[LYT-VSSV^PUN
YLJLU[ZJOVSHYZOPWVUJVU[LTWVYHY`HUHYJOPZT.VYKVU".YHLILY0\ZL

¸HUHYJOPZ[¹HZHJSHZZPÄJH[PVUMVYPUKP]PK\HSZ^OV!]HS\LUV[PVUZVMMYLLKVTHUKLX\HSP[`
that lead them to oppose authority and domination and by extension, social phenomena
PUJS\KPUNI\[UV[SPTP[LK[V[OL:[H[LHUK[OLJHWP[HSPZ[LJVUVTPJZ`Z[LT"HUKVYPLU[
their practices toward the creation of non-hierarchical, non-compulsory social relations.
)`[OPZKLÄUP[PVU[OLJSHZZPÄJH[PVUJHUILHWWSPLKIV[O[VPUKP]PK\HSZ^OVJHSS[OLTZLS]LZ
anarchists and to those who do not.
In the past decade and a half, anarchism—as a transnational social movement
comprised of anarchists—has grown to a level unseen since the 1930s. Anarchists and
HUHYJOPZ[PKLVSVN`WYV]LKOPNOS`PUÅ\LU[PHS^P[OPU[OLHU[PNSVIHSPaH[PVUVYNSVIHSQ\Z[PJL
movement—so much so that some scholars have called anarchism the heart of the
TV]LTLU[ +H` " .VYKVU " .YHLILY   " 9VZZ  (M[LY [OL THQVY
global justice mobilizations gave way to a period of localized activism, anarchists have
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recently found themselves playing important roles within the European indignados and the
(TLYPJHU6JJ\W`TV]LTLU[Z>P[OPU[OLSH[[LY[OLHUHYJOPZ[PUÅ\LUJLPZLHZPS`VIZLY]HISL
PU [OL LTWOHZLZ VU YHKPJHSS` LNHSP[HYPHU KLJPZPVUTHRPUN WYVJLZZLZ [OL WYLÄN\YH[PVU
of an alternative society, and direct action (as opposed to making demands of political
representatives) (Graeber 2011).


+LZWP[L [OL HUHYJOPZ[ TV]LTLU[»Z YL]P]HS LTWPYPJHS Z[\KPLZ VM [OL Z\IQLJ[ HYL

relatively scarce. This inattention to anarchism is particularly apparent in the sociology of
social movements, which tends to focus on movements characterized by organizations
^P[O ]PZPISL HUK \UPÄLK NVHSZ JSHPTZ HUK [HJ[PJZ -P[aNLYHSK HUK 9VNLYZ  ;V T`
RUV^SLKNLV[OLY[OHU7VSSL[[H»ZSPTP[LKYLZLHYJOVU[OL+PYLJ[(J[PVU5L[^VYRHUK
([[VU»Z^VYRVU0UK`4LKPH[OLYLOH]LILLUUVZVJPVSVNPJHSPU]LZ[PNH[PVUZKLHSPUN
KPYLJ[S`^P[OJVU[LTWVYHY`HUHYJOPZT0USPNO[VM[OPZKLHY[OVMSP[LYH[\YL[OLÄYZ[HPTVM
this project is to contribute to the limited sociological knowledge about the anarchist
movement through a detailed case study of a small-scale, local anarchist population in
Providence, Rhode Island.
The second aim of this project is to demonstrate the utility of closely examining
meaning, or ideological content, in movements. Existing theory in the sociology of social
TV]LTLU[Z PZ ULP[OLY Z\ɉJPLU[S` JVUJLYULK ^P[O UVY LX\PWWLK MVY WYVQLJ[Z [OH[ ZLLR
to understand meaning in movements rather than explain mobilization (that is, how
TV]LTLU[Z NYV^ HUK Z\JJLLK .PSSHU " >HSKLY   ;OPZ ZOVY[JVTPUN ZOV\SK
IL YLJ[PÄLK MVY [^V YLHZVUZ -PYZ[ [OL KVTPUHU[ [OLVYL[PJHS HNLUKH PU ZVJPHS TV]LTLU[
Z[\KPLZ·[OLYLÄULTLU[VMWYLKPJ[P]LL_WSHUH[VY`[OLVYPLZVMTVIPSPaH[PVU·JV\SKILULÄ[
from dialogue with interpretive approaches and empirical studies. Second, as Gillan
!UV[LZ¸4V]LTLU[ZVɈLYYLÅLJ[PVUZVU[OLVYNHUPaH[PVUVMZVJPHSWVSP[PJHSHUK
economic life which are of value to all those for whom a normative appraisal of current
political and social structures is necessary.”
By applying an existing analytical framework for the study of ideology, and by
conducting and analyzing twelve in-depth interviews with anarchists, I systematically
interpret and represent the core of anarchist ideology as it appears in the Providence,
9OVKL0ZSHUKHYLH0ÄUK[OH[[OLTHPUJVTWVULU[ZVM[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZ»PU[LYZ\IQLJ[P]LS`
shared ideological structure are: the values of individual autonomy, collective freedom,
HUK WHY[PJPWH[VY` KLTVJYHJ`" [OL NVHSZ VM LTWV^LYTLU[ HUK ZVJPHS Z[Y\J[\YHS JOHUNL"
HUK [OL WYHJ[PJL VM PZZ\LIHZLK HJ[P]PZT HUK VYNHUPaPUN ;OPZ IHZPJ ÄUKPUN KVLZ UV[
ZPNUPÄJHU[S` KLWHY[ MYVT [OL L_PZ[PUN SPTP[LK SP[LYH[\YL VU JVU[LTWVYHY` HUHYJOPZT" T`
main contribution to this anarchist literature, rather, is my elucidation of the particular
TLHUPUNZVMHUKPU[LYYLSH[PVUZIL[^LLU[OLPKLVSVN`»ZJVUZ[P[\LU[WHY[Z>P[OYLZWLJ[[V
social movement theory, my interpretive approach yields insights into mobilization that I
^PSSKPZJ\ZZ[V^HYKZ[OLLUKVM[OPZHY[PJSLTVZ[UV[HIS`[OH[HTV]LTLU[»ZPKLVSVN`JHU
delimit not only its scope of legitimate strategic action but also the pace of its growth.
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A N A R C H I S M A S A S O C I A L M OV E M E N T
A basic assumption of this paper is that anarchism, as a diverse but discrete
political phenomenon, can be categorized and examined as a social movement. Della Porta
HUK+PHUPKLÄUL¸ZVJPHSTV]LTLU[¹HZHUL_WYLZZPVUVMJVSSLJ[P]LHJ[PVUHKPZ[PUJ[
social process that consists of the mechanisms by which actors engaged in collective
HJ[PVUKV[OYLL[OPUNZ!LU[LYHUKWLYZPZ[PUJVUÅPJ[\HSYLSH[PVUZ^P[OJSLHYS`PKLU[PÄLK
VWWVULU[Z"  HZZVJPH[L PU KLUZL PUMVYTHS UL[^VYRZ" HUK  ZOHYL H KPZ[PUJ[ JVSSLJ[P]L
identity. While previous scholarship on contemporary anarchism is scant, a few recent
studies provide evidence that anarchists are engaged in collective action characterized by
[OLZL[OYLLKLÄUPUNMLH[\YLZ.VYKVU".YHLILY 
The anthropologist David Graeber, the foremost scholar of the contemporary
anarchist movement, has conducted ethnographic research on the anarchist current within
the global justice movement. His work (2009) focuses on the anarchist elements of direct
action and participatory democracy within the planning, execution, and aftermath of the
:\TTP[VM[OL(TLYPJHZWYV[LZ[ZPU8\LILJ<YP.VYKVUOHZ[HRLUHKPɈLYLU[
approach to the movement, seeking to investigate political theory in practice by analyzing
the language used by anarchist intellectuals, websites, and transnational movement
VYNHUPaH[PVUZ /PZ ^VYR TVYL JSVZLS` YLZLTISLZ [OL WYLZLU[ Z[\K` I\[ ZHJYPÄJLZ T\JO
depth and nuance in attempting to capture the transnational nature of the movement.
Moreover, while the works of both scholars are valuable as pioneering examinations
of the anarchist movement, they are not concerned with social movement theory. The
anarchist movement, however, provides a rich opportunity to garner observations useful to
movement mobilization studies.

I D E O L O G Y A N D T H E I N T E R P R E TAT I O N O F M E A N I N G I N
M OV E M E N T S
Since the 1970s, North American social movement scholarship has revolved
around the process of mobilization, seeking to explain how movements grow and succeed.
;OLÄLSKOHZSVVRLK[V[OLYLZWLJ[P]LPUÅ\LUJLZVMYLZV\YJLTVIPSPaH[PVUVYNHUPaH[PVUHS
structures, political opportunities, and the recruitment of supporters through the process
VM MYHTPUN 4VYL YLJLU[ KL]LSVWTLU[Z·MVSSV^PUN MYHTPUN [OLVY`»Z SLHK PU[V J\S[\YHS
WYVJLZZLZ·OH]LL_WSVYLK[OLLɈLJ[ZVMV[OLYJ\S[\YHSMHJ[VYZVUTV]LTLU[NYV^[OHUK
V\[JVTLZZ\JOHZJVSSLJ[P]LPKLU[P[`;H`SVY >OP[[PLY

PKLVSVN`6ILYZJOHSS

"

Platt & Williams 2002), emotions (Goodwin, Jasper and Polletta 2001), and storytelling
(Polletta 2006).
This focus on mobilization has recently been criticized for its narrowness.
Walder (2009) contends that the mobilization tradition has forfeited the investigation
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and understanding of the varying ideational content, namely the political orientations,
of movements.1 He argues that more scholars should ask: what kind of movement is
mobilized and why this kind? Similarly, Gillan (2008) critiques existing social movement
[OLVY`MVYULNSLJ[PUNKLLWLYPUX\PY`IL`VUKTV]LTLU[Z»WHY[PJ\SHYJSHPTZHUKHJ[PVUZ[V
the underlying, orientational beliefs that motivate them. In reviewing previous movement
ZJOVSHYZOPW .PSSHU PIPK!  ÄUKZ [OH[ ¸[OL PKLH[PVUHS JVU[LU[ VM ZVJPHS TV]LTLU[Z PZ
VM[LUVIZJ\YLKI`HMVJ\ZVUWHY[PJ\SHYPTTLKPH[LNVHSZ"I`[OLPYVYPLU[H[PVU[VJLY[HPU
MVYTZVMHJ[PVU"HUKI`[OLTLKPH[LKZPTWSPÄLKUH[\YLVM[OLPYJVTT\UPJH[PVU¹-YHTPUN
and frames are inadequate tools for the investigation of meanings and ideas in movements.
The basis of movements in political beliefs and values therefore remains obscured, leaving
movement analysts with incomplete understandings of their very objects of study.


0U ]PL^ VM [OPZ ZOVY[JVTPUN .PSSHU JHSSZ MVY H ZOPM[ H^H` MYVT WVZP[P]PZ[PJ LɈVY[Z

to build predictive-explanatory models of mobilization, towards a hermeneutic approach
PU[LUKLKHUKLX\PWWLK[VKLLWS`L_HTPULTV]LTLU[Z»JVTWSL_PKLH[PVUHSJVTWVZP[PVUZ
)L[[LY\UKLYZ[HUKPUNZVMTLHUPUNPUTV]LTLU[Z^V\SKNP]LTV]LTLU[Z»WVSP[PJHSPKLHZ[OL
H[[LU[PVU[OL`KLZLY]L.PSSHU»ZWYVWVZLKMYHTL^VYR\UP[LZ[OLVYPLZVMMYHTPUNPKLVSVN`
and hermeneutics and introduces a concept he calls the “orientational frame.” Blending
WVSP[PJHS[OLVYPZ[4PJOHLS-YLLKLU»Z

JVUJLW[VMPKLVSVN`^P[O:UV^HUK)LUMVYK»Z

JVUJLW[VMMYHTL.PSSHU!KLÄULZ¸VYPLU[H[PVUHSMYHTL¹HZH^VYSK]PL^
[OH[JHUOLSWZVJPHSTV]LTLU[HJ[VYZ[V\UKLYZ[HUK¸ZPNUPÄJHU[L]LU[ZHUKWYVJLZZLZVM
which they are aware, to justify particular responses to them and to envision alternative
HYYHUNLTLU[Z¹ >OPSL 0 HNYLL ^P[O .PSSHU»Z HZZLY[PVU [OH[ -YLLKLU»Z JVUJLW[ VM PKLVSVN`
is too static and removed from the grassroots to be applicable to meaning systems in
ZVJPHSTV]LTLU[ZP[ZLLTZ[OH[.PSSHUJV\SKOH]LHKQ\Z[LK-YLLKLU»ZJVUJLW[VYSVVRLK
[V H KPɈLYLU[ TVYL HWWYVWYPH[L JVUJLW[PVU VM PKLVSVN` ;OPZ HM[LY HSS PZ ^OH[ .VYKVU
(2007) does as he analyzes discourse and ideology in prominent anarchist networks.
-\Y[OLYTVYL PKLVSVN` OHZ KYH^U Z\Z[HPULK PM PUZ\ɉJPLU[S` U\HUJLK H[[LU[PVU PU ZVJPHS
TV]LTLU[Z[\KPLZLNKLSSH7VY[H

 "6ILYZJOHSS

"7SH[[ >PSSPHTZ

HUKZV.PSSHU»ZIYLHR^P[O[OL[LYTHWWLHYZ\UULJLZZHY`HUKWV[LU[PHSS`JVUM\ZPUN


;VILZ\YL.PSSHU»ZWYVQLJ[PZJVTWLSSPUN"P[PZ[VOPZJHSSMVYHZOPM[PU[OLVYL[PJHS

approach that this paper responds and subsequently proposes an alternative concept of
ideology. Yet there is one further critique to be made: preoccupied with shifting the research
agenda, Gillan overlooks the possibility that studying meaning in movements could rather
fruitfully complement, instead of replace, positivistic analysis of movement processes. He
neglects a small corner of social movement scholarship that facilitates dialogue between
mobilization and a non-strategic, non-instrumentalist view of culture: the study of culture
HZHJVUZ[YHPU[VUTV]LTLU[Z»Z[YH[LNPJHJ[PVU;OPZ[OLVYL[PJHSJ\YYLU[^OPJOL_WSVYLZ
how culture “sets the terms of strategic action” (Polletta 2008: 84), has also previously
1

Similar observations have been made by Chesters and Welsh (2011) and Johnston (2009).
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demonstrated an interest in ideology, making it additionally relevant to the present study.


(UPTWVY[HU[^VYROLYLPZ:^PKSLY»Z HY[PJSL^OPJOPUHKKP[PVU[VWYLZLU[PUN

J\S[\YL HZ H [VVSRP[ WVPU[Z [V J\S[\YL»Z YVSL PU ZOHWPUN HJ[PVU (JJVYKPUN [V :^PKSLY
ideologies—conceived as explicit, articulated, highly organized meaning systems—
play a particularly powerful role in shaping action during “unsettled lives,” or times of
social transformation when culture is contested. Under these conditions, ideologies help
to organize social life and can “establish new styles or strategies of action” (Swidler
1986: 278, her italics). Social movements, which exist in contexts of contestation and
transformation, often “carry” ideologies that compete with existing cultural frameworks
PIPK!;OLZLPKLVSVNPLZWSH`HZPNUPÄJHU[YVSLPUZOHWPUN[OLWYHJ[PJLZVMTV]LTLU[
WHY[PJPWHU[ZHUKJHUILNPU[VPUÅ\LUJL[OLHJ[PVUZVMI`Z[HUKLYZHZTV]LTLU[ZNYV^
In an empirical exploration of the non-instrumental role of ideology in movements,
Downey (1986) uses the case of the anti-nuclear Clamshell Alliance to show how
ideology acts as a screening mechanism in the process of strategy selection. Using
HU L[OUVNYHWOPJ TL[OVKVSVN` KYH^U MYVT .LLY[a»Z   ^VYR VU PKLVSVN`2 Downey
L_WSHPUZ [OL (SSPHUJL»Z PKLVSVN` VM WHY[PJPWH[VY` KLTVJYHJ` HUK P[Z YVSL PU KLSPTP[PUN
[OL NYV\W»Z WLYJLP]LK VW[PVUZ MVY SLNP[PTH[L HJ[PVU ;V \ZL [OL SHUN\HNL VM ;PSS` 

!

419), Downey demonstrates that ideologies contribute to the formation of “repertoires of
JVU[LU[PVU¹;`PUNOPZÄUKPUNZ[VHUPUX\PY`PU[V[OL(SSPHUJL»ZL]LU[\HSMHPS\YL+V^UL`
HSZVHYN\LZ[OH[PKLVSVN`WSH`LKHZPNUPÄJHU[YVSLPU[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMVYNHUPaH[PVUHS
dilemmas.
In a related study, della Porta (2009) addresses the global justice movement and
the ideology of deliberative democracy in social forums. Using ethnographic methods,
she unpacks the components of the overarching ideology that guides social forums—
KLSPILYH[P]L VY WHY[PJPWH[VY` KLTVJYHJ`·HUK L_HTPULZ [OL KPɉJ\S[PLZ VM WYHJ[PJHSS`
working out a corresponding democratic organizational model.


:\JOLUKLH]VYZSPURPUNPU[LYWYL[P]LHUHS`ZPZVMTV]LTLU[Z»PKLHZ[V[OLL_HTPUH[PVU

of movement practices and mobilization have proven to be a productive development. It
seems inevitable that the interpretation of meaning in movements provide insights useful
to the understanding of movement processes and outcomes. Therefore, in this article I aim
to perform both tasks: thoroughly elucidating key components of anarchist ideology and
explaining how they are relevant to mobilization. I thereby help to rectify social movement
[OLVY`»ZKPZWYVWVY[PVUH[LPUH[[LU[PVU[VPKLHZHUKTLHUPUNPUTV]LTLU[Z;OLMVSSV^PUN
framework directs my interpretation of the interviewee discourses and my representation
of the emergent ideology structure.
2

For Geertz (1973: 221), ideologies are “symbolic frameworks in terms of which to formulate, think about, and react to

WVSP[PJHSWYVISLTZ¹;OPZJVUJLW[PVUHSZVZ\NNLZ[Z[OH[PKLVSVN`WSH`ZHZPNUPÄJHU[YVSLPUZOHWPUNZVJPHSHJ[PVU
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I D E O L O G Y A N D D I S C O U R S E A N A LY S I S


0U ZLHYJO VM H TVYL YLÄULK TV]LTLU[HWWYVWYPH[L JVUJLW[ VM PKLVSVN` 0 OH]L

SVVRLK IL`VUK ZVJPHS TV]LTLU[ SP[LYH[\YL 0U [OL ÄLSK VM KPZJV\YZL Z[\KPLZ ;L\U ]HU
+PQR!VɈLYZHT\S[PKPZJPWSPUHY`JVUJLW[PVUVMPKLVSVN`^OPJOJVTIPULZZVJPHS
cognitive, and discursive components: ideologies are systems of ideas or beliefs, “socioJVNUP[P]LS`KLÄULKHZZOHYLKYLWYLZLU[H[PVUZVMZVJPHSNYV\WZHUKTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`HZ
[OLºH_PVTH[PJ»WYPUJPWSLZVMZ\JOYLWYLZLU[H[PVUZ¹0KLVSVNPLZPUZOVY[LUJHWZ\SH[L[OL
M\UKHTLU[HSZ VM H NYV\W»Z ZLSMPTHNL ;OL` HYL JVNUP[P]L HUK ZVJPHS PU [OH[ [OL` ZLY]L
as the cognitive interface between individual thought, action, and discourse, on the one
hand, and groups, group relations, and institutions on the other. They are discursive in that
they are acquired, expressed, and reproduced in discourse and communication, in various
forms of talk and text (van Dijk 1995, 2006). Accordingly, discourse analysis is the most
relevant approach for studying ideology.
Ideologies are constructed from a biased selection of basic social values and
VYNHUPaLK PU NYV\W ZLSMZJOLTHZ JVUZPZ[PUN VM JH[LNVYPLZ UHTLS` H NYV\W»Z ¸PKLU[P[`
actions, aims, norms and values, and resources, as well as its relations to other social
groups” (van Dijk 2006: 115). Discursive descriptions relating to these categories betray
\UKLYS`PUN PKLVSVN` Z[Y\J[\YLZ HUK KPɈLYLU[PH[L IL[^LLU PU HUK V\[NYV\WZ NLULYHSS`
presenting the in-group (Us) positively and the out-group (Them) negatively (van Djik 1995:
147-149). The aspects of ideologies that are not expressed explicitly in discourse can
IL\UJV]LYLKI`L_HTPUPUNKPZJ\YZP]LZ[Y\J[\YLZZ\JOHZÄN\YH[P]LSHUN\HNLLTWOHZPZ
omission, and lexical selection.


0UHWWS`PUN]HU+PQR»Z

[OLVY`[V[OLZ[\K`VMZVJPHSTV]LTLU[Z[OLYL

are four additional aspects of ideology which I have sought to clarify:
(1)

Ideologies partly control what individuals do and say,3 but concrete social

WYHJ[PJLZHUKKPZJV\YZLZHYLÄYZ[ULLKLK[VKL]LSVWPKLVSVNPLZ


0KLVSVNPLZHYLUV[[OLWLYZVUHSILSPLMZVMPUKP]PK\HSZ"[OL`HYL[OVZL

M\UKHTLU[HS ILSPLMZ ^OPJO HYL PU[LYZ\IQLJ[P]LS` ZOHYLK 0UKP]PK\HSZ» ILSPLM Z`Z[LTZ
however, may very well coincide with ideologies.
(3) Ideology is distinct from the concept of collective identity, which is the positive “feeling of
connection with a broader community, category, practice, or institution…It is a perception
of a shared status or relation” (Polletta and Jasper 2001: 285). This conception of collective
identity can be construed as a category within ideology.
(4) Ideology is distinct from “frame” in that it refers to more comprehensive and fundamental
belief structures which are prior to frames and which guide frame-construction.
3

Ideology is non-deterministic: “members do not necessarily and always express or enact the beliefs of the group they

identify with” (van Dijk: 2006).
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C O N T E M P O R A R Y A N A R C H I S M I N T H E P R OV I D E N C E , R I A R E A
In several ways, Providence, Rhode Island is typical of many medium-sized,
northeastern cities. Abandoned warehouses and mills littering the city scream “postindustrialism,” and the relatively large homeless population attests to the high levels of
poverty and unemployment. The city is also marked by rather stark racial and economic
inequality, with a poor African-American and immigrant population on one side of town
and a prestigious university surrounded by a wealthier white population on the other.
;OLZL JVUKP[PVUZ WHPYLK HSZV ^P[O 7YV]PKLUJL»Z SVUNZ[HUKPUN KVP[`V\YZLSM T\ZPJ HUK
arts subculture (Buhle 2011) and the tendency of liberal institutions like Brown University to
produce radical activism, render Providence conducive to dissident politics and counterculture.
Indeed, the revival of anarchism has not missed Providence. Following the
galvanizing 1999 WTO mobilization, Providence saw a boom in anarchist activity. In 2000,
anarchists formed a collective called Love and Resistance, which published a newspaper
and helped fundraise in defense of a Providence activist who had been arrested at that
`LHY»Z 9LW\ISPJHU 5H[PVUHS *VU]LU[PVU )`  HUHYJOPZ[Z OHK SH\UJOLK H U\TILY VM
YHKPJHSWYVQLJ[ZPUJS\KPUN![OL+PY[7HSHJLHUHUHYJOPZ[MLTPUPZ[HY[JVSSLJ[P]L"HSVJHS\UP[
of Food Not Bombs, an initiative to provide meals to the hungry using produce discarded
I` Z\WLYTHYRL[Z HUK YLZ[H\YHU[Z" HUK 9LJ`JSL()PRL HU VYNHUPaH[PVU [OH[ WYVTV[LZ
bicycling as a mode of transport.
Over the next two years, Providence chapters of the predominantly-anarchist
Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) and Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)
were revived. Additionally, a Providence branch of the Northeast Federation of Anarchist
Communists (NEFAC), the annual Anarchist Book Fair, and an anarchist worker-owned
cooperative that builds bicycle frames were all established. In early 2011, an anarchist
free space called Libertalia was opened, housing a library and hosting IWW meetings, the
Rhode Island Solidarity and Equality network, and the nascent Providence Free School.
Lastly, two community organizing groups, Direct Action for Rights and Equality (DARE) and
the Olneyville Neighborhood Association (ONA), have attracted the participation of many
anarchists.
At the time of writing, all of the above initiatives, except Love and Resistance
and Food Not Bombs, are still active. Providence, for its relatively high level of anarchist
activity and diversity, and for its typicality as a medium-sized post-industrial American city,
is therefore a prime location to study both anarchism and ideology in social movements.

D ATA A N D M E T H O D S


=HU +PQR»Z 

  MYHTL^VYR MVY Z[\K`PUN PKLVSVN` PKLU[PÄLZ KPZJV\YZL HZ
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the most appropriate genre of data. In order to illuminate the ideology of Providence
anarchists, one must critically listen to their voices. I have chosen interviews as my main
ZV\YJL VM KH[H NP]LU T` PU[LU[PVU [V \UJV]LY WH[[LYUZ IL[^LLU [OL ILSPLMZ VM KPɈLYLU[
individuals, rather than presume the existence of a shared ideology. Interviews also provide
the opportunity to tease out underlying values and aims, which may be less accessible in
JHTWHPNUZWLJPÄJ[L_[ZWYVK\JLKI`HJ[P]PZ[VYVYNHUPaPUNNYV\WZ
Between September 2010 and February 2011, I conducted twelve semi-structured,
in-depth interviews with individuals from the Providence area. I began with two contacts I
OHKPU[OL)YV^U<UP]LYZP[`JOHW[LYVM:+:HUK\ZLKZUV^IHSSZHTWSPUN[VÄUKPU[LY]PL^LLZ
who are graduated SDS members, one of whom led me to another group of interviewees
in NEFAC and the IWW. Other interviewees were found independently by speaking with
individuals at the Providence Anarchist Book Fair. I also contacted individuals quoted in
a 2005 Providence Phoenix article which addressed Providence anarchism. Through that
LɈVY[0MV\UKHUVSKLYNLULYH[PVUVMPU[LY]PL^LLZ^OVOHKILLUPU]VS]LKPU[OL3V]LHUK
Resistance Collective.
In recruiting individuals for interviews, I informed them that I was researching
anarchist ideas and practices in Providence. I took their willingness to be interviewed as
HUPUKPJH[PVU[OH[[OL`MLSS\UKLY[OLKLÄUP[PVUVMHUHYJOPZ[0OH]L\ZLK0USH[LYHUHS`aPUN
LHJO PU[LY]PL^ 0 YLL]HS\H[LK ^OL[OLY VY UV[ LHJO PU[LY]PL^LL JV\SK Z[PSS IL JSHZZPÄLK PU
Z\JO H ^H` 6US` VUL PU[LY]PL^LL MLSS V\[ZPKL VM T` KLÄUP[PVU HUK ZV 0 OH]L L_JS\KLK
[OH[PU[LY]PL^MYVTT`HUHS`ZPZ>P[OYLZWLJ[[V[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZ»ZLSMPKLU[PÄJH[PVUÄ]L
YV\[PULS` JHSS [OLTZLS]LZ HUHYJOPZ[Z Ä]L PKLU[PM` HZ HUHYJOPZ[ I\[ KV UV[ \ZL [OL SHILS
often, and two do neither.
Categorized according to race and gender, the interviewees are: six white men,
one African-American man, four white women, and one African-American woman. Ten of
the individuals are in their early to mid-twenties, and two in their mid-thirties.


0U[LY]PL^ZSHZ[LKIL[^LLUMVY[`Ä]LHUKUPUL[`TPU\[LZ;OLJVYLPU[LY]PL^X\LZ[PVUZ

WLY[HPULK [V WHZ[ HJ[P]PZ[ L_WLYPLUJLZ HUK PU[LSSLJ[\HS PUÅ\LUJLZ ZLSMPKLU[PÄJH[PVU [OL
TLHUPUNVMHUHYJOPZTHUHYJOPZ[WYHJ[PJLHUKYLÅLJ[PVUZVU7YV]PKLUJLHUHYJOPZT[VKH`
The semi-structured nature of the interviews ensured that I covered the same topics
with each interviewee, while leaving room for interviewees to talk freely. I conducted the
interviews at locations selected by the participants to ensure that they were comfortable
enough in the environment to honestly answer my questions. To guarantee anonymity and
JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`0\ZLWZL\KVU`TZHUKHZT\JOHZWVZZPISLH]VPKKPZJSVZPUNPKLU[PM`PUN
details.
Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and subsequently coded to develop
categories of core ideological components shared by the interviewees and, additionally, to
quantify the degree of consensus around each category. This preliminary content analysis
I\PS[ JH[LNVYPLZ MYVT ]HU +PQR»Z JH[LNVYPLZ MVY PKLVSVNPJHS KPZJV\YZL HUHS`ZPZ .YHLILY»Z
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  HUK .VYKVU»Z  ^YP[PUNZ VU JVU[LTWVYHY` HUHYJOPZT HUK [OLTLZ
LTLYNPUN MYVT [OL PU[LY]PL^Z 0 HYYP]LK H[ ZP_ JH[LNVYPLZ! HU[PJHWP[HSPZT" HU[PZ[H[PZT"
PUKP]PK\HSH\[VUVT`HU[PH\[OVYP[HYPHUPZT"LX\HSP[`"WHY[PJPWH[VY`KLTVJYHJ`"PZZ\LIHZLK
HJ[P]PZT HUK VYNHUPaPUN ;OL MVSSV^PUN ZLJ[PVU KL[HPSZ T` KLLWLY ÄUKPUNZ WLY[HPUPUN [V
these categories.
I do not intend to examine the complex ideational variation within the interviewee
group, nor is my purpose to present a comprehensive ethnography of anarchism in the
7YV]PKLUJLHYLH>OH[0VɈLYPZHUPU[LYWYL[H[PVUVM[OLPKLHZL_WYLZZLKI`T`PU[LY]PL^LLZ"
P[PZUV[TLHU[HZHKLÄUP[P]LHJJV\U[3HZ[S`[OLPKLVSVN`0PKLU[PM`TH`VYTH`UV[IL
representative of the ideology of the more general anarchist movement in the Providence
HYLH 5VUL[OLSLZZ 0 PU[LY]PL^LK H NYV\W KP]LYZL LUV\NO Z\JO [OH[ T` ÄUKPUNZ YLTHPU
robust even if I overlook any other anarchist currents. In view of these limitations, my
ÄUKPUNZVɈLYHUPSS\Z[YH[PVUVM^OH[[OLJVYLVMHUHYJOPZ[PKLVSVN`TPNO[SVVRSPRLPU[OL
Providence area, and more generally.

FINDINGS


>OPSLPUZPZ[PUNVU[OLOL[LYVNLULV\ZUH[\YLVM[OLHUHYJOPZ[TV]LTLU[»ZPKLH[PVUHS

JVU[LU[0JVUJLYUT`ZLSMOLYL^P[O[OL\UKLYS`PUNJVTTVUHSP[PLZZWHUUPUN[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZ»
personal belief systems. Turning now to an in-depth analysis of the interviewee discourses,
0\UWHJR[OLTLHUPUNZVM[OLZP_[OLTLZPKLU[PÄLKHIV]LHUK[YHJL[OLPYPU[LYYLSH[PVUZ

VA L U E S A N D N O R M S
In ideological discourse, it is essential to explore meanings that involve values
HUK UVYTZ TLHUPUNZ HUK TLU[HS YLWYLZLU[H[PVUZ ¸HIV\[ ^OH[ >L ÄUK NVVK HUK IHK
right or wrong, and what Our actions and goals try to respect or achieve” (van Dijk, 1995:
138). Values generally refer to the fundamental aims to be striven for by individuals and
NYV\WZ]HU+PQR!5VYTZYLMLY[VILOH]PVYHUKKLÄUL^OH[[OLPUNYV\WHUKP[Z
members should or should not do (ibid: 43, 73). Together, values and norms function as the
I\PSKPUNISVJRZMVYNYV\WPKLVSVNPLZI`WSH`PUNHZPNUPÄJHU[YVSLPUZOHWPUNNYV\WNVHSZ
HJ[P]P[PLZWVZP[PVUHUKYLSH[PVUZHUKPKLU[P[`;OLWYPUJPWHSPU[LYYLSH[LK]HS\LUVYT[OLTLZ
that pervade the interviewee discourses are individual autonomy, collective freedom,
and participatory democracy. ;OPZ ÄUKPUN PZ OHYKS` \UL_WLJ[LK" ^OH[ 0 JVU[YPI\[L OLYL
however, is an explication of what such ambiguous concepts mean to the interviewees.
Freedom as Individual Autonomy
As the words “anarchism” (“anarchy” comes from the Greek anarchos, or “no
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ruler”) and its synonym “left-libertarianism” suggest, a certain notion of freedom sits within
the core of any anarchist ideology. While not all of the interviewees expressly discuss
MYLLKVTP[PZWVZZPISLUVUL[OLSLZZ[VNH[OLY[OLJVUJLW[»ZJVU[L_[ZWLJPÄJTLHUPUNHUK
\UKLYZ[HUKP[ZWSHJL^P[OPU[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZ»PKLVSVN`


7LYOHWZ [OL TVZ[ YLWYLZLU[H[P]L L_WYLZZPVU VM MYLLKVT»Z TLHUPUN JVTLZ MYVT

Ben, a school teacher and past member of Students for Democratic Society (SDS). Ben
asserts that, with respect to the question of “who should have control over what people
do…individuals themselves ought to have that.” The normative “ought” clearly signals that
Ben assigns positive value to the state of having control over the activities that comprise
VUL»ZL]LY`KH`SPML·[OPZJHUILJHSSLKautonomy. Autonomy is a more precise term for the
PU[LY]PL^LLZ» \UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM MYLLKVT" P[ YLWYLZLU[Z [OL HIPSP[` VM PUKP]PK\HSZ [V KLJPKL
upon matters ranging from how they dress to how many hours a week they work.
The shared positive valuation of autonomy is most widely revealed in each
PU[LY]PL^LLZ» L_WYLZZLK VWWVZP[PVU [V OPLYHYJOPJHS ZVJPHS YLSH[PVUZ HUK [OL WYVK\J[Z VM
such relations, namely, oppression and domination. Cory, another past member of SDS,
stresses the importance of “challenging hierarchy…[and] liberating ourselves from all sorts
of oppressions—gender and so forth, class oppression.” Tony, a current member of SDS,
expresses his commitment to “the rejection of domination in every instance.” And Sara,
a Providence resident who has been involved with Food Not Bombs and a radical circus
[YV\WL PKLU[PÄLZ ^P[O HUHYJOPZT»Z ¸YLQLJ[PVU VM H\[OVYP[` HUK KVTPUH[PVU PU HSS P[Z MVYTZ
even within ourselves and our communities.” Domination and oppression generally connote
the condition in which an individual or group with more autonomy limits the autonomy of
V[OLY PUKP]PK\HSZ VY NYV\WZ ;OPZ JVUKP[PVU KLÄULZ ZVJPHS YLSH[PVUZ [OH[ [OL PU[LY]PL^LLZ
classify—and explicitly denounce—as “hierarchy” and “authority,” such as the State (State
over citizen), capitalism (owners and bosses over workers), patriarchy (men over women),
and structural racism (one racial or ethnic group over another).


6ULHKKP[PVUHSS`PTWVY[HU[HZWLJ[VMH\[VUVT`PZYL]LHSLKPUJLY[HPUPU[LY]PL^LLZ»[HSR

HIV\[YLZWVUZPIPSP[`(Z(\Z[PUTLTILYVMHUPUKLWLUKLU[SHIVY\UPVUWVPU[ZV\[¸[OH[»Z[OL
ILNPUUPUN VM H\[VUVT` [HRPUN YLZWVUZPIPSP[`¹ (JJVYKPUN [V [OL PU[LY]PL^LLZ» JVUJLW[PVU VM
autonomy, individuals can only achieve greater control over the activities comprising their daily
lives once they decide to take responsibility for that control—the limits of their agency, however, is
open to debate. The assumptions entailed in valuing autonomy thus become clearer: individuals
are capable of taking responsibility for control of their lives, and they generally want to. The
meaning of individual autonomy, however, cannot be fully understood independently of two other
concepts that appear across the individual discourses: equality and collective freedom.
Collective Freedom
Nick, a member of the IWW and NEFAC,4ZH`ZVMHUHYJOPZT¸0[»ZMVYMYLLKVT¯0[»Z
4

The Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) and the Northeastern Federation of Anarchist Communists (NEFAC).
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HIV\[ILPUNHISL[VTHUHNL`V\YV^USPML¯KVBPUND^OH[`V\^HUUHKVI\[PUH^H`[OH[»Z
still respectful to the community—that you have a responsibility to everyone around you.”
Statements like this reveal that the value of individual autonomy is not alone at the core of
[OLNYV\W»ZPKLVSVN`0UKLLK^OH[OHZOPZ[VYPJHSS`KPZ[PUN\PZOLKHUHYJOPZ[PKLVSVN`MYVT
other socialist ideologies and right-libertarianism is the simultaneous valuing of individual
autonomy and the respect for social, or collective, life.
As illustrated by Nick in the above quotation, the collective—often referred to as
the “community”—is seen by the interviewees as a group of individuals equal in their
claims to autonomy and respect. This “equality” is an assumption and appears in certain
L_WYLZZPVUZ Z\JO HZ PU[LY]PL^LL *VY`»Z WHZ[ :+: TLTILY HZZLY[PVU [OH[ SP]PUN HZ HU
HUHYJOPZ[PU]VS]LZKLJSHYPUN[VV[OLYZ¸0»TNVPUN[VSPZ[LU[V`V\HUKHWWYVHJO`V\HZHU
equal.” This assumption of fundamental equality between individuals is an integral feature
of anarchist ideology.
Equality as an assumption leads to the valuing of equality in another sense: equality
as the condition in which individuals have the same maximal degree of autonomy as other
individuals. This value, equality, can therefore be called “collective freedom.” The clearest
L]PKLUJLMVYJVSSLJ[P]LMYLLKVTHZHZOHYLK]HS\LJVTLZMYVT[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZ»[HSRHIV\[
¸ZVSPKHYP[`¹HZ^LSSHZ¸JVTT\UP[`¹PUHZLJVUKZLUZL[OLÄYZ[ILPUN¸JVSSLJ[P]P[`¹;OL
term “solidarity” appears in the discourses of IWW and NEFAC members like Luke, who
describes solidarity as:
Realizing that my lot in life is very similar to many other people who are struggling
MVY [OLPY YPNO[Z HUK [OLPY SPILYH[PVU (UK 0»T NVUUH I\[JOLY [OL X\V[L I\[ [V
paraphrase—I think it was Freire5—one does not liberate oneself, neither does one
liberate the other. But we liberate each other, you know, together.
Solidarity is understood as a feeling of commonality with and support for others as
[OL` Z[YP]L MVY H\[VUVT` 0[ Z[LTZ MYVT YLJVNUP[PVU [OH[ VUL»Z L_WLYPLUJL VM VWWYLZZPVU
is in fact a shared experience, and that this oppression can only be overcome with the
help of others who also experience it. Implicit to solidarity is a positive valuation of the
autonomy of others, and so, it expresses the value “collective freedom.”6 In this way,
solidarity is closely related and rather analogous to the idea of community in its second
ZLUZL!HNYV\WPU^OPJOPUKP]PK\HSZHYLYLZWLJ[M\SHUKZ\WWVY[P]LVMLHJOV[OLYZ»Z[Y\NNSL
for autonomy. Understanding this notion of community helps to explain the meaning of
V[OLY^PZLPTWYLJPZLHZZLY[PVUZHIV\[JVTT\UP[`Z\JOHZ,TPS`»ZVIZLY]H[PVU[OH[¸HSV[
5

Paulo Freire (1921-1997) was a theorist of critical pedagogy.

6

Solidarity, as used in the language of the interviewees, also implies an interest in the general well-being of others—

insofar as well-being and autonomy are distinct concepts (it seems they do overlap).
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of anarchist activism is focused around trying to build community.” Community in this
sense is presented positively across the discourses of non-union member interviewees.
As a concept it is compatible with solidarity in that one could say community is a group in
which individuals feel mutual solidarity.
Participatory Democracy: Reconciling the Individual and the Collective
From the concurrent positive valuation of autonomy and collective freedom stems
the value of participatory democracy. Mentioned explicitly in nine interviews and implied
in the remaining three, participatory democracy serves to promote and reconcile drives
for individual autonomy amongst members in a collective. As current SDS member Emily
explains, this is a result that liberal, or “false democracy,” fails to produce:
0»THSZVWHY[PJ\SHYS`MY\Z[YH[LK^P[OSPILYHSKLTVJYHJPLZILJH\ZL^LNP]LH^H`HSS
of our own autonomy and capacity to act to these larger actors, these, like, these
larger-than-life pseudo-celebrity politicians that are gonna take care of everything.
(UKZVB^LDMVYNL[[OH[^L»YLYLZWVUZPISLMVY[HRPUNJHYLVMV\YV^UJVTT\UP[PLZ
and feel disempowered to do so. Not only do we give away that sense of duty,
but we give away our belief in our capacity to do anything….The issue with our
KLTVJYHJ`PZ[OH[P[PZU»[KLTVJYH[PJLUV\NO
;OLÅH^VMSPILYHSKLTVJYHJ`PZUV[[OH[P[MH]VYZ[OLPUKP]PK\HSVY[OLJVSSLJ[P]LVULV]LY
[OLV[OLYI\[[OH[P[MHPSZ[VYLZWLJ[IV[O"P[ULJLZZP[H[LZ[OLSVZZVMIV[OH\[VUVT`·JVU[YVS
V]LYVUL»ZL]LY`KH`HJ[P]P[PLZ·HUKYLZWVUZPIPSP[`¸MVY[HRPUNJHYLVMV\YV^UJVTT\UP[PLZ¹
For the interviewees, matters of democracy in decision-making also extend
beyond prevailing political institutions. Any social arrangement that deprives people of
autonomy, or capacity to “have a say” in collective decisions is objectionable. Thus, SDS
members like Tony engage in a “university democratization” campaign, which is motivated
I`[OLILSPLM[OH[·^P[OYLNHYKZ[VTH[[LYZZ\JOHZ[\P[PVUOPRLZÄUHUJPHSHPK\UP]LYZP[`
PU]LZ[TLU[ZHUKLTWSV`LLSH`VɈZ·¸[OLWLVWSL^OVHYLILPUNHɈLJ[LK·LP[OLY^P[OPU[OL
university or outside of it—are not the people who have the power.” In a similar spirit, Amy
of the Olneyville Neighborhood Association looks to the economic realm and remarks,
¸,]LUHMHJ[VY`^VYRLYYLHSS`OHZUVZH`V]LY^OH[[OLPYMHJ[VY`PZTHRPUN"0KVU»[[OPUR[OH[
makes a lot of sense.” Such a fundamental lack of democracy—of individual autonomy
and collective freedom—in economic organization motivates, for many of the interviewees,
an opposition to capitalism that permeates the discourses.7
Participatory democracy is an alternative ideal for collective decision-making in
social organization, as it is seen to better promote individual autonomy and collective
7

Interviewees express an array of additional, but less-mentioned, motivations for an opposition to capitalism, including: it

PZPUO\THULHUKH[VTPaPUN"P[JH\ZLZTHZZWV]LY[`Z\ɈLYPUNHUKLJVSVNPJHSKLZ[Y\J[PVU
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freedom. Emily, following her critique of liberal-democracy, explains:
Large representative government that can rule an entire country screws people
over. And so the whole point is to move to more localized communities where there
is participatory democracy, where everyone or almost everyone is participating
and all opinions are voiced and taken into account, and decision-making is more
based on consensus than majority screwing over minority.
Like the other interviewees, Emily understands participatory democracy as a localized,
small-scale structure for collective decision-making which can ensure that individuals have
the ability to more actively participate and have their interests taken into account. This
NLULYHSTVKLSHSSV^Z[OVZL^OVHYLHɈLJ[LKI`HKLJPZPVU[VOH]LHZPNUPÄJHU[KLNYLLVM
JVU[YVSV]LY[OH[KLJPZPVU0UKPɈ\ZPUNTLHUPUNM\SJVU[YVSV]LYJVSSLJ[P]LKLJPZPVUTHRPUN
individual autonomy can be better preserved.


(Z Z\NNLZ[LK PU ,TPS`»Z X\V[H[PVU HIV]L HUK PU ZL]LYHS V[OLY PU[LY]PL^LL

discourses, participatory democracy is typically accompanied by the norm and practice
of consensus. Consensus refers to the actual structuring of collective decision-making
and is the preferred decision-making model of many of the groups in which interviewees
are involved. If everyone must approve of a given decision for it to go forward—that is,
PML]LY`VULOHZ]L[VWV^LY·[OLUL]LY`VULOHZHZPNUPÄJHU[KLNYLLVMJVU[YVSV]LY[OH[
decision. It is in this sense that one and all are able “to make their own decisions” and
thereby preserve individual autonomy within a collective—even if this means occasionally
consenting to decisions about which one is not particularly enthusiastic.8

GOALS AND PRACTICES


;OLJVTTVUNVHSZ^OPJOKLYP]LMYVT[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZ»ZOHYLK]HS\LZHUKUVYTZ

are: the short-term, small-scale goal of empowerment and the long-term, large-scale goal
of social structural change. With regards to the ideological category of activities—what We,
[OLPUNYV\WKV·[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZHYLSLZZ\UP[LK"[OLWYHJ[PJLVMPZZ\LIHZLKHJ[P]PZT
and organizing, however, is important to all and stems from the their shared values and
goals.
Empowerment and Issue-Based Activism/Organizing


;OL ^VYK ¸LTWV^LYTLU[¹ HWWLHYZ PU Ä]L VM [OL [^LS]L PU[LY]PL^Z HUK PZ \ZLK

to express the unanimously held goal of increasing individual autonomy and collective
MYLLKVT ( JSVZL YLHKPUN VM [OL KH[H Z\NNLZ[Z [OLYL HYL [^V KPZ[PUJ[ I\[ YLSH[LK ÄLSKZ
8

See Graeber (2009) or Polletta (2002) for accounts of consensus-based decision making in practice.
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VM LTWV^LYTLU[! ÄYZ[ PUJYLHZPUN H\[VUVT` I` PUJYLHZPUN JHWHJP[` [V TLL[ PTTLKPH[L
L]LY`KH`ULLKZ"HUKZLJVUKPUJYLHZPUNH\[VUVT`I`LX\HSPaPUNWV^LYYLSH[PVUZIL[^LLU
PUKP]PK\HSZ VY NYV\WZ ;OL ÄYZ[ ÄLSK PZ JSHYPÄLK PU )LU»Z KLZJYPW[PVU VM [OL 6SUL`]PSSL
5LPNOIVYOVVK(ZZVJPH[PVU»ZJHTWHPNUMVY[OLYPNO[VM\UKVJ\TLU[LKPUKP]PK\HSZ[VVI[HPU
driver licenses: he explains the goal of the campaign as “a small little reformist whatever.
0[»SSTHRLSP]LZIL[[LYHUK¯PUJYLHZL[OLJHWHJP[`VMWLVWSL[VKV[OL[OPUNZ[OL`ULLK[V
KVMVY[OLTZLS]LZ(UKZV0N\LZZZTHSS[OPUNZSPRL[OH[HYLº[OL^VYR»¹;OPZÄYZ[ÄLSKVM
empowerment is oriented toward increasing individual autonomy by ensuring that people
OH]L^OH[[OL`ULLKPUVYKLY[VKVIHZPJ[OPUNZZ\JOHZÄUKLTWSV`TLU[VYNL[[V[OLPY
jobs. In this way, individual autonomy is inseparable from more immediate needs and
LU[HPSZ[OLJHWHJP[`[VTLL[[OVZLULLKZ;OLZLJVUKÄLSKVMLTWV^LYTLU[PZVYPLU[LK
[V^HYKKL]LSVWPUNHTVYLZ\Z[HPUHISLH\[VUVT`!HZ)LUJVU[PU\LZ¸[OLV[OLYZPKLVMº[OL
^VYR»PZ¯KL]LSVWPUNWLVWSLZV[OL`JHUJOHUNL[OLPYV^USP]LZ¹


(Z[OLL_HTWSLVM[OLKYP]LYSPJLUZLJHTWHPNUZ\NNLZ[ZIV[OÄLSKZVMLTWV^LYTLU[

are served by activism and collective organizing around local, particular issues, which I
call “issue-based activism and organizing.” While the interviewees engage in a diversity
of practices, issue-based activism and organizing is the only one which all participate in
VYL_WSPJP[S`LUKVYZL"P[TPNO[ILZHPK[OH[P[PZ[OLTVZ[PTWVY[HU[[`WLVMZ[YH[LN`PU[OL
PU[LY]PL^LLZ» JVSSLJ[P]L ¸YLWLY[VPYL VM JVU[LU[PVU¹ 0[ PUJS\KLZ Z\JO ]HYPLK WYHJ[PJLZ HZ!
trying to democratize university governance, supporting workers in labor disputes, helping
immigrant populations gain new legal rights, and organizing in labor unions.


;OL YVSL VM PZZ\LIHZLK HJ[P]PZTVYNHUPaPUN PU HKKYLZZPUN PTTLKPH[L ULLKZ PZ

YLSH[P]LS`Z[YHPNO[MVY^HYKI\[P[ZYVSLPU[OLZLJVUKÄLSKVMLTWV^LYTLU[KLTHUKZM\Y[OLY
JSHYPÄJH[PVU ;VU` VM :+: ZH`Z VM HJ[P]PZT ¸0 [OPUR P[»Z HIV\[ HKQ\Z[PUN YLSH[PVUZOPWZ VM
power and making people feel like they are empowered.” Activism and collective organizing
serve as important locations for the equalization of power relations. This equalization
can occur either within activist collectives or between activists and non-activists. Within
activist collectives, like SDS, this equalization takes the form of participatory democracy,
VY PU[LU[PVUHSS` UVUOPLYHYJOPJHS VYNHUPaH[PVU HUK KLJPZPVUTHRPUN" P[ MVZ[LYZ PUKP]PK\HS
autonomy and produces a temporary approximation of collective freedom. Between activists
and non-activists, empowerment through equalization of power is facilitated by a nonhierarchical, egalitarian approach. Luke, of the IWW and NEFAC, explains empowermentthrough-equalization in practice as he describes the Rhode Island Solidarity and Equality
(RISE) network:
What RISE entails is being a network of working people that support each other when
you have problems with a boss or landlord, and using the direct action model to remedy
grievances. So, say someone was denied their security deposit unjustly…we would work
^P[O[OLWLYZVU^OV^HZHɈLJ[LKHUKBTHRLDP[JSLHY[OH[[OPZPZUV[HZVJPHSZLY]PJL^L»YL
UV[ SH^`LYZ [OPZ PZU»[ H JOHYP[` P[»Z UV[ H Z[H[LY\U HNLUJ` 0[»Z IHZLK HYV\UK ZVTLVUL
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being involved in their own, you know, struggle, with people backing them up.
A given grievance is not redressed for the individual by more powerful or capable individuals.
0UZ[LHKP[PZYLKYLZZLKI`[OLPUKP]PK\HSH[JLU[LYZ\WWVY[LKI`V[OLYZ^OVVɈLYKPZJ\ZZPVU
about courses of action and participate with the individual in direct actions. With such
egalitarian assistance, the individual is believed to feel and develop greater agency than
he or she otherwise would.
What is not clear from the interviews is the relative importance ascribed to the two
ÄLSKZVMLTWV^LYTLU[0[ZLLTZ[OH[[OYV\NO[OLPY]HY`PUNWYHJ[PJLZZ\JOHZPZZ\LIHZLK
HJ[P]PZTVYNHUPaPUN [OL PU[LY]PL^LLZ JVUZ[HU[S` ULNV[PH[L H [LUZPVU IL[^LLU TLL[PUN
immediate needs and fostering a more total, sustainable individual autonomy. What is clear,
[OV\NOPZ[OH[PZZ\LIHZLKHJ[P]PZTVYNHUPaPUNPZHKKP[PVUHSS`VYPLU[LK[V^HYKSHYNLYZJHSL
social changes by which individual autonomy and collective freedom could be maximized.
Social Structural Change: The Slow Revolution
In addition to empowerment, the interviewees share the goal of macro-level
societal change, which also derives from the root values of individual autonomy, collective
MYLLKVT HUK WHY[PJPWH[VY` KLTVJYHJ` 3LUKPUN Z\WWVY[ [V .VYKVU»Z  JSHPT [OH[
open-endedness is a main feature of contemporary anarchism, the interviewee discourses
reveal a general disinterest in the particulars of this goal. Their talk about social change
or revolution is vague, making loose reference to the end of capitalism and the State
or the establishment of “smaller-scale democratic communities” (Emily), “smaller, selfZ\Z[HPUHISL WHY[PJPWH[VY` JVTT\UP[PLZ¹ (T` VY ¸ZVTL[OPUN [OH[»Z TVYL JVTT\UP[`
based and focused on interactions with other people” (Kim). Detailed descriptions of an
alternative, non-capitalist economic system or participatory-democratic political structures
are markedly absent from the interviewee responses about their long-term goals. This
WH[[LYUHWWLHYZ[VYLÅLJ[HULTWOHZPZVULTWV^LYTLU[PU[OLWYLZLU[HUKULHYM\[\YL
It is not simply the case, however, that the interviewees think short-term
empowerment is more feasible or important. Ben sheds light on the relationship between
empowerment and structural change:
I think a lot of times people on the Left jokingly talk about “the revolution,” like,
¸>OLU[OLYL]VS\[PVUJVTLZ?VY@B^PSSOHWWLUD¹)\[MVYTLLP[OLY^L»YLPU[OL
TPKKSLVM¯THRPUN[OLJOHUNL[OH[^L[OPUR^LULLKVYP[»ZUV[NVPUN[VOHWWLU
3PRL[OLYL]VS\[PVUPZU»[HTVTLU[PU[PTL"P[»ZHSVUNSVUNWYVJLZZ
As established in the previous section, the “change we think we need” is the augmentation
of individual autonomy and collective freedom, that is, empowerment. Questions of
determinism aside, what Ben means, then, is that anarchists are constantly engaged in
practices that foster empowerment (an end in itself), and that continual empowerment
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is also the very means by which to achieve larger-scale social change. Given that
empowerment—as both end and means—always occurs at the micro-level, larger-scale
social change is necessarily a slow process.
In discussing anarchist practice, several other interviewees express the dual
nature of empowerment and the ongoing, processual, and micro-level dimensions of their
conception of revolution. Emily suggests that her activism with SDS “should be about
[Y`PUN[VZPKLZ[LW^OH[»Z^YVUNHUKJYLH[LHS[LYUH[P]LTVKLSZ[OH[JV\SKWV[LU[PHSS`YLWSHJL
the bullshit that exists.” Her activism is not only about remedying immediate issues and
MVZ[LYPUNLTWV^LYTLU[PU[OLZOVY[[LYT"PZP[HSZVVYPLU[LK[V^HYKZSVUNLY[LYTSHYNLY
scale structural change characterized by maximized individual and collective freedom.


2PT H WHZ[ :+: TLTILY UV^ ^VYRPUN PU ^VTLU»Z OLHS[OJHYL ZWLHRZ VM H

KPɈLYLU[ TVYL WLYZVUHS NLUYL VM HUHYJOPZ[ WYHJ[PJL! ¸/V^ KV ^L NV HIV\[ KLZ[YV`PUN
capitalism? I dunno. Stop believing in it. Stop buying things.” Here she reveals a view of
social structure as rooted in the micro-level of everyday life. According to this perspective,
[OLHKQ\Z[TLU[VMVUL»ZILSPLMZHUKSPMLZ[`SLHYLYL]VS\[PVUHY`HJ[PVUZ:OLHSZVOPNOSPNO[Z
everyday interactions with others, stating, “If we want to go out and create a world that…
we feel positive about, I think that has to start with the way that we interact with each other.”
The individual mind and the practices of everyday life such as consumption and casual
social interaction—these, like activism, are important domains in which empowerment and
structural change occur.
The insistence on social structural change by gradual, small-scale empowerment
KPɈLYLU[PH[LZHUHYJOPZ[PKLVSVN`MYVTV[OLYZVJPHSPZ[PKLVSVNPLZ^OPJOZLLZ\JOJOHUNL[V
be possible by comparatively sudden political revolution and top-down initiative. There
results an obvious tension, however, between the anarchist conception of revolution and
HUHYJOPZ[Z» KLZPYL [V YLZVS]L TVYLPTTLKPH[L NYPL]HUJLZ SHIVY KPZW\[LZ MVY PUZ[HUJL
4VZ[ VM [OL NYPL]HUJLZ HUK PZZ\LZ HKKYLZZLK I` HJ[P]PZTVYNHUPaPUN HYL H[[YPI\[LK
by the interviewees to structures like capitalism and the State, patriarchy and racism.
If anarchist values dictate that these structures are only to be changed by slow microlevel empowerment, and if these structures do cause the relevant grievances, then the
NYPL]HUJLZHUKWYHJ[PJHSPZZ\LZ^OPJOHUHYJOPZ[ZJVUMYVU[^PSSZLLT[VWLYZPZ[PUKLÄUP[LS`
On Public Protest and Recruitment
An elucidation of the relationship between empowerment, structural change, and
strategic action has helped to explain the emphasis on issue-based activism and other
LTWV^LYTLU[HJ[P]P[PLZ^P[OPU[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZ»YLWLY[VPYLVMJVU[LU[PVU0[PZHSZVWVZZPISL
UV^ [V IL[[LY \UKLYZ[HUK [OL PU[LY]PL^LLZ» KPZJ\YZP]L HUK WYHJ[PJHS KLLTWOHZPZ VU
certain strategies, particularly demonstrating and propagandizing.


4VZ[WYV[LZ[VYZ^OVOLSWLKZO\[KV^U[OL>;6»Z

TLL[PUNPU:LH[[SL^V\SK

attest that demonstrations can be incredibly empowering. After all, the Occupy movement
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has arguably been most valuable for its ability to empower individuals and groups through
direct action and consensus-based decision making (Graeber 2011). Perhaps just as
VM[LU OV^L]LY KLTVUZ[YH[PVUZ JHU MHPS [V ZPNUPÄJHU[S` LTWV^LY WHY[PJPWHU[Z 0 ^HU[ [V
suggest that, because (1) protest actions are so inconsistent in their ability to bolster
empowerment, and (2) they demand a relatively high degree of energy and resources,
anarchists such as those I have interviewed tend to prioritize practices which yield more
consistently positive results for empowerment and structural change. This claim can be
supported by the fact that, despite substantial discussion in each interview about matters
of practice and strategy, the interviewee discourses are nearly silent with respect to protest
actions.
The recruitment of participants is central to the growth of any movement, and
certainly to one with such a long-term goal of social structural change. In the past,
propagandizing—the writing and distribution of persuasive ideological texts—was an
important strategy for recruitment within the anarchist movement. During the height of
[OL WYL>VYSK >HY 0 HUHYJOPZ[ TV]LTLU[ 7YV]PKLUJL ^HZ P[ZLSM OVTL [V HU PUÅ\LU[PHS
circle of insurrectionary anarchists that extensively and almost exclusively propagandized
(Buhle 1978, 2011). Today, however, propaganda no longer appears to be as important
to Providence-area anarchists. As with demonstrating, propagandizing is largely absent
MYVT [OL PU[LY]PL^LLZ» KLZJYPW[PVU VM [OLPY WYHJ[PJLZ -\Y[OLYTVYL [OLYL J\YYLU[S` L_PZ[Z
UV HUHYJOPZ[ UL^ZWHWLY VY UL^ZSL[[LY PU 7YV]PKLUJL HUK [OL KPZ[YPI\[PVU VM SLHÅL[Z
pamphlets, or zines to non-anarchists is uncommon.
So how do the interviewees hope to “recruit” new anarchists? As Luke describes
in talking about his organizing with the IWW labor union and NEFAC:
Sometimes we purposely propagandize…but usually [our strategy] is, you know,
HSVUNLY[LYT[OPUN0[»ZHIV\[I\PSKPUNYLSH[PVUZOPWZ(UKP[»ZHIV\[ILPUNHWHY[VM
WLVWSL»Z·LHJOV[OLY»ZSP]LZ`V\RUV^SLHYUPUNMYVTLHJOV[OLYHUK[OH[PU[LYWSH`
And through that, you know, you naturally end up discussing political ideas and
ideology.
The spread of anarchist ideas and practices is largely seen as a by-product of
empowerment activities like local activism, which generate opportunities for anarchists
to build relationships with non-anarchists and transmit anarchist ideas through “natural”
conversation. This approach is widely shared by the interviewees. Emily, Austin, and Sara
explicitly express the opinion that “movement-building” strategies like propagandizing and
calculated recruitment are “coercive” or “contrived” and therefore objectionable. “If people
JVTL[V[OLZLILSPLMZ¹ZH`Z,TPS`¸P[ZOV\SKILILJH\ZL[OL`»]LZ[HY[LK[VLUNHNLPU[OL
^VYSKHUKX\LZ[PVUP[HUKKL]LSVW[OLPYV^UJYP[PX\LZVM[OL^VYSK"HUKP[JHU»[ILSPRLTL
[LSSPUN`V\º/LYLHYLHSS[OLZL[OPUNZ[OH[HYLM\JRLK\W»¹7YVWHNHUKPaPUNPULZZLUJLPZ
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not especially empowering.
Demonstrating and propagandizing may be useful practices at certain times, but
[OL`HYLNLULYHSS`V]LYZOHKV^LKI`[OLKHPS`LɈVY[Z[VLUHISLLTWV^LYTLU[PUJS\KPUN!
PZZ\LIHZLK HJ[P]PZT HUK VYNHUPaPUN" [LHJOPUN" WLYMVYTPUN HY[ HUK THRPUN P[ TVYL
HJJLZZPISL"HUKHKQ\Z[PUNVUL»ZV^UILSPLMZSPMLZ[`SLJOVPJLZHUKPU[LYHJ[PVUZ^P[OV[OLYZ

CONCLUSIONS
The strength of interpretive analysis of culture—culture loosely understood
as learned patterns of thought and behavior shared by a group—lies in the fact that
understanding individuals and social groups in their own terms generates insights that
are otherwise inaccessible. This is a lesson from ethnography, and, as evidenced by a
growing acceptance of a non-pejorative view of ideology, it has slowly been incorporated
into studies of social movements. This article has attempted to further the interpretivist
development by systematically examining the discourses and ideology of anarchists in the
Providence area.


 ( KPZ[PUJ[ JVUZ[LSSH[PVU VM Ä]L THPU WVSP[PJHS JVUJLW[Z LTLYNLK HZ 0 Z\IQLJ[LK

the interviewee discourses to close analysis: the values of individual autonomy, collective
MYLLKVTHUKWHY[PJPWH[VY`KLTVJYHJ`"HUK[OLNVHSZVMLTWV^LYTLU[HUKZVJPHSZ[Y\J[\YHS
JOHUNL 0UKP]PK\HS H\[VUVT` PU [OPZ JVU[L_[ ZPNUPÄLZ [OL PUKP]PK\HS»Z JVU[YVS V]LY [OL
HJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[JVTWYPZLOLYOPZL]LY`KH`SPML(ILSPLMPU[OLLX\HSP[`VMPUKP]PK\HSZPU[OLPY
claims to individual autonomy leads the interviewees to respect and value the autonomy
of others. Thus, arises the value of collective freedom, or the condition of equal, maximal
individual autonomy for members of a society. The value of participatory democracy
YLWYLZLU[Z[OLYLJVUJPSPH[PVUVMPUKP]PK\HSZ»YLZWLJ[P]LKYP]LZMVYH\[VUVT`"P[PZHTVKLS
for small-scale decision-making which, through the mechanism of consensus, allows each
PUKP]PK\HS[VOH]LZPNUPÄJHU[PUÅ\LUJLVUJVSSLJ[P]LKLJPZPVUZ


;OL ÄYZ[ ZOHYLK NVHS Z[LTTPUN MYVT [OL HIV]L ]HS\LZ PZ [OL JVUJLW[ VM

empowerment, or the augmentation of individual autonomy and collective freedom.
,TWV^LYTLU[VJJ\YZNYHK\HSS`H[[OLTPJYVSL]LS"P[PZPUKP]PK\HSZ^OVILJVTLLTWV^LYLK
and only in a process more akin to endless perseverance than sudden awakening. The
second goal is large-scale social structural change or “revolution”: the end of capitalism,
the dissolution of State and all other hierarchies, the establishment of small, participatorydemocratic communities. This goal, however, entails no developed utopian vision or any
UV[PVUVMH^LSSKLÄULKYL]VS\[PVUHY`TVTLU[0UZ[LHKP[PZHJVUJLW[PVUVMHYL]VS\[PVU
that privileges gradual, micro-level empowerment as the primary vehicle for large-scale
JOHUNL ,TWV^LYTLU[ PZ [OLYLMVYL IV[O HU LUK HUK H TLHUZ" ¸[OL YL]VS\[PVU¹ HZ [OL
interviewees see it, is immanent in their daily practices.
Both empowerment and structural change are served by a diversity of practices,
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but activism and organizing around immediate issues prevails as a commonly-shared
strategy. For anarchists, activist and organizing collectives create a space for putting
participatory democracy into practice while simultaneously providing opportunities to
OLSW UVUHJ[P]PZ[Z KL]LSVW H\[VUVT` (SZV ZPNUPÄJHU[ I\[ SLZZZOHYLK WYHJ[PJLZ PUJS\KL
[OL HKQ\Z[TLU[ VM VUL»Z! ZVJPHS PU[LYHJ[PVUZ [V THRL [OLT TVYL LNHSP[HYPHU" SPMLZ[`SL
(such as consumption habits, to decrease dependence upon the capitalist economic
Z`Z[LT" HUK ILSPLMZ [V YLTV]L JLY[HPU VWWYLZZP]L PKLHZ YLJLP]LK PU ZVJPHSPaH[PVU ;OL
omission of certain practices in the interviewee discourses, particularly demonstration and
propagandizing, can also be explained in terms of the shared goals: neither practice can
promote empowerment as consistently and successfully as those which are emphasized.


>P[OPU [OLZL ÄUKPUNZ SPLZ Z\WWVY[ MVY [OL WYL]PV\ZS`THKL JSHPT [OH[ PKLVSVN`

HJ[ZHZHÄS[LYPU[OLWYVJLZZVMZ[YH[LNPJKLJPZPVUTHRPUN(Z+V^UL` Z\NNLZ[Z
PKLVSVN` WYV]PKLZ H MYHTL^VYR MVY PKLU[PM`PUN HUK L]HS\H[PUN [OL SLNP[PTHJ` VM KPɈLYLU[
possible strategic action. To be more precise than Downey, it is the categories of values
HUK NVHSZ [OH[ JHU KLÄUL ^OPJO WYHJ[PJLZ HYL HJJLW[HISL HUK HWWYVWYPH[L·IV[O H[ [OL
PUKP]PK\HS HUK NYV\W SL]LSZ ;O\Z MVY PUZ[HUJL [OL PU[LY]PL^LLZ» ]HS\LZ VM PUKP]PK\HS
autonomy and collective freedom lead to an emphasis on issue-based activism and
organizing as opposed to producing propaganda, because the former is better suited for
fostering empowerment. The same values foster a rejection of formalized leadership and
hierarchical structure within anarchist collective organization.


7LYOHWZTVYLPU[LYLZ[PUNS`T`ÄUKPUNZZ\NNLZ[[OH[PKLVSVN`TH`UV[VUS`KLSPTP[

Z[YH[LNPJ HJ[PVU PU TV]LTLU[Z I\[ HSZV KLÄUL [OL TH_PT\T WHJL H[ ^OPJO TV]LTLU[Z
can potentially grow. In the case of the anarchist movement, growth might be measured
in terms of number of anarchists or proliferation of anarchist social organizations. As my
HUHS`ZPZVM[OLPU[LY]PL^LLZ»NVHSZHUKHJ[P]P[PLZOHZJVU]L`LK[OPZWV[LU[PHSNYV^[OTH`
be necessarily slow due to a belief that the gradual, micro-level increase of autonomy and
collective freedom is the means to larger-scale social change. The pace of growth may also
be constrained by a wariness of propagandizing and intentional recruiting, which can feel
manipulative and in opposition to the value of individual autonomy. Consequently, such
activity is minimal, and the dissemination of anarchist ideas into non-anarchist populations
is limited.


3HZ[S` T` ÄUKPUNZ PUKPJH[L MV\Y WVZZPISL KPYLJ[PVUZ MVY M\[\YL LTWPYPJHS Z[\KPLZ

concerned with assessing anarchist movement outcomes:
(1) Localized issue campaigns: :WLJPÄJJHTWHPNUZZ\JOHZ[OLKYP]LVMHNP]LUJOHW[LYVM
Students for a Democratic Society to radically democratize its university, are important to
anarchists given their potential to empower individuals. Research about campaigns would
involve traditional mobilization approaches—resource mobilization, political opportunities,
and framing would all be relevant—but the constraints of anarchist ideology, or conversely,
[OLUHYYV^YHUNLVMWVZZPISLHJ[PVU^V\SKYLX\PYLZPNUPÄJHU[H[[LU[PVU[OPZTPNO[YLZLTISL
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+V^UL`»ZB DZ[\K`
(2) Experiments in creating anarchy: Studying the development of participatory democracy
OHZ ZVTL WYLJLKLU[Z KLSSH 7VY[H  " +V^UL`  " 7VSSL[H  I\[ YLTHPUZ VUL
of the most relevant projects in the study of radical-left social movements outcomes.
Certainly political opportunity structures and cultural factors like ideology and collective
identity would be pertinent concepts.
(3) Converting non-anarchists: If much of anarchist “recruiting” occurs at the individual
level in the building of relationships, then there is potential to study micro-level framing
processes. Such investigation could also examine the resonance of frames within the nonanarchist organizations (e.g., community groups) or other contexts (e.g., protest actions,
workplaces) that anarchists inhabit.
(4) Sustaining anarchist participation: The anarchist population in Providence tends to be
YLSH[P]LS``V\UN;OLYLHZVUZMVY[OPZTH`ILYLSH[LK[V[OLTV]LTLU[»ZHIPSP[`[VZ\Z[HPU
participation. There would be several factors to consider, such as: the role of mobilizing
structures and collective identity (how well do anarchist and non-anarchist groups and
organizations, comparatively, encourage participation?), and the tensions underlying
HUHYJOPZ[PKLVSVN`HUKI\YKLUZ[OLYLVMPUKP]PK\HSJVSSLJ[P]LTLL[PUNPTTLKPH[LULLKZ
MVZ[LYPUN LTWV^LYTLU[ HUK YLTLK`PUN Z[Y\J[\YHSS`JH\ZLK PZZ\LZ]PL^PUN Z[Y\J[\YHS
change as gradual).
These are directions that I envision for studies responding to the current vivacity
of the anarchist movement and the recent mobilization of other closely related leftist
movements. Whatever direction taken by this future scholarship, a framework such as the
one outlined in this article should be of value to those studies that hope to account for the
ideological complexity, heterogeneity, and dynamism within these movements.
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court cases shaping our understanding of
these boundaries of life. In doing so, EklandOlson successfully provides an analysis
that does not lead the reader to a certain
conclusion about what is morally right or
wrong, rather he presents a non-biased
account of the decisions and events leading

I

n Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Decides?

to our current understanding about the

author Sheldon Ekland-Olson explores

value of life and death. Additionally, we are

the value of life and the decisions to

reminded of a basic sociological relationship

end it. Issues of life and death are seldom

between individual problems and societal

simple, but Ekland-Olson demonstrates just

issues. Ekland-Olson presents individual

how complex these issues can be. Through

cases as the beginnings of larger arguments

a detailed historical analysis, Ekland-Olson

pertaining to the boundaries of life. It is in

explains how the United States reasoned

this process that we are reminded of how the

through issues of abortion, neonatal care,

debated of these moral imperatives begin,

assisted dying, and capital punishment.

as well as how some social movements

While the book describes many

begin (e.g. movements surrounding abortion

KPɈLYLU[ JVU[YV]LYZPHS [VWPJZ [OL` HSS Z[LT and right to life arguments).
from the same moral imperatives. If we

The book is divided into four parts

consider that life is sacred and that it should

WYLZLU[PUNHKPɈLYLU[ZP[\H[PVU^OLYL[OLZL

ILWYV[LJ[LKHUKHSZV[OH[VUJLZ\ɈLYPUNPZ moral imperatives have been challenged. In
detected it should be alleviated, we begin to

[OLÄYZ[ZLJ[PVU¸(TVYHSZ`Z[LTL]VS]LZ¹

see the complexities of life and death. Ekland-

readers get a thorough explanation of the

Olson asks, “how do we go about justifying

eugenics movement and the arguments that

the violation of deeply important, perhaps

SLK[VHWYVJLZZVMKLÄUPUNIV\UKHYPLZVMSPML

universal, moral imperatives, while holding

and how it should (and under what contexts)

tightly to their importance?” Throughout

be protected. In the second section,

this important book, he challenges readers

“The early moments and months of life,”

to consider what the boundaries of life are

questions surrounding abortion debates

– what is the absolute beginning of life? At

are considered. These questions not only

what precise point does death occur? Is it

concern whether or not abortions should

when the heart stops beating, or when the

be performed, but when it is appropriate to

brain stops working, or some other marker?

HSZVWYV[LJ[^VTLU»ZSP]LZK\YPUNJOPSKIPY[O

Whose lives are most valuable, and more

at what stage of pregnancy abortions can
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safely be performed, at what point is a

Lives, Who Dies, Who Decides?, Sheldon

fetus able to feel pain, etc. Additionally, this

Ekland-Olson delivers what he promises in

section also considers infants who are born

this stimulating and engaging book.

with debilitating and fatal deformities. Given
that advances in technology and medicine
have given us the ability to prolong the lives
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of these infants, is it right for us to do so if
we are prolonging a life potentially full of pain
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Z\ɈLYPUNOHZILJVTL[VVT\JO[VILHYHUK

E

death has become desirable for individuals
or their families. Ekland-Olson demonstrates
how family, political, and religious social
institutions have shaped these arguments
and how we think of deciding death. The last

nvisioning Real Utopias (2010),
by Erik Olin Wright, is book seven
of the Real Utopias Project. The

project began in 1991 with the basic purpose
of taking seriously radical social change and

ZLJ[PVU¸;HRPUNSPMLHUKPUÅPJ[PUNZ\ɈLYPUN¹ elucidating the principles and rationales
Ekland-Olson describes the role of the

for how change could occur within our

criminal justice system in creating laws that

current institutions. In light of that purpose,

are punishable by death. Over time, leaders

Wright reminds us of the main principles of

have decided what crimes would be so

capitalism and why it inherently limits access

severe to take the life of the accused, and

[V ¸O\THU ÅV\YPZOPUN¹ 0U [OPZ JYP[PX\L VM

how those lives would be taken. While these

capitalism, Wright is demonstrative of an

laws change, it is not without much debate

LHYS`JSHPTPUOPZIVVR"[OH[[OLÄYZ[[HZRVM

HUK WVSP[PJHS PUÅ\LUJL [OH[ KLJPZPVUZ HYL emancipatory social science is to diagnose
made. Regardless, the questions remain:

and critique social institutions for the harms

Who lives, who dies, who decides?

they generate in terms of social and political

This book is well suited for anyone

justice. The second task, Wright claims, is to

who is sociologically minded. Ekland-Olson

develop coherent, credible alternatives. This

presents non-biased historical accounts

task is what the bulk of Envisioning Real

VM ZL]LYHS KPɈLYLU[ ZP[\H[PVUZ HYV\UK [OL Utopias is dedicated to.
same root concern: “how do we go about

Published in a contemporary period

justifying the violation of deeply important,

of serious economic crisis, Envisioning

perhaps universal, moral imperatives, while

Real Utopias presents its readers with

holding tightly to their importance?” In his

multiple visions of plausible alternatives to

conclusion, Ekland-Olson argues that these

capitalism. Taking nothing for granted in

questions are not likely to be resolved, and

the way of previous or shared knowledge,

that persistent tension is expected. In Who

>YPNO[ WYV]PKLZ ^VYRPUN KLÄUP[PVUZ MVY
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a wide range of key concepts used in

O`IYPKJVUÄN\YH[PVUZ>YPNO[JVU[LUKZ[OH[

the discussion of capitalism and human

capitalism will likely remain a component

LTWV^LYTLU[ PUJS\KPUN H IYVHK KLÄUP[PVU of relations that govern economic activity,
VM¸O\THUÅV\YPZOPUN¹>OPSLKLÄUPUNZ\JO but it would be subordinated capitalism
a great number of concepts makes the book

constrained by democratic participation

a bit slow to get through, it also serves as

(145).

the grounding on which he builds guidelines

ZL]LU[OLVYL[PJHSJVUÄN\YH[PVUZ[OH[PUJS\KL

for pathways to economic, political, and

elements of capitalism, socialism, and

social transformation.

Z[H[PZT  HSS [OVYV\NOS` KLÄULK  ;OLZL

While clearly inspired by the work
of Marx, Wright is also critical of his theory
of social change because it relied on the
impossibility

of

capitalism

rather

In Chapter 5, the reader is given

JVUÄN\YH[PVUZ HYL [OL ZL]LU WH[O^H`Z [V
social empowerment that Wright envisions.
Moving from theoretical models to

than

empirical cases, Chapters 6 and 7 explore

thoroughly explicating a viable alternative.

real world cases of utopian design. Wright

>YPNO[ JVYYLJ[Z 4HY_»Z ]PZPVU I` HYN\PUN presents a complex analysis of these cases
that viable social transformation would

by trying to “fully recognize the complexity

come about through slow change and the

and dilemmas as well as real potentials of

deepening of democracy rather than an

WYHJ[PJHS LɈVY[Z H[ ZVJPHS LTWV^LYTLU[¹

abrupt collapse of capitalism.

Because

(151). Aside from providing meat to his

change would have to be slow, Wright

theoretical claims, these cases also serve

argues that the “socialist compass” should

as the inspiration to believe in the possibility

work as the tool through which institutional

of alternatives. One example he provides

designs can be measured for whether they

for social empowerment and the state is a

are heading in the right direction.

participatory budget in the city of Porto Alegre

For Wright, the key goal of social

[OH[ ^HZ PTWSLTLU[LK ^OLU [OL >VYRLYZ»

change is to “enable power rooted in

Party won the election for mayor in 1988.

voluntary association in civil society to

This case provides a real life example of how

LɈLJ[P]LS` JVU[YVS [OL WYVK\J[PVU HUK a transformation in municipal governance
distribution of goods and services” (129).

could invigorate direct democracy, but also

To this end, the “socialist compass”

VɈLYZ WYPUJPWSLZ [OH[ JV\SK IL L_[LUKLK

would focus on three questions aimed

beyond municipal governance. His examples

at institutional designs. Is there social

for social empowerment and the economy

empowerment over the way state power

include the institutional design of Wikipedia,

HɈLJ[Z LJVUVTPJ HJ[P]P[`& 0Z [OLYL ZVJPHS whose fundamental principles are nonempowerment over the way economic

capitalist because it depends on voluntary,

power shapes economic activity? And

unpaid contributions, the information is

ÄUHSS`PZ[OLYLZVJPHSLTWV^LYTLU[KPYLJ[S` available to anyone who has access to the
over economic activity? Treating economic

internet, anyone can gain full editing rights,

arrangements not as ideal types but as

it exhibits deliberative interaction among
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contributors,

and

governing

positions

such as administrators are gained through
democratic means. Wikipedia was originally
non-hierarchical, but after many cases
of cyber-vandalism and contentions over
content, administrators took on the role of
making some entries no longer available for
editing. While many see this as cutting into
the open editing policy, Wright argues that
because the administrator status is gained
with few requirements it still maintains the
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H

ow

do

US

abstinence

evangelical

campaigns

sexual

convince

teenagers to be sexually “pure” until

marriage and how do the young people
negotiate their sexuality? The author of

VWLU KLTVJYH[PJ JOHYHJ[LY VM >PRPWLKPH»Z Making Chastity Sexy, Christine Gardner,
original design, which for Wright closely

examines

the

rhetoric

resembles the ideals of radical democratic

campaigns

egalitarianism.

participants use to talk about abstinence

and

of

discourses

evangelical
that

teen

>YPNO[»ZEnvisioning Real Utopias is

commitments. The author does so through

theoretically thorough while also grounded

ethnographic research in three major US

in strong empirical cases. Because his

campaigns: True Love Waits, Silver Ring

alternatives are primarily focused on control

Thing,

over goods and services, some readers

their events and interviewing campaign

and

Pure

Freedom,

observing

TH` ÄUK >YPNO[»Z [OLVY` SLZZ JVU]PUJPUN organizers and teenage participants. This
in other dimensions of inequality related to

book focuses on cases in the U.S., but

capitalism, including dimensions of cultural

HSZV VɈLYZ JVTWHYH[P]L HUHS`ZPZ VM ZPTPSHY

capital

inequalities.

campaigns that have been held in sub-

Throughout the book, Wright makes prudent

and

identity-based

Saharan African countries, including Kenya

discussion of potential skepticism to his

and Rwanda.

theory. While this at times adds a defensive

In this book, Gardner focuses on how

tone to the book, it also shows his dedication

“evangelicals are co-opting forms of secular

to proposing theoretical pathways to social

culture to make chastity sexy.” (18) The

empowerment that are realistic and viable.

author weaves religious rhetoric, sexuality,

The book will be inspiring to those who

and social movement issues together to

aspire to radical social change as well as

unveil “the complexities of sexual behavior.”

those who hold on to the belief that social

(5) By doing so, she provides the dynamics

science can and should serve the interests of

behind young people making abstinence

IYVHKLUPUNHJJLZZ[V¸O\THUÅV\YPZOPUN¹

pledges, which statistical studies so far only
discussed the dichotomy of keeping sexual

MAGGIE TATE
The University of Texas at Austin

abstinence and having sex. By exploring
the current abstinence movement, initiated
and developed by evangelical churches in
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the 90s as a part of their ministry, the author

how teens negotiate their sexuality. Public

shows how the “politics of piety” come

testimonies at the campaigns promise

into play for Christian teens both in making

teens good marriages and great sex in

a decision to be abstinent and in keeping

marital relationships, and silver purity rings

their pledges. Gardner argues that the U.S.

bind the pledged together after they return

evangelical campaigns are moving away

to their daily lives, reminding them of their

from condemnation of having sex before

commitment.

THYYPHNL[V^HYKZ¸HWVZP[P]LMVJ\ZVUºQ\Z[

In

addition

to

this

“thick

ZH``LZ»[VNYLH[ZL_^P[OPUTHYYPHNL¹ description,” Gardner also analyzes both
The author carefully analyzes the discourses

female and male discourses of sexual

employed by the program organizers and

absence and looks at how they borrow fairy

invited guests at their events and include

[HSL UHYYH[P]LZ VM ¸ZVTLKH` T` WYPUJL B

female celebrities and individuals or couples

princess] will come” (87). In this way, the

from the churches. The author focuses

author does not limit sexual chastity only

on the young attendees of the events to

[V ILPUN H ^VTLU»Z PZZ\L .HYKULY M\Y[OLY

understand how they receive messages

KPZJ\ZZLZ[LLUZ»[YPHSZHUKLYYVYZYLNHYKPUN

HUK OV^ [OLPY HIZ[PULUJL WSLKNLZ HɈLJ[ their sexual activities and what it means to
their lives.

remain sexually abstinent for them. Another

Gardner provides an insightful,
in-depth

ethnographic

investigation

strength of this book lies in its extensive

of

ZJVWL"[OLH\[OVYHSZVWYV]PKLZHUHUHS`ZPZ

the U.S. cases, and her work contributes

of gay teens. Although the literature on

to the literature on gender, sexuality

homosexual teens is not as developed as

HUK YLSPNPVU .HYKULY ÄYZ[ HUHS`aLZ OV^ that on heterosexual youths, the chapter
campaign organizers frame abstinence as

Ä]LPUJS\KLZHKPZJ\ZZPVUVM[OLKPZJV\YZL

HU PUKP]PK\HS»Z ¸JOVPJL¹ HUK UV[ H MVYJLK surrounding Christian homosexuals and
decision, to adopt a godly “pure” life.

L]HUNLSPJHS JO\YJOLZ» ]PL^ VU [OLT  

Also, those who were sexually active in the

142).

past can regain second virginity through

JHTWHPNU»Z ZPSLUJL VU OVTVZL_\HSP[` HUK

Gardner

also

problematizes

the

.VK»Z MVYNP]LULZZ HUK JHU WSLKNL ZL_\HS HYN\LZ[OH[JHTWHPNUZ»WYVTPZLVMHNVVK
abstinence until marriage. Lastly, Gardner

marriage as their reward for being chastised

shows that sexual abstinence is framed as

is not applicable for Christian gay teens.

a “healthy choice” that keeps young people

She discusses that generally in evangelical

from getting STDs, unwanted pregnancies,

churches “being” homosexual is not sinful,

abortions,

but “acting” is, which means “sexual activity

and

even

AIDS

(27-40).

;OLYLMVYL[LLUZ»ZL_\HSJOHZ[P[`PZUV[VUS` always is sin” for homosexual teens (140).
a spiritual decision but also a contribution

Gardner then turns her attention to

to making a healthier society. Through in-

sub-Saharan African countries where the

depth interviews with young people who

U.S. government and these evangelical

made pledges, the author investigates

ministries

fund

sexual

abstinence
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campaigns. The main purpose of these

together in a book shows us how these

campaigns is to prevent and reduce the

subjects can be studied thoroughly with

PUMLJ[PVU VM /0=(0+: 0U V[OLY ^VYKZ careful ethnography.
the Kenyan and Rwandan cases show us
how the evangelical ministry as a social
movement relates to health issues, or

HYUN JEONG HA
The University of Texas at Austin

life and death problems. Three out of the
eight chapters are devoted to these cases,
but the author does not fully analyze the
experiences of teens and thus does not
fully explain the dynamics of abstinence
commitment in African countries. Rather,
she provides a more culturally essentialized
context of Kenya and Rwanda, which might
set up confrontations between individualism
and liberalism in the U.S. versus patriarchal
family-oriented

and

community-oriented

values that strongly restrict female sexuality
in Africa. Moreover, her comparative units

Sociologists in Action: Sociology,
Social Change, and Social Justice.
By Kathleen Odell Korgen, Jonathan M.
White & Shelley K. White. Newbury Park,
CA: Pine Forge Press, 2010; 295 pp;
$32.00 USD (paper)

S

ociologists in Action provides a
distinctive

and

comprehensive

analysis of how the tenets of the

sociological perspective can be activated as

HYL UV[ PKLU[PJHS" [OL <: JHZLZ HYL TVYL a mechanism through which the facilitation
developed with a variety of teen experiences,

of

socio-political

changes

occur.

The

whereas African chapters are more focused

incorporation of powerful and convincing

VU[OLKL]LSVWTLU[HS^VYRLYZ»KPZJ\ZZPVUZ anecdotal stories from applied sociologists,
about the African cultural and patriarchal

and detailed accounts of their empirically

JVU[L_[VU^VTLU»ZZL_\HSP[`

based social programs gives credence to

In the last chapter, Gardner returns

the idea that sociology as a discipline has

to the US and follows up the participants

an immense responsibility and capacity to

who made pledges in the past. She examines

create awareness of social justice, engender

JHTWHPNU WHY[PJPWHU[Z» KPZZH[PZMHJ[PVU ^P[O change, and create a coalition of liketheir sexual life in their marriage.

minded constituents as means to encourage

Making Chastity Sexy is highly

diverse discourses on the inequities that

recommended reading for those who are

pervade our local communities and global

interested in gender, sexuality and religion.

societies. Conversely, the authors advocate

.HYKULY»Z PUZPNO[M\S YOL[VYPJHS HUHS`ZPZ WYV]VJH[P]LS` MVY [OL YLJVUÄN\YH[PVU VM
VɈLYZ HU \UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM [OL K`UHTPJZ our
of sexual behaviors of Christian young

accustomed

sociological

teaching

pedagogies and modes of operation. For

WLVWSLPU[OLTVKLYUKH`-PUHSS`.HYKULY»Z L_HTWSL ÄYZ[ ^L H[[YPI\[L T\JO VM V\Y
endeavor to bringing gender, sexuality,

practice in sociology to being educators

religion, and social movement analysis

within the walls of academia instead of
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practitioners or social justice activists.

in our ability to understand and measure

Secondly, we are accustomed to having

trends in society. Through the combination

our students be passive learners, instead of

of the sociological imagination, theory,

subjects in their own creation of knowledge.

and research methods public sociologists

Lastly, the authors conjointly argue that

can shape and transverse through the

sociology needs to breed a social space for

spaces as both educators and activists.

inter-disciplinary subject matters in order

The inclusion of case studies regarding

[V OHYIVY H KPZ[PUJ[P]L HUK Å\PK Z`ULYNPZT the work of renowned public sociologists
of theories and knowledge that inform our

on several key sociological topics such

social practices.

HZ YHJL ZVJPHS JSHZZ NLUKLY Z[YH[PÄJH[PVU

Korgen, White and White preclude
their discussion of the experiences of

and

environmental

justice

denounces

the disparate treatment of the typologies

WYHJ[PJPUN ZVJPVSVNPZ[Z I` ÄYZ[ LZWV\ZPUN HUKVY KVTHPUZ ^P[OPU ZVJPVSVN` 9H[OLY
the applicability of C. Wright Mills (1959)

Korgen, White and White illuminate how

sociological

imagination,

collectivism and interdisciplinary work with

and

methods

research

to

theories,
study

other academics, community members

and the implementation of public or

the

and students is a key component in

applied sociology. First, the sociological

the legitimation of knowledge and the

imagination assist in our recognition of

L]VS]LTLU[ HUK WYVNYLZZPVU VM [OL ÄLSK VM

two core commitments of sociology 1)

Sociology.

use a sociological eye to see beneath the

;OL ÄYZ[ ZP_ JOHW[LYZ MVJ\Z VU

surface of society to notice and examine

introductory topics that are often proposed

patterns of injustice and 2) actively confront

to students in an introductory sociology

and help alleviate those injustices (Korgen,

course:

White & White, 2011:1). The sociological

ILOH]PVY ZVJPHS TV]LTLU[Z Z[YH[PÄJH[PVU

perspective, coupled with the integration

and social class and race and ethnic

of critical race and feminist theories sets

relations. Undoubtedly, one unifying theme

the precedence for the enactment of social

of these aforementioned chapters is to

change. Illustratively, practicing sociologists

encourage its readers to challenge existing

provide telling and meticulous accounts of

norms, beliefs and institutional practices

how they name and view their own personal

[OH[ HɈLJ[ [OL ZVJPHS HUK LJVUVTPJ

reality and reframe it as social justice issue,

plight of marginalized groups such as the

and then strategically engage in revisionist

OVTLSLZZ Q\]LUPSL KLSPUX\LU[Z X\LLY

practices to challenge oppressive practices

LGBT populations, and racial and ethnic

prevalent in our social institutions. Next,

minorities. Furthermore, we as educators

the authors show that both quantitative

are not just called to change the paradigm

and qualitative research methodologies

of how students think about marginalized

deserve equal consideration and appraisal,

groups in society, but as public sociologists

as various data collection strategies aid

we are entrusted with the commitment to

culture,

socialization,

deviant
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whites allowed him to use quantitative

1HJR 3L]PU»Z L_WLYPTLU[HS ZVJPHS JVUÅPJ[ methodologies to document the prevalence
and community service course which

of

environmental

hazards

and

then

challenged traditional teaching pedagogies

LɈLJ[ WVSPJ` JOHUNL HUK KPZJV\YZL VU

and allowed students to interact and

environmental and ecological issues.

JVU]LYZL^P[OWLVWSLVMKPɈLYLU[YHJLZVY

Sociologists in Action VɈLYZ H

religions in the spirit of cooperation, civility

UL^ SLUZL MVY YLJVUJLW[\HSPaPUN [OL ÄLSK

HUKNVVK^PSS"VY+Y:\ZHU.\HYPUV.OLaaP»Z of sociology, the personal histories of the
newly established program called “Make

sociologists in this book advocate that

Peace with Police,” which engendered

their “personal troubles” or “individual

non-confrontational

and

identities” become critical antecedents to

encounters between police and gang-

their ability to make connections between

involved juvenile delinquencies in an attempt

their personal accounts and public issue.

to ameliorate myths and stereotypes that

Additionally,

fostered contention between both groups.

theory and quantitative and qualitative

Secondly,

communication

in

sexuality,

actualization of social reform and social

globalization and migration, environmental

change. Additionally, their work calls for

justice,

social

the erasure of divisionary practices that

economy,

education,

religion)

focused

gender

and

institutions

last

training

methodologies provide the palette for the

sex,

the

rigorous

four

chapters:

while

their

(family,

government,

and

separate traditional sociology and public

conceptualizing

ZVJPVSVN`" [OLPY ^VYR HZ IV[O LK\JH[VYZ

sociological topics as not only pervading

and researchers are not seen as disparate

our contemporary political discourse but

domains or roles but instead become key

embedded within our social institutions,

components in how they carry out their

and also transversing the boundaries of the

work as public sociologists. As educators,

United States and other global communities.

they

For example, in the chapter on globalization

pedagogies and engage in transformative

on

challenge

traditional

teaching

HUK PTTPNYH[PVU +Y 9VILY[ * :TP[O»Z learning experiences with their students
research on Mexican immigrants in the

outside the classroom, and as researchers

United States and their ties to their home

they observe various social phenomenas,

country serves as an impetus to advocating

HUK [OLU VɈLY H ZVJPVSVNPJHS HUHS`ZPZ VM

for Mexican immigrants, co-founding social

how to best ameliorate social, economic,

programs, and implementing initiatives

and racial inequities. For inquisitive young

to promote educational achievement and

scholars and readers who engage with

leadership among Mexican children in New

this book, they can only help but wonder

@VYR:PTPSHYS`+Y+HUPLS-HYILY»ZYLZLHYJO whether sociology can move to a space
interest on the disparate exposures to

where interdisciplinary work is encouraged,

environmental health hazards encountered

conventional

by people of color and working class

challenged,

teaching
diverse

practices

are

mechanisms

for
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transmitting and establishing knowledge

the police led him to the discovery of his

are created, and that sociologists becomes

own “sociological imagination”—the classic

both the subject and investigator of their

term of the discipline deemed by C. Wright

research endeavors. Equally important, this

4PSSZ[VKLZJYPILOV^VUL»ZV^UL_WLYPLUJL

IVVR KVLZU»[ [`WPM` VY JH[LNVYPaL ZVJPHS can be applied to sociological concepts
change, and instead measures change not

and understanding. The chapter, “Dreams

by its impact but by our ability to view our

Deferred: The Patterns of Punishment in

role in eradicating social inequities in our

6HRSHUK¹ PZ HJ[\HSS` H YLMLYLUJL [V 9PVZ»

everyday lives.

own dreams as a former version of his
subjects. He describes the way in which

CIERA GRAHAM
The University of Cincinnatti

he performed participant observation as
“shadowing” by following them through
their day-to-day activities. This approach
allowed Rios to be exposed “to major

Punished: Policing the Lives of
Black and Latino Boys. By Victor Rios.
Berkeley, CA: University of California
Press, 2011; 237 pp; $20.00 USD (paper)

patterns prevalent in their lives, including
criminalization” (8). This form of observation
is useful for ethnographic researchers to
gain insight into the intimate microcosm
situations that can only be witnessed and

I

n Punished: Policing the Lives of Black

examined the closer the researcher is to the

and Latino Boys, sociology scholar, Victor

subject.

Rios examines the ways in which young

9PVZºRL`PU[LY]LU[PVU^P[O[OLIVVR

black and Latino boys are subject to punitive

is addressed in “Chapter 2: The Flatlands of

social control. As a former gang member

Oakland and the Youth Control Complex.”

himself, Rios is able to relate the boys from

The youth control complex is a “system of

his own experience.

criminalization molded by the synchronized,

Over the course of three years in

systematic

punishment

meted

out

by

Oakland, California, in-depth interviews

socializing and social control institutions”

along with participatory observation were

that constantly manages and controls

conducted with forty “at-risk” boys. Rios was

the lives of poor youth of color (40). Rios

able to gather evidence proving that young

explains this “criminalization is embedded

black and Latino boys are punished both

PU 6HRSHUK»Z ZVJPHS VYKLY¹ HUK [O\Z OL

by the social control practices of schooling

chooses his childhood neighborhood as his

and their impoverished environment.

work site (27). As a long-term resident of the

In the books preface, Rios tells the

Bay area, he possessed geographical insight

story of how as a young boy on the streets

to a “social landscape which epitomizes the

of Oakland, his best friend was shot and

sociological circumstances of other cities

RPSSLKI`HNHUNJVUÅPJ[_PPP;OPZZP[\H[PVU ^P[OSHYNL)SHJRHUK3H[PUVHWVW\SH[PVUZPU
as well as his negative experiences with

the United States” (28). In 2008, the Oakland
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community witnessed the case of Oscar

school when he just was 8 years “an event

Grant, an unarmed black man shot in the

[OH[ W\ISPJHSS` KLÄULK OPT HZ H JYPTPUHS¹

back by the police in a BART station, as an

(58). Rios found that constant policing and

example of “unchecked police harassment

harassment leads to a stigmatization as

and brutality” (25). This example provides

well as a denial of what sociologists call

leverage to his research location as well

“positive rite” – the universal human need

as highlights a recent incident that, given

to be perceived positively by others (58).

the history of political organization in the

;OPZ[YH\TH[PaPUNLɈLJ[JH\ZLKI``LHYZVM

region, made even communities of color

JYPTPUHSPaH[PVUZLLTZKPɉJ\S[[VV]LYJVTL

V\[YHNLK I` [OL V\[YPNO[ PUQ\Z[PJL 9PVZ» for the young boys, unless they utilize
use of relevant and recent news stories

methods of resistance.

and data provides perspectives outside of

“Chapter 5: Dummy Smart,” refers

his research that allow readers to gain a

to a defense mechanism by which the boys

further understanding of how punitive social

\ZL [V THUPW\SH[L H\[OVYP[` ÄN\YLZ [OH[

control is a widespread practice.

seek to implement punitive practices over

To connect the dire conditions

[OL IV`Z» SP]LZ ;OYV\NO [OLPY PU[LYHJ[PVU

of poor communities of color caused by

with adults, some of the boys expressed

punitive social control to the economic

[OLPY JSL]LYULZZ [V ¸JVUZJPV\ZS` ÄNO[

Z`Z[LT VM JHWP[HSPZT 9PVZ IYPLÅ` [V\JOLZ for their dignity even if it meant risking
on a “transnational global economy to…

their freedom” (115). Rios suggests that

vulnerable

social

the identities of political resistance of

welfare to social control” (29). However, this

the boys occur when, “they internalize

statement could have been further explored

JYPTPUHSPaH[PVU ÅPW P[ VU P[Z OLHK HUK

throughout the book. Rios describes these

generate action that seeks to change the

populations…

from

LɈLJ[ZVMULVSPILYHSPZT[OYV\NO[OLHUHSVN` very system that oppresses them” (104).
of the left and right arms of the state. The

One tactic the boys used in response to

right arm is criminal justice and the left is

punitive practices was merely the idea

welfare. Later he describes the two by other

of breaking the rules. This mechanism is

characteristics, however it seems to me

KLÄULKHZ¸VYNHUPJJHWP[HS¹¶JYLH[P]LZRPSSZ

that young poor black and brown boys have

developed in response to being prevented

no choice is which direction they are pulled.

from acquiring social and economic capital

In “Chapter 3: Labeling Hype,”

used in mainstream institutions (98). This

Rios states “one only needs to spend a

form of capital, although not translated well

few hours with marginalized young people

into formal authoritative situations, is used

in their everyday settings to realize how

as means of survival.

much they are policed, stigmatized, and

The young boys resistance to

[YLH[LKKPɈLYLU[S`MYVTV[OLYJP[PaLUZ¹ their
For example, one of the boys in the study,

circumstances,

through

political

awareness and organization, can challenge

1VZL^HZÄYZ[OHUKJ\ɈLKHUK[HRLUV\[VM the linear path to incarceration. Rios
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suggests that negative consequences of

of the forces that both created and resisted

hypercriminalization caused by punitive

the very power relations I sought to expose”

social control are not absolute. He suggests

 /PZ YLÅLJ[PVU HJRUV^SLKNLZ [OH[ OL

that there is resistance by the young boys

too contributes to the punitive institutional

in

where

practices as well as feels their punishment.

there is “the potential to radically alter the

His critique of previous ethnographic work

worldviews and trajectories of the very

allowed him to take an alternative approach

marginalized young people that encounter

to studying a social group. His conclusions

criminalization” (21). He suggests the

were that through the various systematic

“school

be

institutional forces against them, the young

redirected and replaced by a “pipelines of

boys were facing social death, “a systematic

opportunities” (xii). These opportunities may

process by which individuals are denied

be mentorship from college students, after-

their humanity” (159). However, Rios calls

school tutoring programs, and ultimately

for the creation of “youth support complex”

the decriminalization of their daily activities.

– a system that “nurtures and reintegrates

Central to Rios research process

young people placed at risk” (162). He is an

response

to

to

criminalization,

prison”

pipeline

can

HUKÄUKPUNZ^HZOPZHUHS`ZPZVM[OL`V\UN example of how through a transformative
boys personal lived experiences, the “voices

process he was able to earn a PhD from

of the youth” (9). This focus was towards

one of the most prestigious universities

[OVZLKPYLJ[S`HɈLJ[LKI`PUZ[P[\[PVUHSZVJPHS in the country. Rios not only encourages
control. An approach that is useful and

the reader to critically analyze the punitive

commendable on behalf of the researcher

social control practices prevalent in the

to relinquish part of their expertise to the will

young boys lives, but suggests it is okay to

and direction of its participants. Perhaps

want to change them.

Rios sees this as a way for the young boys
to practice self-determination even if it is as
simple as telling their own stories.
For sociology, Victor Rios has paved
a new progressive path in the disciple.
Punished provides an insightful look into
how the lives of black and Latino boys are
subject to daily punitive practices throughout
their social environment. In the role of the
researcher, Rios faces a dilemma in how
OPZV^UYVSLWSH`LKV\[PU[OLWHY[PJPWHU[»Z
SP]LZ OL ^HZ VIZLY]PUN (S[OV\NO 9PVZ»
close relationship to the region and similar
experiences of the boys was unique he
states, “I became part of the study and part

MARIBEL FALCON
The University of Texas at Austin
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on campus in clubs, organizations, classes, and informally among friends, alongside
experiences maintaining a personal blog and a generally active social media presence,
helped to generate her academic interest in the sociological study of identity. The paper she
WYLZLU[ZOLYLVU[OLPUÅ\LUJLVM\UP]LYZP[`Z[Y\J[\YLVUZ[\KLU[Z»PKLU[PÄJH[PVUHZHK\S[Z
is excerpted from a year-long independent research project she conducted in her junior
year under the advisement of Professor Rebekah Massengill. Currently, she is involved in
a larger research project, under the advisement of Professor Douglass Massey, aimed at
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN[OL^H`ZPU^OPJO[OLJVSSLNLL_WLYPLUJLPUÅ\LUJLZ[\KLU[Z»JVUJLW[PVUZ
of race and ethnicity on the levels of personal identity and social categorization. After
graduation, Maya will be working in survey research and design for a major social policy
research center in Washington, D.C., and she plans to enroll in a doctoral program in
Sociology in the near future.

K AT E R O B E R T S
Kate Roberts graduated from Southwestern University in May 2011 with a Bachelor of Arts
in Sociology. She was inducted into Alpha Kappa Delta, sociology honor society, in 2010,
and received the Frank E. Luksa Award for outstanding sociology student in 2011. She
is also a member of Phi Beta Kappa, and was involved in Alpha Phi Omega, a national
ZLY]PJL MYH[LYUP[` K\YPUN OLY [LU\YL H[ :V\[O^LZ[LYU  2H[L»Z YLZLHYJO PU[LYLZ[Z PUJS\KL
social movements, educational disparities, and the intersectionality of identity. She is
currently a graduate student at The University of Texas at Austin, pursuing a Master of
Science in Social Work. She seeks to apply sociological theory to practice on the micro
level, by pursuing social justice for marginalized populations through direct practice work.
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Her focus includes addressing systemic barriers, and increasing access to community and
educational resources for low-income youth. She also has an interest in evaluating and
PTWYV]PUN[OLLɉJHJ`VMZLY]PJLKLSP]LY`TVKLSZ^P[OPU[OLUVUWYVÄ[ZLJ[VY

RACHEL WILLIAMS
Rachel Williams is a Sociology major at Whitman College. During the fall of her junior year,
she spent the semester abroad in Nepal studying social change and development. During
[OPZ[PTLZOLSP]LKPU2H[OTHUK\HUKJVUK\J[LKOLYÄLSKYLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[VUTHYYPHNLHUK
KH[PUN:OLZ\IZLX\LU[S`WYLZLU[LKOLY^VYRH[>OP[THU»Z:WYPUN<UKLYNYHK\H[L
Conference. Ms. Williams also conducted a recent study, examining the intersection of race,
ethnicity and religion as it relates to identity among Asian-Jewish children. Ms. Williams
will be graduating in May 2012 and plans to pursue a career supporting environmental
causes such as the sustainable food movement and attend graduate school.

